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Under the tensions of nationalization and globalization, mainland Chinese cinema 
has undergone tremendous changes in terms of industrial transformations, diversification 
of film language, style and genre, revenues, etc. in the new century. This is epitomized in 
a new surge of commercial entertainment cinema. This dissertation examines Lu Chuan 
and his films among this surge and as a representative of the new development of 
Chinese popular cinema. The study reveals a new political regime and a new popular 
imagination in China with its greater integration into the international system of global 
capitalism in in the first decade of the twenty-first century.  
I apply Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of the field of cultural production to explore 
structural transformations in the field of Chinese cinema, and trace these changes to the 
shaping forces in the larger fields of Chinese power and economy. This structural 
examination is related to the agency of individuals as cultural entrepreneurs maneuvering 
their way within the state system through alliance of power, capital and talent, and 
forming their own voices and a public space.  
 viii 
Theories of popular cultural studies help me analyze Lu Chuan’s films as a site 
where different international and domestic social, political, and cultural forces contend 
and negotiate with each other. I also draw upon theories of film studies to illustrate Lu 
Chuan’s application of international film language and styles including classical 
Hollywood cinema and the art film in rendering Chinese socialist stories in the age of 
globalization. Instead of treating Lu Chuan as an auteur or artistic creator, I look into his 
authorship as a site of different discourses and a technique of the self, which helps him 
distinguish his films from others and establish his position in the field. Trauma studies 
provide a useful tool in discussing Chinese cinematic representations of the national 
trauma, the Nanjing Massacre, during different historical periods, and Chinese nation’s 
continuing effort in grappling with this trauma. This textual analysis is to illustrate the 
newest development in Chinese cinema. 
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the historical transformation of 
Chinese society and to identify the forces that shaped Chinese cinema, which took form 
in a new alliance amongst power, capital, and art, and contributed to a post-socialist 
popular imagination in China in the first decade of the new century.  
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Introduction 
 
Under the polar tensions of nationalization and globalization, mainland Chinese 
cinema has undergone tremendous changes in the last decade. Government statistics 
show that box office revenues surged from 920 million Chinese yuan in 2003 to 13 
billion yuan in 2011 ($144 million to $2 billion) and the number of movie screens grew 
from 1580 in 2002 to 9200 in 2011.1 Such drastic changes in Chinese cinema are not 
only visible in these statistics but also in the industry’s institutional transformations in the 
areas of production, distribution, and exhibition, and in the advancements in film 
technology and infrastructure. They are also manifested in the diversification of film 
culture in terms of film language, style and genre, and in the shifting relations between 
cinema and the state and society. This rapid development is mainly the result of the 
state’s efforts in reforming and opening up of Chinese national cinema from a state-
planned economy to a market-oriented economy in the age of globalization. This has led 
to the participation of various social forces, especially the private economic sector and 
individuals, and to the localization of international film language and styles, which 
include European art cinema, Hollywood popular cinema, and Hong Kong commercial 
cinema. These factors make the Chinese cinema of the present a fascinating topic not 
                                                 
1 “Chinese Movie Studio Eyes NYSE Listing,” China Daily, November 3, 2009  
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2009-11/03/content_8907346.htm (accessed July 12, 2012); 
Yin Hong & Cheng Wen, “2011 zhongguo dianying chanye beiwang” (Memorandum for Chinese Film 
Industry 2011), dianying yishu (Film Art), No. 2 (2012).  
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only for research on the rapidly developing film industry, but also for the examination of 
a transforming Chinese society that has given rise to such a national cinema. 
I. SURGE OF ENTERTAINMENT CINEMA AND NEW DEVELOPMENT OF POPULAR 
CINEMA IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 
American-based scholar Yingjin Zhang argues that “the period in which the Sixth 
Generation came into being marks a new regime of political economy and therefore 
constitutes a new chapter of cultural history in contemporary China.”2 If the state’s 
reform and open-door policy, and the high culture fever and modernism in the 1980s 
gave rise to the internationally renowned art films of the Fifth Generation3; then the 
failure of the democracy movement in the late 1980s, the economic transition from a 
socialist planned economy to a market-oriented economy, and the subsequent social and 
cultural transformation and dislocation in the 1990s led to the underground films of the 
Sixth Generation4. In turn, the rise of the Chinese economy and its greater integration into 
the international system of global capitalism in the new millennium have generated a 
surge of commercial entertainment cinema, which is produced through the various state-
sanctioned commercial channels and is screened primarily for domestic audiences. These 
                                                 
2 Zhang, Yingjin, “Rebel without a Cause? China’s New Urban Generation and Postsocialist Filmmaking,” 
in Urban Generation, ed. Zhen Zhang (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 2007), 52. 
3 The history of Chinese cinema is usually periodized into generations. The Fifth Generation usually refers 
to the ’82 graduates of Beijing Film Academy, the national film institution, the first class after the Cultural 
Revolution. It includes “star” directors such as Zhang Yimou, Tian Zhuangzhuan, and Chen Kaige, whose 
works in the mid-1980s drew international attention to mainland Chinese cinema.  
4 The Sixth Generation usually refers to the graduates from Beijing Film Academy in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s. They rose in the early 1990s by making films for international film festivals outside the state 
production and censorship system, for which they were banned from making films in China. Among these 
directors are Zhang Yuan, Wang Xiaoshui and a later comer Jia Zhangke.  
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films encompass a large variety of genres, styles, subjects, and budgets, and together they 
constitute the booming of Chinese cinema in the new century.  
Among this surge of commercial entertainment cinema in the twenty-first century 
are various strands, which can be discerned and traced back to their beginnings. For 
instance, the New Year celebration light-comedies (hesui pian) were started by Feng 
Xiaogang in 1997 with his film The Dream Factory (Jiafang yifang) and imitated by his 
successors. The Chinese mega-budget costume-drama-style blockbusters were initiated 
by Zhang Yimou in 2002 with Hero (Yingxiong), and were soon joined by similar works 
of other veteran filmmakers like Chen Kaige and Feng Xiaogang. The commercialized 
main melody (zhuxuanlü) films (or leitmotif propaganda films) were typified in The 
Founding of a Republic (Jianguo daye) in 2009. It is particularly noteworthy that a new 
breed of commercial entertainment cinema has emerged at the turn of the new century 
and gained momentum with the acclaim of critics, popularity among audiences, and the 
support of the state and the industry. It consists of films directed by a group of young 
filmmakers who came of age in the new century, and who often became instantly famous 
for their directorial debuts. Not as culturally ambitious as the works by the Fifth and Six 
Generation directors, and made on low or medium budgets, their films were nevertheless 
well regarded by critics, and they performed very well at the box office. For instance, Lu 
Chuan’s debut detective comedy Missing Gun (Xun qiang, 2002) became a sleeper hit, as 
did Ning Hao’s gangster comedy Crazy Stone (Fengkuang de shitou, 2006), Teng 
Huatao’s horror romance The Matrimony (Xinzhong yougui, 2007), Chen Daming’s 
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family comedy One Foot above the Ground (Jiquan buning, 2008), and Wang Yuelun’s 
costume comedy Almost Perfect (Shiquan jiumei, 2008). This strand of films represents a 
new development in Chinese entertainment cinema, which directly speaks to emerging 
forces in Chinese cinema and society in the new millennium, and will constitute a main 
focus of my investigation in this dissertation.  
In his article “Tear Down the City: Reconstructing Urban Space in Contemporary 
Chinese Popular Cinema and Avant-garde Art,” Sheldon Lu distinguishes the popular 
films directed by such young filmmakers as Zhang Yang and Shi Runjiu in the late 1990s 
from the films directed by the Sixth Generation as follows: 
Popular films are largely produced and distributed through regular channels 
within China’s film industry. They address urgent topical issues in contemporary 
Chinese society that strikes a chord with regular moviegoers. Audiences usually 
will not find remarkable stylistic innovations or shocking revelations about 
culture and history in this kind of film. Rather, they are conventional heart-
warming melodramas and moral tales aimed to capture the hearts of the majority 
of average urban dwellers. Although some of these films have caught the attention 
of international film festivals, the primary audience of the popular film is China’s 
domestic market, in which films must sell and make a profit by appealing to the 
sentiments and life-world of ordinary people. The strategy of this group of new 
urban filmmakers thus marks a significant departure from the so-called 
independent Sixth Generation directors, whose films are often not allowed 
publicly to be screened in China. Instead, international audiences are their 
primary markets. Because of their subject matter and style, such films do not enter 
the mainstream of Chinese cinema even if they pass the censors for initial release. 
The field of independent cinema is defined by the features commonly associated 
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with these films, including marginal social groups (rock musicians, independent 
artists, squatters), ‘abnormal’ sexual behaviors, urban malaise, alienation from 
society, autobiographical narration, coming-of-age anxiety, the use of 
nonprofessional actors, and documentary style techniques.5   
Elsewhere in the same article Lu also points out that these popular urban films do not 
resemble the Fifth Generation’s films either in their “elaborate display of ethnographic or 
anthropological details about an exotic China,” or by “any attempt at soul searching or 
roots seeking by returning to primitive, premodern, rural China.”6  
To some extent, popular films directed by young filmmakers in the late 1990s are 
the precursor for the strand of new commercial entertainment films directed by younger 
filmmakers in the new century. They share some similarities. First, both are produced and 
distributed through regular commercial channels within China’s film industry to be 
consumed by the domestic audience for entertainment rather than for a small group of 
elites or foreign festival programmers and viewers. Second, both touch upon topical 
issues in contemporary Chinese society in order to resonate with the mass audience. 
Third, the filmmakers of both groups are not obsessed with the nation, self, or the 
international art film language as the Fifth or Sixth Generation directors are. They do not 
regard themselves as artists or intellectuals with high-cultural pretensions or social 
responsibilities to speak for the masses or for the less privileged. Instead, they consider 
themselves part of the audience, with their passion for cinema and the joy and pleasure 
                                                 
5 Sheldon H. Lu, “Tear Down the City: Reconstructing Urban Space in Contemporary Chinese Popular 
Cinema and Avant-Garde Art,” in Urban Generation, 141. 
6 Ibid., 146. 
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cinema generally offers. However, there are important differences between these two 
cinemas. According to Sheldon Lu, the popular cinema by Zhang Yang and Shi Runjiu in 
the late 1990s exhibits “not remarkable stylistic innovations or shocking revelations 
about culture and history” and comprises “conventional heart-warming melodramas and 
moral tales aim to capture the hearts of the majority of average urban dwellers.” One of 
the distinctive features of the films directed by younger filmmakers in the new century is 
stylistic and genre experimentation and innovation derived from the influence of 
international cinema including European art films, Hollywood, and Hong Kong 
commercial films. These films still tell stories about popular concerns of contemporary 
Chinese society, but the representation is inflected by a cosmopolitan taste in film and 
culture. Therefore, they not only appeal to “the sentiments and life-world of ordinary 
people” but also win the applause of film professionals and critics. These films are deeply 
indebted to the social, economic, political, and cultural realities of China with its greater 
integration into the international system of global capitalism in the new millennium. This 
strand of films directed by young filmmakers in the new century is not only different 
from the popular film of the 1990s but is also distinguished from other strands within the 
surge of new commercial entertainment cinema, such as the mega-budget costume drama 
blockbusters, the New Year celebration comedies, and the commercialized main melody 
films. 
The emergence of this new popular entertainment cinema is inseparable from 
China’s transition from a socialist to a post-socialist society. It ascends in the midst of 
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China’s further reform and opening-up policies, in film industry in particular, the 
transnational flow of trade, technology, and culture, the rise of Chinese economy, and 
China’s further integration into the international capitalist world. It also results from the 
young Chinese filmmakers’ familiarity with international art and commercial films and 
their intentional selection and experimentation with different film styles and genres. 
Instead of being inspired by the European art cinema masters of the French New Waves, 
Italian New Realism, and other international art film directors, this group of young 
filmmakers are more interested in and influenced by Hollywood cinema, directors like 
Steven Spielberg, and Hong Kong entertainment genre films. They experiment with both 
commercial and artistic cinematic language and styles rather than limiting themselves to 
cinema verité or critical realism. This cinema may touch upon topical issues of 
contemporary Chinese society, yet they are less motivated by a realist criticism of that 
society than by entertainment. It is a localization of the international cinemas, particularly 
the popular commercial ones, within the post-socialist social, political, economic, and 
cultural conditions in China. These young filmmakers are realistic about the social 
conditions of China today as a consumerist society, and they consider their films to be 
cultural commodities tailored to the nature of the capitalist economy in the post-socialist 
Chinese society. 
This new popular entertainment cinema is also a bottom-up cinema that arises 
from the transitional role of the Chinese state to a regulatory state with its 
decentralization of decision-making to local authorities, and encouragement of private 
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investment and individuals. These films are commercially produced, distributed and 
exhibited in China by companies from both the private and state-owned economic 
sectors. This cinema is in line with the state policies on developing Chinese national 
cinema and cultural industry in terms of finance, production, distribution, and exhibition, 
as well as social and cultural effects, and it is supported by the state. However, it is 
different from the government-sponsored main melody films because of the young 
filmmakers’ ability to choose their films’ subject matter, which is typically based on their 
own life experiences in socialist and post-socialist China, their understanding of 
contemporary Chinese society and popular sentiments, and their absorption of 
international cinematic language and styles. To some extent, this cinema is an integration 
or “glocalization” of international cinematic language and style and Chinese post-
socialist culture.7  
While the New Wave of the Fifth Generation in the 1980s and the underground 
films of the Sixth Generation in the 1990s relied heavily on international film festivals for 
fame, distribution and funding, this new popular entertainment cinema is rooted in the 
domestic market, and it speaks to the potential of the Chinese market, the power of 
Chinese consumers, and a new sense of nationalism. It represents a new form of Chinese 
popular cinema, and is considered by the critics and the state to be a mainstay and carry 
                                                 
7 See Roland Robertson, “Glocalization: Time-Space and Homogeneity-Heterogeneity,” from Global 
Modernities, eds. Mike Featherstone, Scott Lash and Roland Robertson (London: Sage, 1995), 25-44;  
Shanti Kumar thus describes the twofold “strategic mission of STAR TV’s ‘glocalization’ policy: (1) to 
provide a more ‘localized’ perspective to the network’s visibly global images, and (2) to embrace a 
programming strategy that appeals to the nationalist sentiments of their diverse audiences.” It provides 
another perspective on ‘globalization’ as from transnational corporations. Shanti Kumar, Gandhi Meets 
Primetime: Globalization and Nationalism in Indian Television (Urbana: University of Illinois, 2006), 6. 
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the development of Chinese national cinema in the new century. This cinema is part of a 
grass-roots popular culture phenomenon that is in alliance with capital and power in 
China today, and therefore is more related to the contemporary mainstream as well as 
consumer culture rather than alternative or oppositional cultures. However, as popular 
culture echoes the general thoughts of the common people, it also reveals the inner 
contradictions within the mainstream culture.  
In my dissertation, I examine this new popular entertainment cinema in the first 
decade of the new century by focusing on one of the young directors, Lu Chuan, a 
representative of this cinema and a rising star in Chinese cinema in the new millennium. 
With three critically acclaimed and commercially viable feature films scripted and 
directed by himself in the first decade of the new century - Missing Gun (2002), Kekexili: 
Mountain Patrol (Kekexili, 2004), and The City of Life and Death (Nanjing! Nanjing!, 
2008) - Lu Chuan embodies this newest development of Chinese national cinema in 
terms of both film industry and film language. His films were produced by leading 
private media companies together with either Hollywood corporations or the powerful 
state carrier in film industry, China Film Group (zhongguo dianying jituan gongsi), and 
distributed and exhibited in theaters throughout the country. They had different budgets, 
subject matter, genres and styles, but all were well received by critics and audiences. 
With his utilization of international film language, genres and styles, and adaptation of 
Chinese audiences’ familiar subject matter with popular attraction and emotional appeal, 
Lu Chuan’s films constitute a significant part of the new popular entertainment cinema. 
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The examination of Lu Chuan and his films will illuminate the Chinese society in the first 
decade of the new century, the transformation of the Chinese film industry, the 
glocalization of Chinese and international cinemas and cultures, the exchange and 
negotiation between politics, capital, and art, and the emerging forces and concerns of 
Chinese society. I argue that this new popular entertainment cinema, i.e. the films of Lu 
Chuan, together with those of other young filmmakers of the new century, implies the 
formation of a transitional political economy and a new cultural imagination in China in 
the age of globalization. 
Despite the enthusiastic reception of these films among domestic audiences, 
critics and journalists, and the acceptance of the cinema by the state, there has not been 
much scholarly research, let alone any systematic analysis, of this new popular 
entertainment cinema in China in the first decade of the twenty-first century. 
II. RESEARCH ON LU CHUAN AND HIS FILMS 
The emergence, rise, and trajectory of Lu Chuan indicate a new phase in Chinese 
national cinema. Though critically applauded and commercially successful in China, Lu 
Chuan’s films have not received much scholarly attention outside of China, unlike the 
films of the Fifth Generation and the Sixth Generation. To my knowledge, to this date in 
the English-speaking world, there are three individual articles on his films. Shuqing Cui’s 
article “Kekexili: Mountain Patrol: Moral Dilemma and a Man with a Camera” considers 
“how in Kekexili a journalist with a camera perceives the Tibetan wilderness and an 
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environmental catastrophe unfolding there.”8 Cui describes Lu Chuan as, “(A) newcomer 
to the film industry, the young director refuses to identify himself with either the 
mainstream or independent filmmaking. Instead, his films seek possibilities between 
aesthetic quality and commercial appeal.”9 Shelly Kraicer, in his article in Cineaste, 
identifies Lu Chuan’s film City of Life and Death as part of a “nascent post-zhuxuanlü 
(main melody) cinema,” whiich combines Hollywood entertainment with Chinese 
eulogistic revolutionary ideology. Kraicer also accuses Lu of using “totalitarian film 
language” which leaves no space for the audience to reflect or negotiate anything but one 
point of view.10 These two authors thus present contradictory images of Lu Chuan in 
terms of his relationship with the state and the mainstream. Kevin Lee’s article “City of 
Life and Death” examines the structure and content of City of Life and Death, and he 
argues that in catering to different ideologies such as the international community, the 
state and the audience, this film is schizophrenic in terms of form and structure.11 These 
articles approach Lu Chuan’s films from different perspectives. However, to fully 
comprehend Lu Chuan’s films, one needs to examine them in relation to other 
contemporary Chinese films, the Chinese film industry, and the social, political, 
economic, and cultural realities in China in the new century. 
                                                 
8 Cui, Shuqing, “Kekexili: Mountain Patrol: Moral Dilemma and a Man with a Camera,” in Chinese Films 
in Focus II, Christ Berry, ed. (New York: BFI/Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 153. 
9 Ibid.  
10 Shelly Kraicer, “A Matter of Life and Death: Lu Chuan and Post-zhuxuanlü Cinema,” Cinema Scope,  
December 16th, 2009. 
http://cinema-scope.com/features/features-a-matter-of-life-and-death-lu-chuan-and-post-zhuxuanlü-cinema-
by-shelly-kraicer/ (accessed July 12, 2012). 
11 Kevin Lee, “City of Life and Death,” Cineaste,Vol.XXXVI No.2 (2011)  
http://www.cineaste.com/articles/emcity-of-life-and-deathem-web-exclusive (accessed July 12, 2012). 
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The current research considers both Lu Chuan’s filmmaking career and his films 
and explores them as an outcome of the transformations of Chinese society and cinema, 
of individual agency, and of the contestation and negotiation among domestic and global 
political, economic, social, cultural, and cinematic forces. In the dissertation, I 
reconstruct the position of Lu Chuan and his films within the field of contemporary 
Chinese cinema, and relate them horizontally to other filmmakers and their films within 
this field and vertically to the larger fields of Chinese politics and economy. As Lu 
Chuan’s rise is inseparable from the state’s reform and the opening up of the Chinese 
film industry to the private economic sector and foreign investment, the examination of 
his filmmaking career brings out the structural changes and new players in Chinese 
cinema. The structural changes in the film industry are further associated with 
individuals’ agency in shaping and developing Chinese national cinema in the age of 
globalization. Instead of treating Lu Chuan as an artist or creator in the Romantic sense, 
or an auteur of art film, I study him as an agent or cultural entrepreneur maneuvering his 
way in the contemporary Chinese cinema and society and forging his own voice in an 
increasingly globalized, commercialized and consumerist post-socialist society. Working 
within the state system, he pushes the limits from within and helps create a relatively safe 
public sphere in the form of popular culture for the general populace to engage in politics. 
To an extent, he becomes a new type of “organic intellectuals” that the Chinese party-
state cultivates and co-opts in its transitioning strategy of rule from one of dominance to 
hegemony in the new century.12 
                                                 
12 In Prison Notebooks, Gramsci postulates that “the supremacy of a social group manifests itself in two 
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The study of Lu Chuan as a representative of the new popular entertainment 
cinema also covers his films as both cultural commodities of commercial practices and as 
filmic texts in which different language, styles, discourses, and ideologies contest. I look 
into Lu Chuan’s films in terms of storytelling, narrative, style and genre, and their 
relations to international art and commercial cinemas. Lu Chuan’s films are mainly 
concerned with domestic popular mainstream topics, which are often rooted in the 
socialist culture. However, he tends to integrate this Chinese socialist culture with global 
cinematic culture, such as international art and commercial film languages and styles, and 
their ideology of liberal humanism. Lu’s films thus embody a new Chinese post-socialist 
popular imagination in the age of globalization, and represent a glocalization of Chinese 
and international cinemas and cultures in the new century.  
The examination of Lu Chuan’s films challenges the seemingly clear-cut 
boundaries between art cinema, commercial entertainment cinema, and mainstream 
propaganda cinema in the traditional research on Chinese cinema. It is not an elitist 
                                                                                                                                                 
ways, as ‘domination’ and as ‘intellectual and moral leadership.’ A social group dominates antagonistic 
groups, which it tends to ‘liquidate’ or to subjugate perhaps even by armed force; it leads kindred and allied 
groups.” (Gramsci, p. 57) Hegemony is thus distinguished from domination and can be formulated as 
“political, intellectual and moral leadership over allied groups.” Hegemony has its basis in “the decisive 
function exercised by the leading group in the decisive nucleus of economic activity,” (Gramsci, p.161). It 
“operates principally in civil society via the articulation of the interests of the fundamental class to those of 
its allies in order to form a collective will, a unified political subject.” (Chantal Mouffe, p.10) It is related to 
the state which is defined as ‘the entire complex of practical and theoretical activities with which the ruling 
class not only justifies and maintains its dominance but manage to win the active consensus of those over 
whom it rules.” (Gramsci, p. 244) Hegemony is “organized” by those whom Gramsci designates as 
“organic intellectuals.” Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, edited and translated by 
Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith (New York: International Publisher, 1987), and Chantal 
Mouffe, ed., Gramsci and Marxist Theory (London; Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1989).  
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elevation of the new popular entertainment Chinese cinema to “high culture” status.13 
Instead, this study focuses on the contradictions and negotiations between various forces 
such as politics, capital and art, elite “high” and popular “low” cinematic languages, the 
national and the international, the socialist and the capitalist, and the state and the society, 
to show how together they form a new popular imagination in Chinese cinema, and hence 
indicate a new regime of political economy in China in the first decade of the new 
century. It analyzes the films “not only as economic and industrial products, but also as 
cultural and artistic texts.”14  
This research is therefore a case study to explicate the political and economic 
forces in China that shape the present-day Chinese film industry, the consequent 
structural changes in the film industry with its new players and new practices, and the 
negotiation amongst politics, capital and art in Chinese films in the new century. I argue 
Lu Chuan’s films constitute a new imaginative space of contestation in which Chinese 
people and the nation seek to annex the global into their own practices of the modern 
with the rise of Chinese economy in the world in the new century.15 
                                                 
13 See Jason McGrath, Postsocialist Modernity: Chinese Cinema, Literature, and Criticism in the Market 
Age (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2008), and Zhang Rui, The Cinema of Feng Xiaogang: 
Commercialization and Censorship in Chinese Cinema after 1989 (Aberdeen, Hong Kong: Hong Kong UP, 
2008). 
14 Chris Berry, “Foreword,” from Global Chinese Cinema: The Culture and Politics of Hero, eds. Gary D. 
Rawnsley and Ming-Yeh T. Rawnsley (London & New York: Routledge, 2010), xxii. 
15 See Arjun Appardurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 4.  
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III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The major theoretical framework of my study of Lu Chuan and his films is Pierre 
Boudieu’s theory of “the field of cultural production.” As Randal Johnson mentions in 
the “Editor’s Introduction” to The Field of Cultural Production, this theory converges 
with the cultural studies as it also takes socio-historical ground of cultural production into 
consideration and considers “aesthetic values and canonicity, subjectification and 
structuration, the relationship between cultural practices and broader social processes, the 
social position and role of intellectuals and artists, and the relationship between high 
culture and popular culture.”16 For Bourdieu, the full explanation of an artistic work is to 
be found in “the history and structure of the field itself, with its multiple components, in 
the relationship between the field and the field of power.”17 Bourdieu’s concepts of the 
field of cultural production, the field of power, and the field of economy not only enable 
a contextual examination of Lu Chuan’s films, but also provide a framework in which to 
consider the formation of the state’s hegemony through a new form of alliance among 
power, capital, and art, and the cultivation of the new “organic intellectuals” in China 
today. His concept of belief in the value of cultural products facilitates a discussion of the 
prestige building of the filmmakers as well as of new shaping forces in the field of the 
cultural production with a consideration of various consecrating parties, such as 
institutions like film festivals, and individuals like film professionals, critics, producers, 
and audiences, and the state.  
                                                 
16 Randal Johnson, “Editor’s Introduction: Pierre Boudieu on Art, Literature and Culture,” from The Field 
of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, Pierre Bourdieu, edited and introduced by Randal 
Johnson (NY: Columbia University, 1993), 1. 
17 Ibid., 9. 
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Bourdieu’s concepts of structuration and subjectification are also useful in 
considering the relationships between the dominant state socialist ideology, the 
subjectification of objective social conditions, and agency of individuals. In the new 
millennium, state ideology is not undermined but reinforced through a new alliance 
among politics, capital and art. I examine how the dominant state socialist ideology 
shapes not only Lu Chuan’s disposition of position-taking and authorship in the field of 
the Chinese cinematic production but also the structure of his films. I also probe into the 
agency of individuals like Lu Chuan in the age of globalization in building Chinese 
national cinema and forming a new post-socialist popular imagination.  
This theoretical input from Bourdieu’s theory of the field of cultural production 
thus provides a conceptual framework that can be used not only to explore the meaning 
of Lu Chuan’s films with intertextual and contextual analysis, but also to map out the 
various forces such as capital, politics, and art in shaping the new Chinese popular 
entertainment cinema, and to outline a space for the consideration of the individual’s 
agency within the field and the society. 
There are various definitions for popular culture, and I would like to adopt two of 
them from John Storey. First, popular culture is “a site of struggle between the 
‘resistance’ of subordinate groups and the forces of ‘incorporation’ operating in the 
interests of the dominant groups. Popular culture in this usage is not the imposed culture 
of the mass culture theorists, nor is it an emergence from below, spontaneously 
oppositional culture of ‘the people’, it is a terrain of exchange and negotiation between 
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the two … marked by resistance and incorporation.”20 The second sense is “informed by 
recent thinking about the debate on postmodernism, whereby popular culture is seen as a 
culture that no longer recognizes the distinction between high and popular culture and 
between “authentic” and ‘commercial’ culture.”21 The application of popular culture 
theories enables a consideration of Lu Chuan’s films as part of the popular culture and a 
site where different domestic and international social, political, and cultural forces 
exchange and negotiate with each other, such as the contention and alliance amongst 
power, capital and art, between art film language and popular commercial attractions, and 
among various nationalisms in his films. Examined as part of the popular culture, Lu 
Chuan’s films manifest the contradictions and the conflicts of contemporary Chinese 
society and culture. Rather than treating Lu Chuan as an artist or uplifting him as an 
auteur, I examine his agency in navigating and negotiating with different forces within 
the field of Chinese cinema and society, and in presenting his own voice through his 
films.  
In my actual analysis of Lu Chuan’s three feature films, I make use of such 
theories of film studies as those on classical Hollywood cinema, international art films, 
authorship, trauma studies, historiography, gender, etc.. This includes discussions of the 
narrative structure of Hollywood and international art films, trauma cinema and Chinese 
national trauma, cinema’s engagement with national history, as well as an examination of 
                                                 
20 John Storey, Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: An Introduction, Fourth Ed (Athens: The University 
of Georgia Press, 2006), 8. 
21See Ibid., 9-10. 
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the social, political and cultural situations that have given rise to Lu Chuan’s films in 
China today.  
The significance of this research lies in its interdisciplinary consideration of film 
texts, film culture and industry, and Chinese society in the new millennium and in its 
propositions concerning the formation of a new political economy and new popular 
imagination in China in the twenty-first century, as indicated by the analysis of Lu 
Chuan’s filmmaking career and his films.   
IV. OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION 
The main body of the dissertation consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 lays out the 
theoretical framework for the study of Lu Chuan’s individual films in the rest of the 
dissertation. Bourdieu’s theory of the field of cultural production is applied to the 
exploration of Lu Chuan’s rise within the field. I reconstruct his position by relating it to 
other historical and existent positions within the field and to the larger field of power and 
field of economy. In addition to this examination of the structure of the field, I analyze 
Lu Chuan’s agency and authorship that contribute to his rise and his distinctive position 
within the field of Chinese cinematic production. The goal of this analysis is not only to 
establish the significance of Lu Chuan’s emergence and the distinctiveness of his films in 
the field of Chinese cinema, but also to illustrate the forces that shape Chinese cinema 
and society today.  
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Chapter 2 considers what contributed to the success of Lu Chuan’s directorial 
debut Missing Gun. I believe that the reason lies in a new form of alliance among power, 
capital, and talent. I analyze the various innovative commercial practices that Lu Chuan 
and his producers brought into the field of Chinese cinema, for example, package-unit 
assembly23 production and promotion practices, detective genre and the storytelling of 
classical Hollywood cinema, and popular attractions like various comedies including the 
comedy of masculinity in crisis within the film. To work within the official state system 
and enter the mainstream, director Lu Chuan self-censored himself in his screen 
adaptation and film production by avoiding sensitive political issues and sexual scandals. 
The conclusion is that Missing Gun is a glocalization of Hollywood cinema and socialist 
Chinese culture in the new century.  
In Chapter 3 I first situate Kekexili within the state of the field of Chinese 
cinematic production in 2004. I examine the consecration parties that contribute to the 
legitimization of Kekexili within the field of Chinese cinematic production, which is 
interrelated with Lu Chuan’s adoption of art film language and the documentary style in 
the film. The success of Kekexili is further investigated by the exploration of popular 
culture elements embedded in the film, such as visual spectacles of the last virgin land in 
                                                 
23 According to Janet Staiger, for package-unit system of production, “The signal concept if that of 
package. Rather than an individual company containing the source of the labor and materials, the entire 
industry became the pool for these. A producer organized a film project: he or she secured financing and 
combined the necessary laborers (whose roles had previously been defined by the standardized production 
structure and subdivision of work categories) and the means of production (the narrative ‘property,’ the 
equipment, and the physical sites of production. … The package-unit system, however, was a short-term 
film-by-film arrangement.” See Janet Staiger, “The Package-unit System: Unit Management after 1955,” in 
The Classical Hollywood Cinema: From Style and Mode of Production to 1961, by David Bordwell, Janet 
Staiger, and Kristin Thompson (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985), 330. 
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China and male homo-social relations. My argument is that in the age of consumerism, 
even art film language and style are differential strategies employed by commercial 
cinema to attract cosmopolitan urban middle-class viewers. 
Chapter 4 considers City of Life and Death’s direct engagement with politics, i.e. 
the representation and (re)writing of national history in the twenty-first century. I trace 
the historical writings and nationalist discourses on the Nanjing Massacre, and establish 
the historical and political context for the discussion of the political engagement of 
Chinese cinema with the Nanjing Massacre during different historical periods. In addition 
to the exploration of City of Life and Death in terms of nationalism and state politics, this 
chapter also relates the film form to the nature of the historical event as a national trauma 
and to popular culture’s obsession with the past and the real. I argue that Lu Chuan, in 
attempting to realistically represent the national history, actually cites and engages with 
different discourses, such as various Chinese nationalisms and “universal” liberal 
humanism, which draws nationwide controversy in the reception of the film. It thus 
examines the film as part of popular culture, a terrain where the state and the society 
contend and negotiate. 
The conclusion summarizes the research on Lu Chuan’s filmmaking career and 
his films, and extends to the new development and issues of Chinese cinema in the 
second decade of the new century.   
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Chapter 1 
Lu Chuan and the New Regime of Political Economy:  
Chinese Cinema in the Twenty-First Century 
 
At the turn of the twenty-first century, mainland Chinese cinema was still fighting 
for survival. The market was dominated by Hollywood blockbuster imports, which the 
government first introduced with revenue sharing in 1994 while under pressure to enter 
the World Trade Organization (WTO). The state-led reforms in the film industry 
continued and deepened until finally achieving a breakthrough in 2004, when the total 
box office revenues from domestic films outnumbered those of the imported blockbusters 
for the first time. Over the next six years, revenue from domestic films continued to 
surpass that of imported films, with total box office revenue increasing from ￥930 
million ($146 million) in 2002 to ￥13 billion ($2 billion) in 2011. However, imported 
Hollywood films have again dominated the market since 2010 with the introduction of 
3D movies. 
Lu Chuan is one of the few young filmmakers who have emerged and established 
their careers during this rise of Chinese cinema in the new century. From 2001 to 2010, 
he scripted and directed three feature films, all of which were distributed and screened at 
theaters nationwide. These films covered a variety of genres, subjects and budgets, and 
they were all successful both at the box office and with critics. Together with other films 
directed by young filmmakers, these films constitute a new development of Chinese 
popular cinema and contribute to the surge of commercial entertainment cinema in the 
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new century. Lu Chuan’s rise is coterminous with the reform and transformation of 
Chinese cinema in the first decade of the new century. Both his filmmaking career and 
his films are products of contemporary Chinese society and reflect the undergoing 
transformations of Chinese cinema and society in the age of globalization. 
With three successful feature films to his credit, Lu Chuan has established his 
position within the field of the Chinese cinema. But how can we make sense of Lu 
Chuan’s rise and his position within the field, and comprehend his films? Bourdieu’s 
theory of the field of cultural production provides a framework that:  
…takes into consideration not only works themselves, seen relationally within the 
space of available possibilities and within the historical development of such 
possibilities, but also producers of works in terms of their strategies and 
trajectories, based on their individual and class habitus, as well as their objective 
position within the field. It also entails an analysis of the structure of the field 
itself, which includes the positions occupied by producers (e.g. writers, artists) as 
well as those occupied by all the instances of consecration and legitimation which 
make cultural products what they are (the public, publishers, critics, galleries, 
academies and so forth). Finally, it involves an analysis of the position of the field 
within the broader field of power.24 
 
In this chapter I apply Bourdieu’s theory of the field of cultural production to 
examine the emergence of Lu Chuan in Chinese cinema in the twenty-first century. I first 
situate his rise within the field of Chinese cinematic production by relating his position to 
existing and historical positions within the field. Then I move on to the larger fields of 
power and economy in China in the last two decades to illustrate what forces have 
                                                 
24 Randal Johnson, “Editor’s Introduction,” in The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and 
Literature, 10. 
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contributed to Lu Chuan’s success. In addition to this investigation of the structural 
changes in the larger fields and in the field of cinema, this chapter also considers Lu 
Chuan’s agency in taking advantage of opportunities in forging his filmmaking career 
and his authorship. This is related to Lu Chuan’s subjectification of objective conditions 
in China and the social and ideological structuration of his perceptions and strategies in 
his filmmaking career and in his choice of subject matter and forms in his films. In 
considering both the larger structural changes and individual agency, I make a connection 
between the state, the society and the individual, and demonstrate the formation of the 
alliance amongst power, capital and art in Lu Chuan’s case, which has become a 
dominant trend in Chinese cultural production in the new century. This chapter thus 
constructs the large picture of Chinese cinema and lays down the theoretical foundation 
for detailed analysis of Lu Chuan’s individual films in the rest of the dissertation.  
 
I. THE STATE OF THE FIELD OF CHINESE CINEMATIC PRODUCTION IN THE 
FIRST DECADE OF THE NEW CENTURY 
 
To understand Lu Chuan’s rise and his position within the field of Chinese 
cinematic production, it is necessary to define the state of the field at a particular 
historical moment, i.e. in the new century. According to Bourdieu, the state of the field is 
“a function of the structure of the possibles which are manifested through the different 
positions and the properties of the occupants … a function of the positions actually and 
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potentially occupied within the field.”25 Here I focus on the state of the field of Chinese 
cinematic production in the new century and survey Lu Chuan’s position among different 
existent and historical positions and their occupants within the field. This larger picture is 
intended to establish the distinctiveness of Lu Chuan’s position within the field and its 
significance for Chinese cinema and society.  
A. The Fifth Generation  
Scholars of Chinese cinema traditionally recognize a distinctive position 
established by Fifth Generation directors Zhang Yimou, Chen Kaige, and Tian 
Zhuangzhuang in the 1980s. These directors were in the first graduating class of the 
national film institution Beijing Film Academy after the Cultural Revolution. They 
brought Chinese cinema into the international spotlight with collaborative modernist 
works such as Yellow Earth (Huang tudi, 1985) and Horse Thief (Dao ma zei, 1986). 
Hence, Fifth Generation directors are credited with reconnecting China to international 
cinema, particularly European art film, after China’s isolation from the west for three 
decades during the Cold War era, which began after the establishment of the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC) in 1949. However, these Fifth Generation films were not 
readily accepted by domestic audiences, since they had been inculcated by and were 
accustomed to the state’s educational, propaganda, and mass-entertainment melodramatic 
films. Because the state under the planned economy produced these films in state studios, 
distributed them through state-owned institutions, exhibited them in state-run theaters, 
                                                 
25 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, (Columbia University 
Press, 1993),70 
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and covered all of the expenses, the Fifth Generation directors were able to continue 
making films without worrying about either the market or any negative domestic 
reception of their films. 
Chinese cinema entered a downturn in the late 1980s with the reduction of state 
subsidies for films, which came along with the state’s push for institutional reforms in the 
film industry. Additionally, these years witnessed a decreasing audience with the rise of 
other forms of entertainment such as television. However, with their international fame 
and film festival exposure, Fifth Generation directors Zhang Yimou and Chen Kaige 
were able to continue directing films through co-production and investments from Hong 
Kong and Taiwan in the early 1990s. These films catered to the international art cinema 
festival circle with a self-Orientalist representations of an exotic, sexually-repressed 
China. Such films included Zhang Yimou’s Ju Dou (1990), Raise the Red Lantern 
(Dahong denglong gaogaogua, 1991), along with Chen Kaige’s Farewell, My Concubine 
(Bawang bieji, 1993) and Temptress Moon (Fengyue, 1996).  
In 1994 Zhang Yimou and Tian Zhuangzhuan each directed a film dealing with 
the politically forbidden subject matter of the Cultural Revolution. These films are To 
Live (Huozhe, 1994) and Blue Kite (Lan Fengzheng, 1993) respectively. Bypassing the 
state’s censorship of subject matter and institutional control over film shooting and 
distribution, they sent these films directly to international film festivals, which brought 
these directors into conflict with the state and incurred serious punishments. Tian 
Zhuangzhuang, for instance, was banned from making films in China for ten whole years. 
However, the outcome was different for Zhang Yimou, who gradually shifted his position 
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to work within the state system. Some of his films in the 1990s turned attention to 
contemporary Chinese society and were made in the approved form of social realism, 
such as The Story of Qiuju (Qiuju da guansi, 1992), Keep Cool (Youhua haohao shuo, 
1997), No One Less (Yige dou buneng shao, 1999), and Home Return (Wode fuqin muqin, 
1999). These films had only limited success at home and were criticized abroad for 
pandering to the authoritarian state. Zhang’s stylistic and thematic shift may be partly 
understood as the result of reduced funding, as overseas interest in his films waned. 
Additionally he had to face a domestic market dominated by Hollywood blockbusters that 
had been imported into China by the state since 1994.   
It was only in 2002, with the investment of the private company Beijing New 
Picture Film Co.(Beijing xinhuamian yingye youxian gongsi) that Zhang Yimou was able 
to make another big impact on Chinese cinema. This was by directing his first martial arts 
film Hero, following the phenomenal international success of Ang Lee’s Crouching 
Tiger, Hidden Dragon in 2000. With a cast of cross-regional popular icons, a crew of 
international talents, spectacular visual effects and color schemes, action choreography, 
cross-media promotion and a state-of-the-art premier at a politically significant site (the 
People’s Hall), Zhang Yimou created a new cultural phenomenon in China. Indeed, it 
was with Hero that film-going in China became a national event. Produced and promoted 
by the private media company Beijing New Picture, and supported by the state, this film 
became a Chinese blockbuster and a model for Chinese national cinema in its 
competition against Hollywood imports. Hero ushered in an age of Chinese blockbusters: 
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costume dramas with big budgets, trans-regional popular icons, splashy visual effects, 
and high marketing expenses.  
Hero was followed by a spate of films directed by veteran filmmakers such as 
Chen Kaige and Feng Xiaogang. This trend was reinforced with co-productions by Hong 
Kong filmmakers partnering with mainland companies, such as John Woo’s Red Cliff 
(Chi bi, 2008), after the Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) between the 
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and the Central People’s 
Government of the PRC became effective in 2004, which lifted the import quotas on 
Hong Kong films.  
B. The Sixth Generation  
In the late 1990s, a group of young filmmakers replaced the Fifth Generation 
directors in the international arena. Like their immediate predecessors, the majority of 
these young filmmakers also graduated from the prestigious national film institute 
Beijing Film Academy. However, they were not as lucky as the Fifth Generation 
directors who entered state studios and immediately started directing films upon 
graduation in the early 1980s. The progress of state reforms in Chinese cinema had come 
to an impasse with the withdrawal of state subsidies, tightened ideological control over 
cinema by the state after the Tian’anmen Square Incident in 1989, and the competition 
from the imported Hollywood blockbusters, which put the domestic film industry on the 
verge of bankruptcy. When these young filmmakers graduated in the late 1980s and early 
1990s, they might still be lucky enough to get into the state-owned studios, but they did 
not have opportunities to direct their own films, either due to the hierarchical power 
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structure in the state studios or a lack of funding. In the meantime, the state did not open 
the industry to the private economic sector, and instead utilized film as a state cultural 
enterprise for propaganda and educational purposes.  
Some of these young filmmakers, like Zhang Yuan and Wang Xiaoshuai, made 
films on their own with the help of former fellow students by pooling their own money 
and filming the people and stories around them. These filmmakers would then send their 
finished films directly to the international film festivals, bypassing state institutional 
procedures. Because these films provided raw images of disillusioned youths and 
marginalized social groups in contemporary Chinese society - which were quite different 
from the exotic and mythic China depicted in the self-Orientalized films of the Fifth 
Generation - their films were recognized and extolled by international film festival 
programmers and film critics. With their new prize money and exposure, they were able 
to continue making films for international film festivals while being banned in China for 
institutional and thematic rebellion, which in turn made them champions against the 
authoritarian Chinese state in the eyes of the international film festival programmers. On 
the one hand, these underground filmmakers’ films won awards and were recognized 
abroad; on the other hand, they were unknown amongst the general population in China 
and only circulated among professionals and in underground film clubs.  
In the late 1990s as the state reforms in the film industry accelerated, the state 
began to recognize these underground filmmakers by gradually lifting the ban and 
allowing them to make films within the state official system. Driven by a desire to show 
his films domestically, Zhang Yuan, the forerunner in underground filmmaking, worked 
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with the state and made an officially sanctioned feature film, Seventeen Years (Guonian 
huijia) in 1999. However, it only had limited success in terms of box office. Other 
filmmakers, including a new member Jia Zhangke, continued to make underground films 
and from time to time were in conflict with the state.  
It was not until 2004 that the state lifted all of its bans on the underground 
filmmakers and co-opted them into the state system. Although their films were 
sanctioned by the state and distributed in theaters nationwide, the domestic audience did 
not embrace these films with their de-dramatization and depictions of the aimless 
everyday lives of marginalized social groups. Instead, without any doubt, the Chinese 
audience was enthusiastically drawn to Hollywood blockbusters for their engaging 
stories, advanced technology, spectacles of visual and audio effects, and high-profile 
movie stars. 
 
Almost without exception, the Fifth Generation and the underground Sixth 
Generation directors were professionally trained in the national film school Beijing Film 
Academy in the 1980s and early 1990s. They were deeply influenced by the international 
art film in terms of film language, style, social and cultural concerns, and film masters’ 
personal vision and expression. With their cultural ambitions and elitist approach to 
films, these directors’ films were rarely well received by the domestic general audience. 
Even though in creating home-grown Chinese blockbusters Zhang Yimou made some 
successful attempts at catering to popular tastes, his films were still often censured and 
derided for being showy and meaningless. To some extent, the Fifth and Sixth Generation 
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directors are cultural elites trying to adapt to the mass market, but their films rarely strike 
a chord with the general Chinese audience.  
C. New Year Celebration Films  
 Meanwhile, in the late 1990s there emerged a new strand of domestic popular 
entertainment films, called New Year Celebration films. This position was initiated by 
Feng Xiaogang in 1997 with his feature film The Dream Factory.  
Feng Xiaogang had been working in the television industry and directed several 
popular television series like A Native of Beijing in New York (Beijing ren zai niuyue, 
1993). After several unsuccessful attempts at film directing resulting from conflicts with 
state censorship, Feng took inspiration from Hong Kong New Year celebration films, 
making a film about ordinary people with funny anecdotes and Beijing-style humor, and 
releasing it during the New Year season. The film was embraced by audiences and 
became an instant hit. In the following years, Feng Xiaogang continued with one New 
Year celebration film almost every year - Be There or Be Square (Bujian busan, 1998), 
Sorry Baby (Meiwan meiliao, 1999), Big Shot’s Funeral (Da wan, 2001), and Cell Phone 
(Shouji, 2003). They were all top box-office grossing hits, which invigorated the Chinese 
cinema market and brought hope to the collapsing Chinese film industry in the late 
1990s.  
The success of Feng Xiaogang created a new cultural phenomenon in China, i.e. 
New Year celebration films. With it came the commercialization and marketization in 
Chinese cinema in terms of popular subject matter and commercial practices, such as 
introducing regular screening seasons, profit-sharing among producers, directors and 
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leading actors, etc. in China.26 This trend was followed by other filmmakers such as 
Zhang Yang and Shi Runjiu. However, the most successful New Year celebration films 
were still Feng’s. These films were usually financed by private media companies in the 
form of coproduction with the state-owned studios, which provided the necessary state 
shooting permit as only the state-own studios had state-distributed permits and quotas 
allocations. Different from the Fifth and Sixth Generation directors who were 
professionally educated and trained in film production, the directors of this group of films 
usually had a background of having received their education and/or training in drama and 
the television industry. 
These New Year celebration films are mostly romance and light comedies set in 
contemporary Chinese cities. With their popular subjects of heterosexual romance, social 
mobility, international travel, and cosmopolitan life style paired with comic dialogues 
and performance, these films resonated with urban Chinese audiences and were 
extremely successful at the box office. However, these urban romance or light comedies 
were generally weak in film structure and lacked sophistication in terms of film language, 
style, and genre, so they were not highly regarded by film professionals and critics. 
Deeply rooted in contemporary Chinese society and culture, these films did not travel 
well abroad.  
 
 
                                                 
26Sun, Xiantao and Li Duoyu, eds. “Feng xiaogang zhidao jiafang yifang” (Feng Xiagang Directing The 
Dream Factory), from Hundred Years’ Chinese Cinema (zhongguo dianying bainian), (China Broadcast 
and Television Publishing House), January 09, 2006.  
http://book.sina.com.cn/nzt/ent/cnmovie100years/109.shtml (accessed July 24, 2012). 
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D. The State-Sponsored Main Melody Films  
In addition to these positions established and occupied by these three groups of 
filmmakers, in the PRC there is another strand of cinema sponsored by the state, i.e. main 
melody (zhuxuanlü) films or propaganda films. Films were treated as an important tool 
for education and propaganda, as well as for mass entertainment by the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) regime after the establishment of the PRC in 1949. The party-
state controlled cinema in terms of censorship, production, distribution, and exhibition 
within the state planned economy. With the state’s economic reforms implemented since 
the late 1970s, and particularly after 1992 with the further marketization of the Chinese 
economy, the state has loosened its control over cinema, allowed non-state entities in 
such as the private economic sector and foreign investment, and encouraged new types of 
films including entertainment movies. However, the state still attempts to use films to 
promote state ideology, and thus continues this socialist legacy in Chinese films today.   
The concept of “main melody” films was first introduced into Chinese cinema in 
1986. In her dissertation research on Chinese main melody films, Hongmei Yu states,  
(I)n order to stress the propaganda function of cinema, in 1986, the CCP 
government borrowed zhuxuanlü, originally a musical term meaning “main 
melody” or “leitmotif,” to define an official guideline in filmmaking. …After the 
Tiananmen Incident in 1989, in order to accomplish an ideological transition from 
Socialism to post-Socialism and reinforce the Party’s control, the government-
sponsored ‘main melody’ films have been vigorously promoted. They are either 
produced with financial backing by the government or sanctioned by 
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governmental film awards. Compared with other domestic productions, “main 
melody” films always have been given the best screening times.27  
 
In 1995, the state stipulated that a certain number of such films on Chinese historical 
revolutionary events, CCP leaders, and socialist heroes be made annually to promote 
socialist ideology and the Chinese Communist Party’s “spiritual legacy.” Such films were 
usually called key films on important historical and revolutionary subjects or on 
contemporary topics (zhongda gemen lishi ticai he xianshi ticai).28   
 
Despite the state’s sponsorship and support in terms of finance, production, 
promotion, distribution and exhibition, these films could barely survive in the market. 
With the pressure of the market, such films had to adapt accordingly by telling 
humanistic stories about the revolutionary figures, socialist heroes and model workers 
and raising production values. More recently, influenced by the allure of blockbusters, 
new kinds of propaganda films began to appear. In 2009, a main melody film The 
Founding of a Republic was co-directed by Huang Jianxin and Han Sanping, the CEO of 
China Film Group. Casting popular icons from mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan 
to play historic figures, and with comedic anecdotes and dialogues, the film became a box 
office hit.  
 
                                                 
27 Yu Hongmei. The Politics of Images: Chinese Cinema in the Context of Globalization, (University of 
Oregon, Dissertation, 2008), 3. 
28“Quanguo dianying gongzuo huiyi” (Working Conference on Chinese Film - March 23-26, 1996)  
http://dangshi.people.com.cn/GB/151935/176588/176597/10556538.html (accessed July 20, 2012) 
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II. THE RISE OF LU CHUAN --- NEW POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT CINEMA  
 
By the time Lu Chuan first appeared with his directorial debut Missing Gun in 
2002, there were already four major established positions in the field of Chinese 
cinematic production, although Zhang Yimou had yet to introduce domestic blockbusters, 
and most of the underground Sixth Generation filmmakers were still being banned. The 
directors of these four positions were all under the same pressures of commercialization, 
marketization, and competition from Hollywood blockbusters, and were plagued by 
problems of finance and distribution, and the state’s censorship and structural restrictions.  
Under such circumstances, the appearance and success of Lu Chuan with his 
directorial debut was significant. People wondered how an unknown young man was able 
to direct a film, work with famous actors, and have the film distributed and shown in 
theaters nationwide. Missing Gun tells the story of an ordinary middle-aged Chinese 
policeman recovering his lost gun (in China it is illegal for citizens to carry guns). The 
character looks like those taken from state-sponsored main melody films. However, Lu 
Chuan rendered the story in the classical Hollywood-style detective genre and 
storytelling. Visually, the film was photographed with kinetic hand-held camera work 
and edited into a quick-paced MTV style. The strong performance of the professional 
actors, the use of comedic anecdotes, characters, and dialogues, and a regional flavor 
with local dialect and landscapes make the film very refreshing and entertaining for the 
Chinese audience. While general audiences embraced the film for its fun, entertainment, 
and emotional resonance as well as high production values, critics lauded the film for its 
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skillful application of Hollywood genre and storytelling. A reporter of the famous 
Southern Weekend, a Guangzhou-based liberal newspaper, praised Lu Chuan’s debut film 
Missing Gun for inaugurating a “Chinese cinema of ordinary people,” a cinema that was 
different from previous elitist and official propaganda films, that brought back the idea 
that films could be made by ordinary people and could be entertaining to the general 
populace.30 
While bringing in a refreshing film narrative, language, and style into Chinese 
cinema, Missing Gun also succeeded in introducing innovative commercial practices into 
the Chinese film industry. With a strong screen script adapted by himself, Lu Chuan 
assembled a film package by finding financial backing from a rising private media 
company, Huayi Brothers, and co-production from the state-owned China Film Group, a 
cast of professional actors, and a crew of young professionals. The film premiered at the 
Ninth College Film festivals and generated word-of-mouth advertising. In theaters it was 
promoted as China’s first digital film. Before its domestic release, the film was sold to 
Columbia TriStar for overseas distribution, which made back all of the money invested in 
the film. In the process, Lu Chuan forged a new form of alliance between the state, the 
private economic sector, and the individual in the Chinese film industry.  
Therefore, in the midst of bankruptcy of the Chinese national cinema, the 
innovative and refreshing cinematic language and style and popular entertainment 
attractions in Lu Chuan’s debut film Missing Gun were embraced by critics, audiences, 
                                                 
30 Li Hongyu, “pingmin dianying de xinshidai: Lu Chuan he tade xunqiang” (New Age of the Cinema of 
Ordinary People: Lu Chuan and His Missing Gun), Nanfang zhoumo (Southern Weekend), May 09, 2002. 
http://www.china.com.cn/chinese/CU-c/143384.htm (accessed July 15, 2012)   
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the industry and the state. With novel commercial practices in both film production and 
film text, Missing Gun initiated a new popular entertainment cinema in China. In the next 
few years, this position was strengthened by Lu Chuan himself and other young 
filmmakers, such as Ning Hao and Wang Yuelun, who made critically and commercially 
successful small- and medium-budget genre films.  
After the success of Missing Gun, Lu Chuan made his second feature Kekexili: 
Mountain Patrol in 2004. By this time, Chinese blockbusters had established a position 
within the field of the Chinese cinema with Zhang Yimou’s Hero and House of Flying 
Daggers (shimian maifu, 2004). The blockbuster mentality impacted the whole film 
industry with big budgets, spectacular visual effects, trans-regional popular stars, 
heterosexual romances, and extravagant cross-media promotion. Kekexili differed not 
only from these blockbusters but also from Missing Gun. Based on a newspaper report, 
the film tells the story of a group of Tibetan volunteers protecting Tibetan antelopes from 
profiteering poachers in Kekexili, the last virgin land in China. Instead of a tight narrative 
structure and use of the detective genre, Kekexili was made with an art-film-oriented 
loose structure, minimalist dialogue, documentary-style location shooting and non-
professional performance. The film also had popular attractions such as spectacular visual 
images of the landscapes of Kekexili and a masculine homo-social world of men 
struggling against merciless nature and other men. To some extent, the film was a 
Chinese version of the American western.  
Coproduced by Huayi Brothers and Columbia Pictures, Missing Gun became the 
first coproduction between a Chinese private media company and a foreign company. 
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When it was released in theaters, the film again attracted the attention of critics and film 
professionals, and was enthusiastically followed by young audiences. Kekexili won a 
string of domestic and international awards: the best feature at the popular Chinese 
Golden Rooster award, the best feature film award at the Asian Oscar Taiwan Golden 
Horse film festival, etc.  
 With two successful films under his belt, Lu Chuan was able to make his big 
budget film City of Life and Death, which was released in 2008. By this time, the 
blockbuster mentality reigned supreme in the Chinese market with the state’s support in 
developing brand names in order for Chinese national cinema to compete against 
Hollywood and with a huge influx of private capital into the industry after the 
commercial success of blockbusters. Lu Chuan went with this big-budget trend by 
increasing his budget. However, he cast his gaze on an actual traumatic historical event in 
modern China, the Nanjing Massacre, instead of a fictional ancient world of costume 
dramas, and therefore got directly engaged in politics and history. Although the Nanjing 
Massacre was a key component of the party-state’s patriotic education on the century-
long (1840-1949) period of the victimization of China under the rule of the western 
powers and Japan, showcased in the 1980s and 1990s, it became a volatile issue for the 
regime in the late 1990s when antagonistic popular domestic nationalism arose and used 
such issues to bash Japan and the US in forms like street demonstration. It was under 
such domestic political circumstances that Lu Chuan directed City of Life and Death. The 
film also partook in a surge of international cinematic interest in the Nanjing Massacre 
with the advent of the seventieth anniversary of the massacre in 2007.  
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With a claim of representing the true history, Lu Chuan shot the film in black and 
white, and told the stories of ordinary Chinese people, and most unusually, a Japanese 
soldier, who is also the major protagonist of the film. While using popular attractions 
such as combat sequences, heroic stories of ordinary people and “real” history, Lu Chuan 
also applied international art film language and style in representing a national trauma. 
The film became another alliance between capital, power and art, and it was coproduced 
by another leading private media company Stellar Megamedia and the state carrier China 
Film Group.  
After its release, the film incited nationwide heated discussion on its 
representation of national history. The reaction was extreme and polarized, with some 
extolling the film and some condemning it. At the box office, the film nevertheless 
grossed more than ￥100 million ($16 million), making director Lu Chuan one of the 
few Chinese directors for whom a single film had collected more than one million RMB 
at the national box office. Among these were veteran directors Zhang Yimou and Feng 
Xiaogang.  
 
With three films of different subject matter, genres, styles and budgets, but all 
commercially viable and critically acclaimed, Lu Chuan has established his position 
within the field of contemporary Chinese cinematic production. While telling the stories 
that were familiar to Chinese audiences, Lu Chuan experimented with international 
commercial and art cinema languages, genres and styles, and made films with popular 
attractions, emotional appeals, and high production values. All these made his films 
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attractive to both critics and audiences. In making his films, Lu Chuan has forged a way 
of commercially producing, distributing, and exhibiting his films by working with top 
media companies from both the private and state-owned economic sectors, and bridging 
an alliance among capital, power, and art in reforming and developing Chinese national 
cinema in the new century. In the process, Lu Chuan has established his position within 
the field, while the companies he worked with such as Huayi Brothers, Stellar 
Megamedia, and China Film Group have also grown into leading players in China’s film 
industry. 
As his trajectory indicates, starting with small- and medium- budget genre films, 
Lu Chuan has now moved to the big-budget blockbuster following the general trend in 
Chinese cinema. The main market for Lu Chuan’s films was domestic, and the films were 
also sold to the U.S. market yet screened in only a limited number of American theaters. 
Although they did not spark much enthusiasm, the fact that they were shown in the U.S. 
shows the potential for developing interest in selling mainstream Chinese cinema abroad.  
Lu Chuan’s films and career testify to the development of Chinese national 
cinema in the new century with its reforming and opening up to non-state players and 
with China’s greater integration into the international system of global capitalism. 
Together with other films directed by young filmmakers in the new century, Lu Chuan’s 
films exemplify the new Chinese popular entertainment cinema with its variety of subject 
matter, genre and style, its popularity among mass audiences, and its critical acclaims by 
critics. 
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 In the new century, Chinese cinema has become increasingly diversified and 
varied in terms of production mode, budget scale, genre and style. Since 2004, the former 
underground filmmakers have been mostly co-opted into the official system and now 
make officially sanctioned films, though some continue with underground filmmaking, 
such as Lou Ye with his films on Chinese gay people and sensitive political issues like 
the Tian’anmen Square Incident. Jia Zhangke upholds the art film in China by filming the 
historical transformation of Chinese society under modernization and globalization as in 
his latest film Twenty-Four City (Ershisi cheng, 2008). He also supports young 
filmmakers like Ying Liang by producing their films. These films are artistically oriented 
and socially concerned. They may be successful at the international film festivals but they 
lack the luster needed in the domestic market. Low- or medium-budget films made by 
newcomers in the style of Hong Kong nonsense comedies such as Almost Perfect directed 
by Wang Yuelun, or urban romances like Go Lala Go! (Dulala shengzhi ji, 2010) 
directed by Xu Jinglei have also become very popular. Director Zhang Yimou keeps 
diversifying his work by making a comedy horror A Woman, a Gun and a Noodle Shop 
(Sanqiang pai’an jingqi, 2009) and subsequently a nostalgic romance Under the 
Hawthorn Tree (Shanzhashu zhi lian, 2010). Jiang Wen also broke away from his art film 
past by making a mixed genre western-comedy-horror film called Let the Bullets Fly 
(Rang zidan fei, 2010). This film became the largest grossing film in Chinese film 
history. All of these participants, and different genres and styles of films indicate the 
diversification and booming of Chinese cinema in the new century. However, as Lu 
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Chuan’s own trajectory indicates, there is a convergence of different interests in making 
big-budget blockbusters, which dominate the market.   
 
Lu Chuan’s trajectory in the field of Chinese cinematic production corresponds 
with the rise of Chinese national cinema in the new century. This results from both his 
own agency and transformations in the broader fields of power and economy in China. 
As Bourdieu indicates, structural changes in the field of Chinese cinematic production are 
influenced by the field of power and the field of economy.31 The state-initiated reforms 
and the relaxation of restrictions on the film have brought about structural changes, 
introduced competition by importing Hollywood blockbusters, and allowed in new 
players such as individuals and private companies. The state has thus changed its function 
into a regulatory state by retreating from direct intervention and instead practicing macro-
management through policies, regulations, and the state carriers in the industry like China 
Film Group.  
The next part examines the changes in the larger fields of power and economy, 
which have shaped the different positions and the structure of the field of Chinese 
cinematic production and provided platforms for players like Lu Chuan.   
 
 
                                                 
31 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, 58 
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III. CHINESE CINEMA AND THE LARGER FIELDS OF ECONOMY AND POWER   
 
Lu Chuan’s filmmaking career is inseparable from the reform of the Chinese film 
industry. His emergence and the position he has established in the field of Chinese 
cinematic production reflect the transformation of Chinese national cinema in the new 
century. The change in the field of cinema is governed by the forces in the larger fields of 
power and of economy in China today.  
Many scholars have discussed the role of the state in shaping the Chinese economy 
and media industry. Scholar Zhu Ying notes that  
… by the end of the 1990s, Chinese media saw the convergence of politics and 
commerce under the synergistic forces of capital and state directives …the 
invisible hand of the marketplace has joined forces with the Chinese state in 
regulating China’s media, and the outcome so far has been an unusual alliance of 
interests. Instead of antagonism “between the party line and the bottom line,” the 
party gatekeepers, business interests, and like-minded media practitioners have 
mostly fallen in line as the Chinese state has emerged as the most powerful 
enabler of media markets. So far this alliance, led by self-conscious state 
interventions, has functioned to advance mainstream products that are both 
ideologically inoffensive and commercially successful.32  
 
Michael Curtin also states that the PRC stands as one of the “leading examples of self-
conscious state policy aimed at the controlled development of national institutions.”33 
Roselyn Hsueh observes that China has undergone an “extensive market liberalization 
                                                 
32 Ying Zhu, “Li Yang’s Socially Conscious Film as Marginal Cinema – China’s State-Capital Alliance 
and Its Cultural Ramifications.” Chinese Journal of Communication 2, No. 2 (July 2009): 212. 
33 Michael Curtin, “Symposium: Chinese Media and Globalization,” Chinese Journal of Communication,  
iFirst, (2012): 1-9 
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and decentralization of economic decision making with regulatory centralization and 
enhanced state control.”34 These scholars all point out the state’s initiative and regulatory 
role in reforming and the consequent reshuffling of the alliance among the state, the 
market, and the society. In the following part, I will examine how the state has reformed 
the Chinese film industry through policies and regulations that have shaped the Chinese 
national cinema.  
 
Before the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, cinema was 
mainly a commercial activity operated by private companies. After the founding of the 
PRC in 1949, cinema was considered as a state cultural enterprise, and films were used 
by the state for education, propaganda and mass amusement. Around 1953, the CCP 
party-state absorbed all of the private film companies into state studios as part of the 
socialist planned economy. Films were henceforth produced, distributed, and exhibited 
by state organizations, and the state covered all related expenses, including the salaries of 
film workers. Meanwhile, as the world was divided into socialist and capitalist blocks 
during the Cold War, China was isolated from the west and only films from the socialist 
block such as the Soviet Union and India were shown in China. 
This cinema was modeled after the Soviet central control system. Under the 
supervision of the Ministry of Culture, the Film Bureau controlled and managed cinema 
as a national cultural enterprise. Each year the Film Bureau decided on the subject matter 
and assigned a certain number of films to be made by each state studio. After passing the 
                                                 
34 Roselyn Hsueh, China’s Regulatory State: A New Strategy for Globalization (Ithaca and London: 
Cornell University Press, 2011), 2. 
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Film Bureau’s censorship, the finished films were collected from the studios by the state 
institution, the Chinese Film Distribution Company, which then distributed the films to 
its subdivisions at the provincial and local administrative levels. The films were shown at 
state-owned or collective-owned theaters. The state paid for all the expenses such as film 
production, distribution, facility maintenance, and the salaries of the workers. This 
situation remained basically the same from the early 1950s to the early 1990s. 
However, in the mid-1980s, television rose in popularity and other forms of 
entertainment such as Karaoke also emerged, and movie theaters lost a large portion of 
their audience. Filmgoers decreased by 5.2 billion in 1984.35 As with other parts of the 
Chinese economy, cinema also underwent reform, which was initiated by the state in 
1978. From the mid-1980s to the present, the Chinese state has decreed a series of 
policies and regulations to reform Chinese cinema, including turning it from a state 
cultural entity to a commercial cultural industry and from state planned economy to one 
of marketization and commercialization. 
State reform started in 1978 and it was not until the mid-1980s that the state 
began to reform the Chinese state-owned and state-controlled cinema. In January 1985, 
the Film Bureau held a meeting on the economic reform of Chinese cinema and proposed 
to simplify the administration and give up power, and thus to separate the governmental 
                                                 
35Zhang, Jiangyi. “Analysis on the International Competitive Power of Chine Film Industry,”  
Phenomenon Forum. April 30, 2005. http://www.filmsea.com.cn/focus/200504300003.htm (accessed 
April 30, 2005)    
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administrative functions from the management of enterprise. In the same year, in certain 
areas the local authorities were allowed to decide ticket prices, which used to be decided 
by the state. In January 1986, the Film Bureau was separated from the Ministry of 
Culture and combined with the Ministry of Radio and Television to form the Ministry of 
Radio, Film and Television (MRFT), to strengthen the state’s supervision of film and TV. 
In 1998, the Ministry of Radio, Film, and TV was changed into the State Administrative 
of Radio, Film, and TV (SARFT), indicating the state’s continued efforts in separating 
the function of governmental administration from enterprise management.  
In the following years, the state worked on reforming Chinese cinema by 
adjusting the relationship between the state studios and the state companies of 
distribution and exhibition. In 1986, the national cinema market shrank. Around one third 
of the distribution branches lost money and many exhibition venues shifted to other 
business ventures, which further undercut film production. In 1987, the Film Bureau 
recommended five ways for the China Film Distribution Company to collect films from 
the studios, such as sale by a single payment or distribution commission fees. However, 
in 1989 the trend was reversed and studios were still paid according to the number of film 
prints. Throughout the 1980s, cinema was still considered a state cultural enterprise, and 
the state’s reform of cinema focused on the separation of the governmental administration 
from the management of enterprise, and gradually introduced market mechanisms into 
areas such as pricing and distribution in the state-owned and state-controlled cinema. 
The early and mid-1980s after the Cultural Revolution was a favorable time for 
Chinese filmmakers, particularly the Fifth-Generation filmmakers, like Chen Kaige, Tian 
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Zhuangzhuang, and Zhang Yimou, who were the first group of graduates from the 
national Beijing Film Academy after the Cultural Revolution. They were assigned to the 
state studios and made films with state money. Inspired by European art films and a 
cultural fever of modernism in China, they made artistically oriented and critically 
acclaimed films such as Chen’s Yellow Earth and Tian’s Horse Thief. 
However, in the late 1980s, the state gradually abandoned the studios by reducing 
the state subsidies and pushed them into the market, wherein commercial films surged. 
For the first time in China, the state issued a rating system with “Film not suitable for 
children” in 1989, but this was cancelled later on, and there has not been any film rating 
system in China since. 
In 1992, the wholesale market economy was introduced. In 1993, MRFT issued a 
regulation of “Implementation Details on Reforming the Film Industry.”36 The regulation 
stipulated that the studios could contact the provincial distribution and exhibition 
companies for distributing films and export films by themselves, therefore breaking the 
monopoly of distribution by the state-run China Film Distribution, Exhibition, 
Exportation, and Importation Company. This thus increased the autonomy of the studios 
in distributing their films but also forced them to face the demands of the market. 
However, the distribution companies at the provincial level still monopolized distribution 
within each province. This regulation also specified that the studios could sell the 
distribution rights of their films within a certain area by signing a one-film contract, 
sharing box office revenue, commissioning distribution, or negotiating the prices.  
                                                 
36 Thereafter, these quoted policies are from the original state documents in Chinese and are found online. 
The translations are my own. 
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In January 1995, MRFT issued “Regulations on Reforming the Management of the 
Feature Film Production,” which specified that besides the sixteen state studios, 
provincial studios could also produce feature films from January 1995 by applying for a 
filming permit and submitting the scripts for review by the Film Bureau. Provinces 
without studios could apply for a film production permit from the Film Bureau directly 
but had to co-produce films with the studios. Other enterprises could be listed as “co-
producer” if they worked with a state studio and financed up to 70% of the production. In 
1996 the State Council issued “Provisions for Film Management,” in which the 
seventeenth article decreed that the state should encourage the administration, enterprises, 
institutions, other social groups, and individuals (my own emphasis) to sponsor or invest 
in film production, and film production companies could work with foreign film 
producers to co-produce films. Also in 1996 MRFT issued a “Notice on Amendment to 
‘On Reforming the Management of Feature Film Production’” and stated that companies 
could be listed as a co-producer if they have invested more than 30% in the production. 
Thus these state policies lowered the entry level for film production and opened the door 
not only to state enterprises but also to the private economic sector, and foreign 
investment for co-productions with the state studios. With such state policies and 
administrative stipulations, the private company Huayi Brothers entered film production 
in 1998 and was credited as co-producers in films like The Assassin (Jingke ci qinwang, 
1998), Devils on the Doorstep (Guizi laile, 1999), My 1919 (1999), A Sign (Yisheng 
tanxi, 2000), etc. by coproducing these films with the state studios that had film 
production permits. As these films were directed by famous directors such as Chen 
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Kai’ge, Jiang Wen, Huang Jianzhong and Feng Xiaogang, the company had, at least, 
accumulated cultural capital for the company’s advertising business even though these 
films might not have earned the company much money. These co-productions eventually 
helped Huayi Brothers get a foothold in the business of professional film production and 
establish itself as one of the forerunners in the reform of the Chinese film industry.  
However, such state policies still lagged behind the development of Chinese 
cinema, and “underground” filmmaking emerged in China during this period. Young 
filmmakers like Zhang Yuan and Wang Xiaoshuai, and later on Jia Zhangke went beyond 
the state system with its institutional restrictions to make films with their classmates and 
sent them directly to the international film festivals, thus bypassing all of the state 
authority and its rules on film censorship, production, distribution and exhibition. This 
resulted in them being banned from making films, and their films were not allowed to be 
shown in China. However, the international film festival programmers and viewers 
welcomed them and praised them for their thematic and institutional rebellion against an 
authoritarian state, which enabled the underground filmmakers to continue directing films 
with international exposure and funding. 
In 2001, the State Council amended “Regulations on Film Management” and 
decreed that private enterprises could apply for single-film production permits directly 
from SARFT, thus allowing private companies to independently produce films without 
going through the state studios, and ended the monopoly of the state studios in film 
production. In 2002, Huayi Brothers independently produced and distributed Cala, My 
Dog! (Kalai shi tiao gou, dir. Lu Xuechang) and became the major producer for Lu 
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Chuan’s debut Missing Gun. The 2003 “Regulations on the Management of Sino-foreign 
Film Co-production” made the China Film Co-production Company the sole mediator for 
foreign enterprises to co-produce with Chinese film companies that had a state film 
production permit. However, in the 2004 amended version, the domestic companies with 
either a single film production permit or a long-term permit could co-produce films 
directly with foreign companies without the mediation of the China Film Co-production 
Company. In 2004, Huayi Brothers worked directly with Columbia Pictures to coproduce 
Lu Chuan’s Kekexili, making the film the first coproduction between a private company 
and a foreign company. Since then Huayi Brothers has continued coproducing films with 
foreign media companies. 
At the end of 2003, SARFT issued a series of regulations to further lower the entry 
levels for film production, distribution, and exhibition, thus creating a wave of 
privatization in Chinese cinema. The 2003 SARFT’s “Interim Regulations on 
Qualification of Film Production, Distribution and Exhibition” and the 2004 “Interim 
Regulations on the Qualification of Film Enterprises” stipulated that domestic 
commercial companies, state enterprises and other economic organizations could 
establish themselves as film production companies after producing at least two films with 
the single film production permit. These private film production companies could also 
cooperate with foreign companies and other economic entities to form joint film 
production corporations, but the foreign investor’s stock should not exceed 49%. These 
private film production companies thus received “the same treatment” as the state 
companies. The Regulations also encouraged domestic enterprises to set up domestic film 
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distribution companies after distributing two films or TV dramas and to invest in existent 
theater chains or to set up theater chains independently. Theater chains were encouraged 
to merge and form larger theater circuits across the provinces. Domestic companies were 
also encouraged to invest in building and renovating theaters. In 2001, “Implementation 
Details on Reforming Film Distribution and Exhibition Mechanism” was issued, and it 
decreed that every province and municipal city establish two or more theater chains. At 
this time, this policy was only for the state enterprises, but it was later extended to private 
enterprises. In 2001, Stellar Megamedia, the company that produced Lu Chuan’s latest 
film City of Life and Death, was formed. It first engaged in theater business and then 
formed a theater chain with China Film Group. In 2003, “The Interim Regulations on 
Foreign Investment in Theaters” allowed the foreign investors to take up to 51% of the 
total registered capital, even up to 75% in some big cities to build Sino-foreign joint-
venture theaters, instead of the 49% indicated in the 2000 regulation.  
In addition to lowering the entry level for film production, distribution, and 
exhibition for the private economic sector and foreign investment, the state also 
encouraged the formation of corporations in the film industry through horizontal and 
vertical integration. In 2000, the MRFT and the Ministry of Culture together issued the 
“Views on Further Deepening the Reform of Film Industry” and called for the formation 
of film groups through joint-ventures to integrate film production, distribution and 
exhibition. With the conglomerate model of institution grouping and enterprise 
management, the state intended that corporations be the core system integrators or market 
organizers. The establishment of China Film Group in 1999 was a typical example of 
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such a state effort, and China Film Group has since become the state carrier and leader in 
the China film industry in the new century. This policy was extended to the private 
economic sector as more private enterprises were conglomerated. Lu Chuan’s private 
enterprise producers Huayi Brothers and Stellar Megamedia all have become 
conglomerates through vertical integration in production, distribution, exhibition and 
horizontal mergers in film, television, music, and talent agency. At the end of the first 
decade, these state and private conglomerates have dominated the Chinese film market.  
The requirements and procedures for the state’s censorship of film have also been 
simplified. In 2003 SARFT issued “Interim Regulations on Film Script (synopsis) for 
Setting up Project and Film Censoring,” which stipulated that film companies only 
needed to submit a plot synopsis rather than the whole script to SARFT before filming, 
and finished films could be locally censored by provincial radio, film, and television 
administrations that were delegated by SARFT. In 2006 “Regulations on Film Script 
(Synopsis) for Archiving and Film Management” only required submitting synopses for 
film archiving, and it provided the guidelines for what needed to be censored in films. 
The guidelines for censorship appeared in the 1996 State Council’s “Provisions for Film 
Management” and were revised in the State Council’s same-titled policy in 2001. In 
addition to the issues of national sovereignty, safety, law, social stability, and policy on 
ethnic groups, the censorship guidelines also prohibited superstition, sexual immorality, 
violence, gambling, slander against individuals, and damage to social morality and 
national cultural heritage. The guidelines also specified that parts should be cut if the film 
included distortions of Chinese or other nations’ civilization and history, disparagement 
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of revolutionary leaders, heroes, the people’s army, or police; tasteless or filthy scenes 
such as sexual immorality, rape, prostitution, sexual behavior, and private parts; filthy 
dialogue, music, and sound effects; murder, violence, horrifying content, etc. However, 
not only did the underground filmmakers directly defy these censorship guidelines but the 
mainstream filmmakers also pushed the limits from within the system by various means 
such as meeting genre requirements and being true to subject matter, etc. 
 Facing the decline of audience numbers and the bankruptcy of Chinese cinema in 
the 1980s, the state carried out reforms in Chinese cinema. At the beginning, the intent of 
the reform was to simplify governmental administration by separating its administrative 
function from the management of enterprise and to gradually introduce marketization. In 
the 1990s, the reforms in the film industry accelerated with privatization and 
commercialization, particularly after 1997. The state introduced competition by annually 
importing Hollywood blockbusters in 1994, opened up the originally state-owned film 
production, distribution, and exhibition to the private economic sector in 1996, and 
encouraged the formation of state-owned and private conglomerates in 2000. In 2004, the 
state lifted all bans on the underground filmmakers and co-opted them into the official 
system. Therefore, in the new century the originally state-owned and state-planned 
Chinese film industry has opened up to all players including individuals, domestic private 
enterprises and foreign investments in all areas except for the importation of foreign 
films, which is still monopolized by the state-owned China Film Group and the joint-
venture Huaxia Limited Liability Company. The reason for this state monopoly in film 
importation is both ideological as well as financial. The state stipulates that a certain 
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percent of the proceeds from imported films must be set aside for the development of 
Chinese national cinema such as for financing young filmmakers, main melody films, 
children’s films, etc. 
With the co-option of private capital and individual talent, the state-initiated and 
state-guided reforms have achieved certain effects and changed the Chinese film industry. 
In 2003, a domestic film, Cell Phone (Shouji), directed by Feng Xiaogyang and produced 
by the private media company Huayi Brothers, replaced Hollywood blockbusters to 
become the top box office grossing film, which ended the decade-long dominance of 
Hollywood blockbusters in the Chinese film market. From 2004 to 2010, the revenues 
from the domestic film box office continuously surpassed that of the imported foreign 
blockbusters, and the total box office revenues increased by more than 30% every year 
since 2003, reaching to ￥13 billion ($2 billion) in 2011. China has become one of the 
biggest film producing countries in the world in the new century.  
At the turn of the century, various forces have emerged in the field of Chinese 
cinema. The state, under globalization, has deepened reform and accelerated 
marketization in cinema, which has opened space for more non-state participants, such as 
individuals, private companies and foreign investors. However, this is “part of the larger 
story of the state enhancing both the role of markets and the state’s authority over 
industry as China integrates into the international economy.”37 Zhu Ying also notes that 
“the party gatekeepers, business interests, and likeminded media practitioners have 
                                                 
37 Roselyn Hsueh, China’s Regulatory State: A New Strategy for Globalization, 5. 
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mostly fallen in line as the Chinese state has emerged as the most powerful enabler of 
media markets.” 38  A homology has begun to form across the field of cinematic 
production, and the broader fields of power and of economy, with the state enhancing the 
role of markets and maintaining its authority. This takes shape in the new form of alliance 
between power, capital, and art in Chinese cinema in the new century.  
Traditionally in the PRC, it is the field of power, i.e. politics, that dominates 
cultural production. At the turn of the new century, the market in the field of economy 
also plays an increasing role in Chinese cinema as a result of China’s greater integration 
into the global capitalist system. It seems that the state is retreating from controlling 
cinema. However, as the scholars point out, the state retains its control over cinema by 
shifting its ruling strategies from dominance to hegemony with its macro-control of the 
film industry through state policies and state carriers, and with its co-option of leading 
social forces such as entrepreneurs of the private economic sector and new intellectuals. 
To some extent, it is the institutional restructuring under the guidance of the state that 
allows the participation of different non-state players and provides a platform for the 
emergence and success of young directors like Lu Chuan. However, Lu Chuan’s success 
not only benefits from this structural transformation in Chinese society and cinema but 
also results from his own agency.  
 
                                                 
38 Ying Zhu, “Li Yang’s Socially Conscious Film as Marginal Cinema – China’s State-Capital Alliance 
and Its Cultural Ramifications,” 212. 
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IV. AGENCY AND AUTHORSHIP IN POST-SOCIALIST CHINA  
 
Lu Chuan’s agency in the field of Chinese cinema can be explained by drawing 
on the concepts of authorship and Bourdieu’s habitus. 
Traditional auteur theories consider directors as auteurs if they “express an 
individual vision, a worldview, over a series of films with stylistic and thematic 
consistency.”39 The poststructuralist turn and Roland Barthes’ proclamation of the death 
of the author have shifted the focus from the writer to the reception of the text and the 
agency of the reader in interpreting texts and creating meaning. Popular cultural studies 
on subculture also address how youth or subcultural groups employ strategies and tactics 
to make their own claims about their identity by appropriating the mainstream culture or 
texts. However, as scholars such as Janet Staiger point out, authorship is still meaningful 
and the examination of the role of the author at the present age is still significant after the 
author is removed. In “Authorship Approaches,” Staiger summarizes six approaches to 
authorship that have existed in film and broadcasting studies over the past fifty years: 
authorship as origin, as personality (auteurism), as sociology/culture of production, as 
signature, as reading strategy, and as site of discourses.40 In addition, she proposes her 
own approach to authorship, i.e. authorship as a technique of the self, based on Michel 
Foucault’s theories on the “technique of self” and Judith Butler’s application of “speech 
act” theory. This approach returns agency to authors, particularly authors of minority 
                                                 
39 Barry Keith Grant, “Introduction,” Auteurs and Authorship: A Film Reader. Ed. Barry Keith Grant. 
(Blackwell Publishing. 2008), 1.  
40 See Janet Staiger, “Authorship Approaches,” in Authorship and Film, eds. David A. Gerstner and Janet 
Staiger, (New York & London: Routledge, 2003), 27-57. 
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groups. Staiger argues that through the citations of different discourses, minority authors 
can strengthen their own agency and make a claim in the postmodern world. The research 
on authorship therefore provides a useful tool in examining Lu Chuan’s authorship and 
agency in the Chinese context in the age of globalization. 
In Chinese cinema, consciously or unconsciously, scholars apply the concept of 
authorship, and auteurism in particular, when examining Chinese cinema. For instance, 
this happens often in the research on the internationally renowned Fifth Generation and 
Sixth Generation directors such as Zhang Yimou and Jia Zhangke. Scholars focus on 
these directors’ personal visions and examine their stylistic and thematic coherence in 
their films. However, no one has applied other approaches of authorship as summarized 
by Staiger to individual directors in Chinese cinema. The examination of Lu Chuan with 
the concept of authorship will illuminate other aspects of Chinese cinema in the age of 
postsocialism and globalization. 
A. Authorship of Lu Chuan 
As I have mentioned before, the three films that Lu Chuan has directed exhibit no 
thematic or stylistic coherence. They differ in subject matter, genre and style. The 
subjects are contemporary popular topics, which Lu Chuan adopts and adapts according 
to his own understanding and makes into films that are informed by international art and 
commercial film languages and the ideology of liberal humanism. However, this does not 
constitute his authorship in terms of auteurism. Lu Chuan’s films lack the personal vision 
of the auteurs such as Jia Zhangke with his consistent use of international art film 
language, his humanistic concerns with marginalized people and his social critique of 
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contemporary Chinese society under marketization and commercialization. However, an 
examination of Lu Chuan’s authorship from other approaches of authorship will render a 
more meaningful picture of Lu Chuan and Chinese cinema and society. In the following 
section, I apply some of the aforementioned approaches to explore Lu Chuan’s 
authorship: one is authorship as sociology/culture of production, and the other is a 
combination of authorship as technique of the self and as site of discourses. 
Janet Staiger summarizes authorship as sociology/culture of production with its 
consideration of the social and institutional system of film production. In the U.S., it 
accounts for the division of labor in the studios during the Classical Hollywood period. In 
the People’s Republic of China, with the Chinese cinema transforming from a state-
planned economy to a market economy and from a state cultural enterprise to a 
commercial cultural industry, a division of labor as in the Hollywood studio system has 
yet to form. In the earlier decades of the PRC, films were mass-produced in the state 
studios, and the state acted as film producers, distributors and exhibitors through its state-
owned institutions. Although the state still retains its control over the film industry, it 
allows the market to play an increasingly important role. Privatization and 
commercialization have entered Chinese cinema, and conglomerations have formed with 
mergers and vertical and horizontal integration in film production, distribution, 
exhibition, talent agency, as well as other media such as television and ancillary product 
lines. In this process of transformation, Lu Chuan has emerged as a representative of a 
new force in Chinese cinema and society, cultural entrepreneurs, equipped with their own 
agency, strategy, and tactics within the transforming industry and society.  
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In directing his debut film Missing Gun, Lu Chuan actually formed a successful 
commercial independent film production by assembling a package-unit himself. Lu 
Chuan used to work in the state-owned China Film Group, but he left for freelance work 
due to the inherent lack of opportunity and the structural hierarchies in the state-owned 
corporation. When he successfully adapted a pro-sold material, he wanted to direct the 
film himself. In the process, he first sought out the state-owned China Film Group but his 
several attempts failed. He then found a famous actor to play the lead character and 
turned to a private company, Huayi Brothers, an emerging film production company. The 
company immediately agreed to produce the film and invested. With private capital in 
hand, Lu Chuan was able to have the state-owned China Film Group to coproduce it. 
From there, Lu Chuan assembled a cast of professional actors, and a crew of young 
professionals who were his friends and classmates from Beijing Film Academy. With a 
strong self-adapted script, a crew of young talent, a cast of professional actors, and the 
coproduction between the private company and the state carrier, Lu Chuan made his 
directorial debut Missing Gun. The film was distributed and released in theaters 
throughout the country by China Film Group, and it subsequently was embraced by both 
critics and audiences. Missing Gun thus became a successful package-unit assembly in 
China. This was made possible by the state reform, which had loosened the whole film 
industry and available resources into a pool of sources of the labor and materials. 
However, it also resulted from Lu Chuan’s agency in taking the initiative to assemble 
different components and make a film within the official system. 
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After Missing Gun, Lu Chuan became an in-house director at Huayi Brothers, and 
he scripted and directed his second feature Kekexili: Mountain Patrol. Huayi Brothers 
and Columbia Pictures co-produced the film, which saved Lu Chuan from having to find 
investors and enabled him to concentrate on directing the film. Columbia Pictures 
engaged directly in the production of the film, by reviewing the script and sending staff to 
oversee the shooting process on location. Huayi Brothers promoted the film and had the 
film distributed around the country, while National Geographic bought the film and 
distributed it in the US market. Kekexili was basically an in-house production within a 
private media company. It was more of a producer-centered production. However, in the 
process Lu Chuan maintained his autonomy as he changed the script while shooting the 
film on location.  
  Because of its big budget, Huayi Brothers rejected Lu Chuan’s project for City of 
Life and Death. Thus Lu Chuan left the company and established his own studio Chuan 
Film Studio. Once again Lu Chuan became his own agent and assembled his film 
package. He found the capital he needed from another rising private media company 
Stellar Megamedia that started their film business first in theaters and theater chains and 
had now expanded into film production. After the film almost failed because of its big 
budget, Lu Chuan sought out China Film Group, which stepped into to co-produce the 
film. When the sensitive topic of the Nanjing Massacre grounded the project with the 
state, Lu Chuan and his producer from Stellar Megamedia went through various state 
offices seeking a shooting permit. When all his official efforts failed, Lu Chuan and his 
producer went to see a top government official at his home, in a meeting made through 
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personal connections and obtained his personal endorsement of the film. From then on, 
the film was greenlighted and became one of the state’s official films to celebrate the 60th 
anniversary of the founding of the PRC, a result of the alliance between power, capital 
and talent. After the release, City of Life and Death caused nationwide heated debate over 
its representation of national history among audiences and critics, and became a box 
office hit. In making City of Life and Death, Lu Chuan again successfully assembled a 
package unit and became his own agent.   
In making these three films, Lu Chuan maneuvered within the official system by 
engaging directly with the dominant forces in the larger field of power and field of 
economy. By collaborating with companies from the private economic sector and the 
state carrier in the film industry, Lu Chuan obtained investment, distribution, exhibition, 
and political help, and succeeded mainly through an alliance amongst power, capital, and 
art. Lu Chuan also took on various roles in making the films. In addition to his directorial 
role, he was also the screenwriter and producer of his film. As the production of his films 
indicated, twice he acted as his own agent in assembling investment, actors, crew, and 
political support, and formed a Chinese package-unit assembly. In this sense, Lu Chuan’s 
authorship takes after the cultural entrepreneurship rather than auteurs according to this 
approach of authorship as sociology/culture of production. This results from the 
particular transitional situation in Chinese cinema and society under reform and 
globalization, and the production of Lu Chuan’s films demonstrates the changing mode 
of production in Chinese cinema. Such cultural entrepreneurship in film production has 
become a common practice in Chinese cinema in the new century. To some extent, it 
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contributes to the emergence of a new form of commercial independent film production 
in China. 
Despite the cultural entrepreneurship in his filmmaking, Lu Chuan’s authorship 
can also be explored from another perspective, i.e. authorship as technique of the self and 
site of discourses. Drawing from Foucault’s theories of fashioning of oneself and Judith 
Butler’s theories on performative statement, Janet Staiger proposes authorship as 
technique of the self to reassert the agency of the author after poststructuralism. In 
Staiger’s words, the author in this approach is “reconceptualized as a subject having an 
ability to act as a conscious analyzer of the functionality of citations in historical 
moments,”41 for instance, “(T)he rebellious and resistant authorship as a particular kind 
of citation with performative outcome of asserting agency against the normative. Their 
citation practices differ from dominant expression and favor performatives of 
authorship.”42 Staiger states that authors can choose different subject positions although 
the choices are constrained as the forms are culturally and institutionally defined and 
internalized by them. For ‘authorship as technique of the self,’ agency is a reiterative or 
rearticulatory practice as “(A) repetitive citation of a performative statement of 
‘authoring voice’ produces the ‘author’.”43 Although Staiger uses this approach mainly 
for authors of minorities, it can be applied in Lu Chuan’s case with some adjustment and 
be combined with another approach, authorship as site of discourses. Staiger explains that 
the approach to authorship as site of discourses “represents the biographical individual as 
                                                 
41 Janet Staiger, “Authorship Approaches,” in Authorship and Film, eds. David A. Gerstner and Janet 
Staiger, (New York & London: Routledge, 2003), 49. 
42 Ibid., 51. 
43 Ibid.  
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a tablet for culture, without agency although potentially with individuality.”44 However, 
it “offers an important reevaluation of a text as contradictory, fragmented, and citational 
of other texts.”45 This approach is criticized by Staiger for negating agency. In the 
following part, I combine this approach of authorship as site of discourses with 
authorship as technique of the self in further investigating Lu Chuan’s authorship. 
Lu Chuan’s films often exhibit traces of different discourses that contend and 
negotiate with each other in the texts. I believe this results from the director’s citation of 
performative statements of different discourses. Such a citation could be unconscious or 
out of strategic choice. Typically, in Lu Chuan’s films there are discourses of Chinese 
socialist cultural heritage, liberal humanism as the ideology of global capitalism, 
nationalism, and cosmopolitanism. The discourse of socialist cultural heritage can be 
seen in the subject matter and characters of Lu Chuan’s films. They seem to take after the 
state’s main melody cinema with the exemplary socialist worker (an honored 
hardworking policeman), socialist martyrs (characters based on the martyrs in life that are 
honored by the state), and national heroes (the nationalist officer and soldiers fighting 
against the invaders to the end). However, in his films Lu Chuan renders these socialist 
stories and characters as individuals struggling within extreme situations, therefore 
endowing the stories with a humanistic concern rather than the party-state’s political 
doctrines. In City of Life and Death, nationalist discourse contends with the global 
discourse of liberal humanism as nationalist narrative of resistance interweaves the 
“universal” anti-war sentiments and messages of the destruction of war on individuals of 
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both sides. The result is that neither discourse predominates but each contends with the 
other in the film, which makes the film discordant and fragmented.  
This citation of different discourses is also visible in Lu Chuan’s use of 
international film language and styles from both Hollywood commercial cinema and 
international art films to tell Chinese pro-socialist stories. For instance, the classical 
Hollywood narrative structure and genre in Missing Gun is interwoven with sequences 
from the art film, such as the theme of running and the shuffling pictures of people as 
projected from the protagonist’s mind, which is reminiscent of Run, Lura. In Kekexili and 
City of Life and Death, the episodic structure of art film is used to tell popular stories of 
action and adventure or nationalist resistance. This citation of international art and 
commercial film language and styles manifests a cinematic modernity and cosmopolitan 
cultural taste, which coexists with Chinese nationalist and socialist culture. The citation 
of global discourse on war and its liberal humanism and the citation of international 
cinematic language and style become performative statements on Lu Chuan’s part, which  
sets his films against a socialist heritage and ideology that he has unconsciously inherited, 
and constitutes his particular authorship. It also sets him apart from other Chinese 
filmmakers and helps him establish his position within the field of Chinese cinematic 
production in the new century. In this sense, Lu Chuan’s films are the products of 
‘glocalization’ of the Chinese and the global cultural and cinematic forces, and they thus 
constitute a site of different contending discourses. 
As the above discussion illustrates, Lu Chuan takes different subject positions and 
cites different performative statements from popular domestic and global discourses, 
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which results in the fragmentation and incoherence of his filmic texts. This makes it 
difficult to consider him an auteur with a personal coherent vision. This analysis of Lu 
Chuan’s authorship as technique of the self and site of discourses indicates that he is a 
forerunner in ‘glocalizing’ Chinese cinema in the new age with both local and global 
voices, therefore, forming a post-socialist imagination in China in the new century. To 
some extent, Lu Chuan’s films reflect the present transitional Chinese society with 
different domestic, international, historical and present discourses that contend with each 
other. In making films that are produced, distributed, and exhibited, Lu Chuan has to 
market for his producers and to obey the power of the state in its promotion of state 
policies and ideology. Meanwhile, he also introduces cosmopolitan and global elements 
into his film texts to differentiate himself from others in the field. To some extent, Lu 
Chuan has yet to achieve his own voice despite his citation of performative statements of 
different discourses. 
In her proposal of authorship as “technique of the self,” Staiger does not discuss 
the formation of authors’ choice in citing performative statements from different 
discourses. In the following, I will explain what determined Lu Chuan’s choice in citing 
different discourses to establish his position within the field of Chinese cinematic 
production with Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus and disposition. 
B. Lu Chuan’s Habitus  
Lu Chuan belongs to a new type of Chinese intellectual that the state cultivates 
and co-opts as its “organic intellectuals” in order to achieve its transitional rule from 
dominance to hegemony through intellectual and moral leadership in the age of 
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globalization. Lu Chuan works within the official system and pushes the limits from 
within. I believe this stems from his life experience of growing up and receiving an 
education in socialist China, and subsequently working in a post-socialist China with its 
transition and greater integration into the international system of global capitalism. 
Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus and dispositions are useful to explain Lu Chuan’s 
choice of citation of different discourses, and to make a connection between the director’s 
subjective formation and the objective social conditions. Bourdieu  
… defines habitus as the system of ‘durable, transposable dispositions, structured 
structures predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles 
which generate and organize practices and representations that can be objectively 
adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an 
express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them. Objectively 
‘regulated’ and ‘regular’ without being in any way the product of obedience to 
rules, they can be collectively orchestrated without being the product of the 
organizing action of a conductor. … The habitus is sometimes described as a ‘feel 
of the game,’ a ‘practical sense’ …The habitus is the result of a long process of 
inculcation, beginning in early childhood, which becomes a ‘second sense’ or a 
second nature. … The habitus does not negate the possibility of strategic 
calculation on the part of agents, but it functions in a quite different manner. … In 
sum, habitus represented a ‘theoretical intention … to get out from the philosophy 
of consciousness without doing away with the agent, in its truth of a practical 
operator of object constructions.46 
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Lu Chuan displays “continuity and regularity” in citing performative statements from the 
socialist Chinese cultural heritage, global liberal humanism and international cinematic 
languages and styles in his films. I argue that this results from his habitus, i.e. “structured 
structures” which is shaped by his life, education, and work in China during the socialist 
period and China’s post-socialist integration into the global world in the last four 
decades. The structured structures in turn function as structuring structures that generate 
Lu Chuan’s film practices and govern his choice in citing different discourses. Although 
Lu Chuan’s perception and appreciation of the objective chances in the field seem 
subjective, they are socially based and structured as “(T)he structural constrains inscribed 
in the field set limits to the free play of dispositions.”47 
Unlike his immediate predecessors in the field, such as the Fifth and Sixth 
Generation directors who have established their positions within Chinese cinematic 
production mainly through fame accumulated at international film festivals, Lu Chuan is 
more based in the domestic market and has built up his career by working within the state 
system. This is an outcome of his structured structuring habitus that has been shaped by 
his life background and experiences. Lu Chuan was born in 1971 to parents of “sent-
down youths” in Xingjiang and moved with them to Beijing in the late 1970s. Both his 
father Lu Tianming and his late aunt Lu Xing’er are pro-state mainstream writers whose 
novels have been adapted into TV series. After the Tian’anmen Incident in 1989, Lu 
Chuan’s parents sent him away from the troubled capital city Beijing to study English at 
a People’s Liberation Army institute in Nanjing in 1990. After graduation, he got a job 
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doing translation work for the military. However, his interest in films drew him to the 
national professional film institute Beijing Film Academy, and he went there for graduate 
study in directing. Upon graduation in 1999, he worked in the state-owned China Film 
Group. A lack of directing opportunities made him leave China Film Group and switch to 
freelance writing and adapting television scripts for private companies.  
  A mainstream family, educational, and vocational background in line with the 
state official system nevertheless became the structuring structures that determined Lu 
Chuan’s disposition and trajectory in the field of Chinese cinematic production. Unlike 
the Sixth Generation who chose to make underground films with their thematic and 
institutional rebellion against the state, Lu Chuan chose to work officially with the state-
owned and private film companies within the official state system. In terms of film text, 
these structuring structures can also account for Lu Chuan’s working within the officially 
sanctioned boundaries. The subject matter and characters of his films are reminiscent of 
the state’s mainstream propaganda films with their exemplary socialist workers or 
revolutionary leaders serving the country. Even though the original materials contain 
sensitive topics of political corruption, sensational and gory stories of sexual scandal and 
violence, Lu Chuan erases such censorable materials in his films to avoid conflicts with 
the state censorship institutes and to make his films officially acceptable and not 
alienating to the ordinary Chinese audience. Such self-censorship helps his films pass the 
state’s censorship and even win the support of the state for his films. Lu Chuan’s 
mainstream upbringing and life experience in socialist China thus becomes “structured 
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structures predisposed to function as structuring structures” for his filmmaking practices 
within the limits of the official system.  
 Lu Chuan’s films are also popular because of his cosmopolitan film language and 
style. This is related to his habitus shaped by his education and social experience in a 
post-socialist China with its increasing integration into the international system of global 
capitalism. Since the 1990s, Hollywood blockbusters have been imported into China and 
dominated the domestic market, and both young filmmakers and audiences are exposed 
to international films of both commercial and art types with easy access to such films 
either in theaters or through online piracy. When Lu Chuan entered Beijing Film 
Academy in 1996, commercial films such as Hollywood blockbusters already dominated 
the Chinese market with their engaging stories, spectacular visual effects, and advanced 
technology. Upon entering Beijing Film Academy, Lu Chuan showed his enthusiasm for 
Hollywood films. His master thesis was on Francis Ford Coppola. In his films, Lu Chuan 
sometimes applies the Hollywood classic film structure and genre, and sometimes utilizes 
the art film tradition of realism, episodic structure, and weak characters. He also explores 
different technologies in camera work and editing, such as documentary-style shooting 
and MTV-style editing. Thus in addition to the familiar socialist topics that strike a chord 
with the Chinese audience, Lu Chuan’s cosmopolitan taste in international film language 
and global liberal humanism appeals to increasingly cosmopolitan Chinese audiences and 
critics. This cosmopolitan taste also works with the state’s policy in developing China 
and Chinese cinema by adopting international advanced science, technology and culture, 
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which helps Lu Chuan win the support of the state and its representative in film industry, 
China Film Group, in producing his films. 
Lu Chuan shares with Chinese audiences their common socialist heritage, but also 
brings in a cultural capital that is accumulated from his familiarity with international 
cinema and the liberal humanist ideology of global capitalism. This is enabled by China’s 
open-door policy and greater integration with the international world and the 
globalization of different national cultures. Lu Chuan’s work within the state official 
system succeeds by aligning with capital (media companies from the private economic 
sector) and power (China Film Group, the state carrier) in the field of Chinese cinematic 
production, and so indicates his indebtedness to his pro-state upbringing and education in 
socialist culture and the influence of global culture on him in the post-socialist China.  
 
Not simply a product of his upbringing, Lu Chuan’s choice of a filmmaking 
career within the official system and his citation of different discourses in his films also 
result from his perceptions of the field of Chinese cinematic production and the larger 
fields of power and economy. His consequent strategic utilization of the available leading 
forces such as capita, power, and art of the world advanced film language and culture, 
have helped him establish his position within the field and distinguish him from other 
filmmakers. This accounts for his distinctive authorship and agency in Chinese cinema in 
the twenty-first century.  
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V. THE CONSECRATION OF LU CHUAN IN THE FIELD OF CHINESE CINEMATIC 
PRODUCTION 
 
Lu Chuan’s successful establishment of his position within the field of Chinese 
cinematic production can also be related to the consecration and legitimation of his films 
within the field. An examination of the consecrating parties for Lu Chuan will illustrate 
the changes and the rising forces in Chinese film culture in the new century. 
According to Bourdieu,  
… the specific economy of the cultural field is based on a particular form of belief 
concerning what constitutes a cultural work and its aesthetic and social value. … 
in this universe of belief one must consider, in other words, ‘not only the material 
production but also the symbolic production of the work, i.e. the production of the 
value of the work, or, which amounts to the same thing, of belief in the value of 
the work. This includes recognition of the functions of artistic mediators 
(publishers, critics, agents, merchants, academies and so forth) as producers of the 
meaning and value of the work, rather than an instance of individual creativity (in 
accordance with a Romantic conception) or ‘literariness” (as the formalist would 
have it), each work thus becomes an expression of the field as a whole.48 
 
Bourdieu also states that there are  
… three competing principles of legitimacy. First, there is the specific principle of 
legitimacy, i.e. the recognition granted by the set of producers who produce for 
other producers, their competitors, i.e. by the autonomous self-sufficient world of 
“art for art’s sake”, meaning art for artists. Secondly, there is the principle of 
legitimacy corresponding to ‘bourgeois’ taste and to the consecration bestowed by 
the dominant fractions of the dominant class and by private tribunals, such as 
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salons, or public, state-guaranteed ones, such as academies, which sanction the 
inseparably ethical and aesthetic (and therefore political) taste of the dominant. 
Finally, there is the principle of legitimacy which its advocates call “popular”, i.e. 
the consecration bestowed by the choice of ordinary consumers, the “mass 
audience”.49 
 
The consecration of Lu Chuan and his films conforms to these three principles. As I have 
mentioned before, those who consecrate Lu Chuan are film professionals, journalists, 
critics, academies, audiences, and the state. The first group of consecrators such as 
journalists, critics, academies, and film professionals are those people who either majored 
in literature in universities or were trained in film schools, and they applaud Lu Chuan for 
his innovations and skillful application of international film language and style. Tian 
Zhuangzhuang, a veteran Fifth Generation director, spoke highly of Lu Chuan’s 
Kekexili.50 Scholars such as Ni Zheng praised Lu Chuan for having well-balanced 
elements for a commercial film in his Missing Gun.51  
Apart from the scholars and professionals who are more familiar with the 
international film language and concerned with the development of Chinese cinema in the 
new age, the Chinese audience also like Lu Chuan’s films. They are attracted by the high 
production values, strong performances of actors, and entertainment value, such as the 
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detective genre with its suspense and surprise, action and adventure, comic anecdotes, the 
homo-social world of men, realistic representation of history, etc.   
Officials from the state and its carrier China Film Group support and praise Lu 
Chuan and his films, for they are interested in supporting young filmmakers like Lu 
Chuan in order to achieve the sustainable development of Chinese national cinema and 
cultivate a new generation of state speakers on contemporary culture, thus promoting the 
state’s ideologies and values. Lu Chuan’s willingness to work within the state boundaries 
and his cultural capital of cosmopolitan taste in international film language and style and 
liberal humanism also makes him a suitable representative for the young generation, i.e. 
new “organic intellectuals,” that the state needs to rely on to transform its control from 
dominance to hegemony. 
Unlike his immediate predecessors such as the Fifth Generation and Sixth 
Generation directors, Lu Chuan’s films do not travel well at the famous international film 
festivals. Although they were distributed commercially in the U.S. and other countries, 
they were generally shown in only a few theaters and did not register well with overseas 
mainstream audiences. Part of the problem is the difficulty in the distribution of foreign 
films in the U.S. market. Another part of the problem lies in his films’ language and style, 
which imitate rather than serve as an alternative to the dominant Hollywood cinema. His 
films focus on topics related to Chinese people’s concerns, which do not translate well 
abroad either. In his article “Islands in the Sea of Cinema,” Dudley Andrew states that the 
first and second waves of art cinema in the world as represented by the 1950s Japanese 
films and the “critical regionalism” of the 1980s all make a difference by their innovative 
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form and the statement of local subjects. According to him, “at the crest of those waves 
one always finds visionary auteurs whose works opened up cinematic public spheres 
where none had existed before, challenging the official discourse of state media on the 
one side and the global discourse of Hollywood on the other.”52 Lu Chuan’s films by 
contrast lack the luster of these earlier international art films.  
Therefore, in the new century, the consecrating parties for Chinese cinema as in 
Lu Chuan’s case are those domestic consecrating parties, such as the Chinese audience, 
academies, critics, and the state rather than international film festival programmers and 
awards, which speaks to the power of domestic market and the dominance of 
consumerism. The consecration of Lu Chuan also partly results from Chinese audiences’ 
and critics’ present embrace of cosmopolitan tastes in cinema and culture as well as an 
inward nationalist turning to Chinese local subject matter, which results from the rise of 
the Chinese economy and China’s further integration into the international system of 
global capitalism. 
Michael Curtin thus describes the Chinese audience, which  
Avidly consume products from EA and around the world, while also expressing 
enthusiasm for local and national artifacts. Audiences furthermore display a range 
of political passions both on-air and online, juxtaposing cosmopolitan awareness 
with national fervor and insurgent muckraking with party-line orthodoxy --- 
producers, writers, designers regularly borrow formats and ideas from around the 
                                                 
52 Dudley Andrew, “Islands in the Sea of Cinema” in National Cinemas and World Cinema: Studies in 
Irish Film 3. eds. Kevin Rockette & John Hill (Four Courts Press, 2006), 20.  
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world and translate them into distinctive products fashioned for regional, national 
and local audiences … aesthetic mixture of old and new, near and far.53  
 
 
The emergence of Lu Chuan and the establishment of his position within the field 
of Chinese cinematic production bespeak a new political, economic, and industrial 
situation and a new cultural imagination in China in the new century. His films are 
political, social, cultural and commercial products of the transition in Chinese society and 
cinema as China moves away from a socialist state to post-socialist society with greater 
integration into the global system of capitalism. The state-initiated reform and open-door 
policies in Chinese cinema created institutional opportunities for individuals like young 
filmmaker Lu Chuan, who with their agency perceive the conditions and the leading 
forces in the fields and strategically or unconsciously utilize these forces to make their 
films, a glocalization of the domestic subject matter and global climatic language and 
culture. The result is a new form of alliance between power, capital, and art. The 
consecration of Lu Chuan in the field also testifies to the rising power of Chinese 
economy and the consequent nationalistic inward turning to the domestic.  
 
 
 
                                                 
53 Michael Curtin “Symposium: Chinese Media and Globalization,” Chinese Journal of Communication, 
2012, 1-9. 
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Chapter 2 “Cinema of Ordinary People” 
– New Popular Entertainment Film 
 
In May 2002, Lu Chuan’s directorial debut Missing Gun was released throughout 
the country. Although this was the first film from a hitherto unknown young person, 
Missing Gun stirred up a fair amount of media interest and audiences’ anticipation even 
before its release. After screened in theaters, the film was immediately embraced by film 
professionals, critics, and audiences.54 Successfully entering the mainstream, Missing 
Gun was acclaimed for launching the age of a Chinese “cinema of ordinary people,” i.e. 
films that command respect of their audience with high production values and bring back 
the fun in film watching. Missing Gun thus distinguished itself from others in the field of 
Chinese cinematic production.   
In this chapter, I explore what contributed to the distinction and the success of 
Missing Gun. To some extent, Missing Gun differentiated itself by bringing a lot of 
innovative and refreshing commercial managerial and textual practices into the field of 
Chinese cinema. The first part examines the new commercial practices director Lu Chuan 
and his producers applied in making Missing Gun, such as the package-unit assembly55 
and its significance for the Chinese film industry.  
In the second part, I inquire into Lu Chuan’s adaptation of a Chinese story into a 
classical Hollywood detective genre film. This involves an analysis of the governing 
                                                 
54 See the interviews and reports on http://data.ent.sina.com.cn/movie/1022.html (accessed July 20, 2012) 
55  See Janet Staiger, “The Package-unit System: Unit Management after 1955,” in The Classical 
Hollywood Cinema: From Style and Mode of Production to 1961, by David Bordwell, Janet Staiger, and 
Kristin Thompson, 330.  
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principles of classic Hollywood cinema in terms of narrative structure, plot design, and 
cause-effect logic. Lu Chuan’s adaptation with classical Hollywood tight narrative 
structure and genre made the film strong in its storytelling and entertaining in its 
emotional appeals - quite innovative for its time in the field of Chinese cinema. It 
attracted famous actors, secured investment, and captured Chinese audiences, critics, and 
professionals. 
The third part delves into Lu Chuan’s adaptation of a presold material in terms of 
state censorship and self-censorship. It explores how screenwriter and director Lu Chuan 
tailored the original material not only according to the rules of classical Hollywood film 
genre and structure, but also in line with state censorship standards, by avoiding sensitive 
topics such as political corruption and sexual scandal. This part also covers how Lu 
Chuan altered a state propaganda story of an exemplary socialist worker into a 
“universal” story about the individual. In doing so, he managed to strike a chord with his 
audience with a familiar subject, but not to alienate them with a political propaganda 
message as in the main melody films.  
The last part discusses another attraction of the film for the mass audience, i.e. the 
generation of laughter. This part surveys the various forms of comedy that Lu Chuan 
used in the film and their relationship with narration. Masculinity in crisis, actors’ 
performance, camera work, and editing also contribute to the generation of laughter in 
this film, which engages ordinary Chinese moviegoers. 
The chapter’s argument is that Missing Gun ushered in the new popular 
entertainment film in China at the turn of the new century. This cinema met the ordinary 
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audience’s expectation for film quality with its high production and entertainment  
values in an increasingly consumerist society. This is achieved with the help of 
international commercial cinema and culture. Missing Gun is a glocalization of the 
Hollywood cinema and Chinese contemporary culture. 
I. INNOVATIVE COMMERCIAL PRACTICES IN THE CHINESE FILM INDUSTRY 
 
The success of Missing Gun needs to be understood in the context of the Chinese 
film industry at the turn of the century. To meet the prerequisites for becoming a member 
of the WTO (World Trade Organization), the Chinese state introduced an annual 
distribution quota of ten Hollywood blockbusters into China in 1994. Since then, the 
market became dominated by Hollywood. Although these Hollywood imports enlivened 
the market by drawing audiences into theaters and increasing box-office revenues, they 
also exerted devastating pressures on the stylistically and financially bankrupt domestic 
films. Aspiring young filmmakers who graduated from Beijing Film Academy went on to 
make underground films for the international film festivals, while the veteran filmmakers 
like Zhang Yimou made unsuccessful small budget mainstream films. Although popular 
domestic films, such as New Year Celebration films, did appear, these were derided by 
professionals and critics for their lack of cinematic sophistication. Meanwhile, in the late 
1990s the state’s reforms of the film industry accelerated and adopted a series of policies 
and regulations that were issued to lower the entry level for non-state players, such as 
individuals and private companies, which provided a platform for individuals like Lu 
Chuan. It was under such circumstances and during such a transitional period that 
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Missing Gun showcased in 2002. Its emergence and success signaled the rise of new 
practices, forces, and players in the field of Chinese cinema in the new century.  
A. Commercial Independent Film Production - Package-Unit Assembly 
Missing Gun was a successful application of the Hollywood commercial practice 
of package-unit assembly in China. In The Way Hollywood Tells It, David Bordwell 
summarizes Janet Staiger that in the 1950s “while the studios were producing a few big-
budget films themselves, they also relied on the ‘package-unit’ system of production. In 
some cases, in-house producers oversaw a unit that turned out a stream of releases. 
Alternatively, a producer, star, or agent bought a script, assembled a package of talent, 
and approached a studio for financing and distributing.”56 The state-initiated reform in 
the film industry by the new century had released the resources previously confined to the 
state-owned and planned cinema, and made it possible for Lu Chuan to assemble 
independently different resources into a package unit.  
Professionally trained at Beijing Film Academy, Lu Chuan also aspired to direct 
films like his predecessors the Fifth and Sixth Generation directors. After working as 
associate director for a few film projects in the state-owned China Film Group, Lu Chuan 
quitted the job because of the hierarchical power structure in the state-owned corporation. 
He worked freelance by adapting scripts for TV series for private companies. In the 
process, he ran across a presold novella and adapted it into a strong screen script 
according to the storytelling principles of classical Hollywood cinema. Lu Chuan first 
                                                 
56 David Bordwell, The Way Hollywood Tells It: Story and Style in Modern Movies (Berkeley, LA & 
London: University of California Press, 2006), 1-2 
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passed his script around in China Film Group. However, the lack of funding and 
flexibility in the state-owned companies squashed Lu Chuan’s efforts of making the 
script into a film within the state-owned system. Instead, the state-initiated reform in film 
industry had opened space for alternative official channels. With his well-adapted script, 
Lu Chuan was able to attract a film star and rising director Jiang Wen to play the lead 
character. Jiang Wen also offered to work as an executive producer to help the novice 
director. With his help, Lu Chuan sought out investment from a rising private media 
company, Huayi Brothers, which agreed to produce the film in three days. With the 
capital from this private company, Lu Chuan secured the co-production of China Film 
Group. China Film Group - with its strong institutional connections to state media, and 
national film distribution and exhibition channels - contributed to the successful 
distribution and exhibition of the film. With the production companies in place, Lu 
Chuan assembled a cast of professional and popular actors and a crew of young talents. 
After the production, the film passed the state censorship without any revision. It was 
distributed and exhibited throughout the country and became commercially and critically 
successful. The result proved to be a win-win situation for Lu Chuan, the private media 
company Huayi Brothers, and the state carrier China Film Group.  
In the process, Lu Chuan implemented a Hollywood-style package-unit assembly, 
which formed a new type of commercial independent film production in Chinese cinema 
in the new century. Actually, the underground filmmakers in the 1990s already formed a 
kind of independent filmmaking by relying on personal connections and foreign 
resources. However, Lu Chuan turned it into a commercial practice by drawing in all the 
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emerging domestic leading forces such as the private media company, the state carrier, 
and film stars to make a commercially and critically successful film. It combined strong 
or emerging new players in the field of Chinese cinematic production according to the 
mechanism of the market and brought into the field innovative commercial practices. In 
the trailer on the DVD Missing Gun, Jiang Wen states, “the rules to play the chess of 
Chinese filmmaking should have been changed long ago.”  
Lu Chuan’s personal and institutional connections bridged power (state-owned 
corporation), capital (private media companies) and art (individual talents). In producing 
Missing Gun, the emerging private film production company Huayi Brothers 
experimented in being a major producer. Meanwhile, by coproducing the film with Huayi 
Brothers, China Film Group was able to take advantage of capital from the private 
economic sector and realize its state role of policy carrier and leader in the reform of 
Chinese national cinema. It did so by co-opting emerging forces such as the private 
companies and talents, cultivating young filmmakers, and experimenting with new 
technology. Missing Gun was promoted as China’s first digital film. With capital and 
efficient management from a private company, and the institutional support and coverage 
from China Film Group, Lu Chuan was able to direct his first feature film and succeed in 
the field. Such an alliance among power, capital, and art proved beneficial for all three 
parties.   
 Talented young members of the crew also brought new filming practices into 
Chinese filmmaking. Instead of shooting in studios, the art designer scouted a tourist 
destination for location shooting that matched the story and the characters, which added a 
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regional flavor to the film with local landscape and dialect. Cinematographer Xie Zhenyu 
employed mobile and subjective camera work. Combined with MTV-style editing, it 
made the film visually energetic and technically flamboyant. A foreign reviewer thus 
comments on Lu Chuan and Missing Gun,  
He’s imbued the movie with a distinct sense of style, and makes interesting visual 
choices (i.e. he’ll often send his camera careening down cramped alleyways and 
through the streets of China). Perhaps because he knew the script was a little on 
the thin side (an understatement if there ever was one), Lu places more of an 
emphasis on unusual cinematic tricks than on dialogue and character 
development. Oddly enough, it’s because of that the movie is as watchable as it is; 
it’s fairly clear that Missing Gun would’ve been deathly dull if not for Lu’s 
hyperactive visual sense.57  
 
Although I may not agree with the reviewer on his out-of-context critique of Chinese 
film, the reviewer offered a very good summary of the technical features of the film. This 
technical display was seen as unusually refreshing in Chinese cinema, and it enhanced the 
novelty and quality of the film, which appealed to Chinese moviegoers. 
The participation of popular and professional actors not only guaranteed the high 
production values of the film with their strong performance, but it also attracted the 
media and generated free promotion for the film, which in turn increased the masses’ 
interest and expectation for the film while it was still in production. In addition to media 
reports, the film premiered at the Ninth College Film Festivals, embraced by quality 
                                                 
57 “The Missing Gun,” June 20, 2004.  
http://www.reelfilm.com/missgun.htm (accessed July 12, 2012) 
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young audiences and scholars in academia. The positive reaction among this group of 
audience further generated word-of-mouth advertising.  
As a result of such innovative production and promotion practices, the film 
enjoyed impressive box office revenues of more than ￥2 million ($310,000). The film 
was sold to Hollywood Columbia for overseas distribution for $ 1.5 million (￥12 
million), which recovered the entire budget of the film (￥2 million) even before its 
domestic release. This entry into the American market through coproduction also became 
noteworthy for Chinese cinema and was regarded as a promising trend for the future.   
It was unusual in Chinese cinema for an unknown young man’s directorial debut 
to go mainstream and become embraced by both critics and audiences. It broke the 
tradition of mainstream film production in which only veteran directors could direct films 
either produced by state-owned studios or coproduced by state studios and overseas 
companies within the state studio system. It also differed from the production mode of 
underground filmmaking, in which young filmmakers pooled personal money and/or 
festival prize money, and directed films shown only in international film festivals. 
Missing Gun was made within the official system but with innovative commercial 
practices: package-unit assembly based on a solid classical Hollywood-style script, 
participation of famous and popular actors and talents, co-production between private and 
state-owned film companies, location shooting with distinctive local features, technical 
gimmicks in camera work and editing, and contemporary rock music. In the process, Lu 
Chuan demonstrated his own agency in exploring and negotiating different forces and 
maneuvering within the space of the official system. Acting as his own agent, Lu Chuan 
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became a new type of Chinese intellectual – a cultural entrepreneur in the age of the 
marketization and commercialiation of Chinese cinema. Bringing in innovative 
commercial practices in film production, Missing Gun proved to be commercially viable 
and critically acclaimed, became a new type of popular entertainment cinema, and 
ushered in the age of a Chinese “cinema of ordinary people.”.    
In making Missing Gun, Lu Chuan successfully created a new mode of film 
production in China, i.e. commercial independent filmmaking through assembling a 
package. It combined the strengths of private companies with their management and 
capital, of state-owned media companies with their state political protection and 
institutional support, and the talent of individuals. It created a new form of alliance 
among capital, power, and art. Missing Gun was thus an experiment for the reform of the 
Chinese film industry and became a converging site for the negotiation of different 
domestic and international political, economic, and cultural forces in Chinese cinema in 
the new century. This only became possible with the state-initiated reform of 
marketization in Chinese cinema, through which the state co-opted leading non-state 
social forces, including voluntary participation of individual talents and the private 
economic sector, to renovate Chinese national cinema. It marked the wholesale 
marketization of Chinese cinema under the directive of the state in the early century in 
terms of production, exhibition and distribution as well as film language and style. 
Having discussed these innovative film production practices, the following section 
examines the innovation of Missing Gun in terms of storytelling.  
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B. Innovation in Film Text: Classical Hollywood Narration and Detective Genre  
The success of independent production in the form of package-unit assembly for 
Missing Gun started with a solid script in the form and style of classical Hollywood 
cinema. Director Lu Chuan himself adapted the script from a novella published in a 
prestigious Chinese literary magazine October in 1996. Written by a provincial 
professional writer Fan Yiping, the novella “Ma Benshan Seeking His Missing Gun” (Ma 
Benshan xun qiang ji) tells the story of a local policeman secretly looking for his missing 
gun while recording what happens to him and to people around him in the process. In 
essence, the novella becomes a social exposé about a local community festering with 
political corruption and moral degradation. 
 The novella made good script material with its interesting characters, clear plotlines, 
and its assemblage of events all taking place in one place. Lu Chuan adapted it according 
to the rules of classical Hollywood cinema. Classical Hollywood cinema excels at 
storytelling and characterization. Bordwell, Staiger, and Thompson briefly summarize 
‘the premise of Hollywood story construction: causality, consequence, psychological 
motivations, the drive toward overcoming obstacles and achieving goals. Character-
centered - i.e., personal or psychological – causality is the armature of the classical 
story.”58 In classical Hollywood cinema, characters are usually endowed with specific 
and consistent traits that have narrative functions. They have specific desires that drive 
them on, but are thwarted by obstacles. The plot moves on by showcasing the characters 
struggling with the obstacles. There is usually more than one line of action, with the lines 
                                                 
58 David Bordwell, Janet Staiger & Kristin Thompson. The Classical Hollywood Cinema: Film Style & 
Mode of Production to 1960, 13 
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of action causally related to each other. One of the lines is usually heterosexual romantic 
love. The ending brings a definite conclusion to the chain of cause and effect, in which 
the protagonist usually overcomes the obstacles, obtains his goal and/or wins his love 
interest.59 With these governing principles, Lu Chuan adapted the Chinese novella into a 
classical Hollywood detective genre film with “tight plot construction and a careful 
coordination of emotional appeals.”60 This practice was unusual in the field of Chinese 
cinema, which had previously been dominated by state propaganda films of melodramas, 
or by international art films with loose structure, stylization or social realism. Critics and 
audiences instantly embraced such innovation. Here I examine how Lu Chuan 
successfully adapted the novella into a classical Hollywood style film.  
a. Original Novella  
According to Lu Chuan, the novella attracted him with its “lifelike atmosphere 
and lively language, dramatic suspense, tight plot, a few major characters, and unity of 
location,” 61  which made good adaptable material with interesting characters and 
dramatic story lines.62  
                                                 
59 See David Bordwell, “Story Causality and Motivation,” in David Bordwell, Janet Staiger & Kristin 
Thompson. The Classical Hollywood Cinema: Film Style & Mode of Production to 1960. David Bordwell, 
The Way Hollywood Tells It: Story and Style in Modern Movies. 
60 David Bordwell, The Way Hollywood Tells It: Story and Style in Modern Movies, 27 
61 “Lu Chuan gao bai: zai xunqiang zhong zhangda” (Lu Chuan Confesses: Growing up through Missing Gun), 
Dianying (Film), Issue 7 (2002).  
62 Linda Seger suggests looking for the following elements in the materials for adaptation: 1. A central 
incident that can help focus your subject; 2. A story building to a clear climax; 3. Sympathetic main 
characters; 4. A story that covers a short period of time; 5. Strong ongoing relationships between at least 
two characters. Drama is about relationships – a strong conflict, love relationship- dimensionalize the 
characters; 6. A story that can be told visually; 7. A rising dramatic line, rather than repetitive action, Linda 
Seger, The Art of Adaptation: Turning Fact and Fiction into Film (New York: Henry Holt and Compnay),  
52-55 
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As the title indicates, the novella tells the story of a small town policeman Ma 
Benshan seeking his missing gun. The novella starts with the protagonist realizing his 
gun has vanished and ends with him retrieving it. In the process, while the policeman is 
secretly looking for his gun, the writer weaves a dense picture of a local community with 
various characters and social malaise, linked together by the protagonist in his everyday 
life and work. With his interactions with family members (wife, father-in-law, brother-in-
law), friends (veteran friends and their families), boss and colleagues, the protagonist is 
portrayed as a well-rounded character: a loving husband, a friend that helps in need, a 
capable policeman, and an obedient employee. He is also practical and shrewd in dealing 
with the criminals as he bullies the adulterous rich man whom he saves to buy out a 
motor shop to pay back the spent prize money. 
Interwoven with the major plotline of the missing gun are several parallel plots: 
the protagonist’s supervisor is preoccupied with seeking honor and awards for the police 
station, the murder of a local beauty involved in an adulterous relationship with a rich 
man and also with the town governor, and a war-traumatized veteran chasing the 
adulterers. Additional minor plots involve the political corruption within the local 
government, including nepotism and collaboration among the rich and the powerful, and 
police corruption.  
The novella thus draws a gray picture of a local society. Some lightness arises 
from the comic dialogues and anecdotes scattered throughout the novella.   
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b. Character-centered Causality and Two causally related Lines of Action   
According to Bordwell, Staiger, and Thompson, character-centered causality and 
at least two interrelated lines of action are the main features of a classical story, which 
become the governing principles in Lu Chuan’s adaptation. 
As mentioned before, in the original novella there are multiple plotlines 
interwoven with each other, and each plotline centers on different characters. In adapting 
the novella, Lu Chuan focused on the policeman, the major character, and redesigned the 
plot around him. He reduced the number of characters and simplified the multiple 
plotlines into two interwoven lines of action with causally linked characters. The major 
plotline of the policeman seeking the missing gun in the original novella was retained. As 
with the practice of classical Hollywood cinema, this major line of action is complicated 
by a subplot of heterosexual romance, i.e. the protagonist’s problematic relationship with 
his wife, which was a completely new creation by Lu Chuan. In the original novella, the 
protagonist has a loving relationship with his wife. These two lines are causally related as 
resulting from a conflict in the protagonist’s life: his devotion to his work and his 
consequent neglect of his family and deteriorating relationship with his wife. The crisis at 
workplace, i.e. gun missing, made the relationship even worse. The goal of the 
protagonist is to find his missing gun, which drives the plot on. 
The other major parallel plotlines in the original novel are either erased or 
sidelined to build up characters and propel the two lines of action. For instance, the prize 
money plotline is cut short, and appears only at the beginning of the film to establish the 
protagonist as a model worker whose competence and hard work is rewarded with a 
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double portion of prize money. It ends in a dramatic way as in a meeting. While the 
honors and prizes are distributed the protagonist reveals to his supervisor and colleagues 
that his gun is missing, which is immediately followed by money returned, the police 
chief coming down to investigate and set deadlines for the protagonist. This new 
arrangement thus strengthens characterization, tightens the plot, raises the stakes for the 
protagonist, and adds to the urgency for him to find his gun. In the original novella the 
protagonist does not report his gun as missing until he retrieves his gun at the end.  
Another major plotline, the murder case, was also kept but drastically modified to 
serve the two causally related action lines in the film. In the original novella, a local 
beauty, who has multiple adulterous relations with a rich man and the governor, is 
murdered by knife. The murderer, who turns out in the end to be a war-traumatized 
veteran friend of the protagonist and the person who stole the protagonist’s gun, leaves a 
message for his next target, i.e. the men who had affairs with her. In the film, this woman 
becomes the protagonist’s ex-girlfriend. She becomes a complication in both the major 
plotline of the missing gun and the subplot of the protagonist’s troubled relationship with 
his wife. She becomes a tragic figure. She and the protagonist loved each other but she 
left him because of his fiancé. Married far away and then divorced, she now returns to the 
town and stays with the rich man. Her reappearance becomes a mystery, which makes her 
both a potential suspect for stealing the gun, and an old flame that threatens the 
protagonist’s relationship with his wife. While she stays with the rich man, she is killed 
by the protagonist’s missing gun – in the original novel, the gun never appears until the 
end of the film - which makes the protagonist a suspect and lands him in jail. The death 
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of the ex-girlfriend becomes a turning point for both lines of action. After the death, the 
wife apologizes for her jealousy and reconciles with the protagonist. Meanwhile, from the 
clues, the protagonist realizes that the killer is not after his ex-girlfriend, but the rich man. 
Using the rich man as bait, the protagonist draws out the killer and finds that the killer is 
an ordinary citizen who steals his gun to avenge the death of his family members – who 
were previously poisoned by the fake wine manufactured by the rich man – another new 
invention of Lu Chuan.   
These changes of plotlines and characters strictly obey the cause-effect logic of 
classical Hollywood cinema, with two plotlines causally interrelated around causally 
related characters, and the actions of the goal-oriented protagonist propelling the 
plotlines. Meanwhile, Lu Chuan added a romance subplot to attract his general audience. 
The adaptation conforms to the classical narrative norms: the plot relies on physical 
movement, vigorous conflicts, escalating dramatic stakes, and a climax driven by time 
pressure. Lu Chuan’s adaptation thus made the film strong in storytelling and entertaining 
with action and romance, which appealed to the mass audience.    
c. Three-Act Narrative Structure 
In addition to his tight plot design of two causally related lines of action driven by 
a goal-oriented protagonist, Lu Chuan also adapted the novella according to the three-act 
narrative structure of classic Hollywood cinema. David Bordwell summarizes the 
scriptwriters’ principle on narrative structure,  
… they mandated that the plot be divided into large-scale parts, like the acts in a 
play. … propose a three-act structure. Act I introduces the problems faced by the 
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hero, ending with a crisis and the promise of major conflict. Act 2 consists of an 
extended struggle between the protagonist and his or her problem, and it ends at a 
point of even more severe testing for the hero. Act 3 shows the protagonist solving 
the problem.63 
 
He continues with Kristin Thompson’s view:  
Thompson argues that most mainstream narrative features from both the studio era 
and recent years consist of four large parts, plus an epilogue. … Thompson shows 
that Hollywood films tend to structure their large-scale parts around the ways in 
which goals are defined, redefined, thwarted, and then decisively achieved or not. 
Turning points are created by reversals of intention, points of no return, and new 
circumstances demanding that goal be recast.64  
 
In the following part, I apply Thompson’s division of the three-act structure into four 
large parts – the setup, the complicating action, the development, and the climax, plus an 
epilogue65 – to illustrate the narrative structure of Missing Gun designed by Lu Chuan in 
his adaptation.   
“According to Thompson, the Setup (typically running 25-30 minutes in a 100-to-
120-minute film) is congruent with the screenplay manuals’ first act. It establishes the 
characters’ world, defines the main characters’ purposes, and culminates in a turning 
point near the half-hour mark.”66 Missing Gun is 85 minutes long, including the pre-
credit sequence. It obeys this three-act structural rule of classical Hollywood cinema 
                                                 
63 Bordwell, David, The Way Hollywood Tells It: Story and Style in Modern Movies, 28.  
64 Ibid., 35; also see Kristin Thompson, Storytelling in the New Hollywood: Understanding Classical 
Narrative Technique (Cambride, Massachusettes: Harvard University Press, 1999) 
65 Kristin Thompson, Storytelling in the New Hollywood: Understanding Classical Narrative Technique, 
28.  
66 Bordwell, David, The Way Hollywood Tells It: Story and Style in Modern Movies, 35-36 
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though with a time modification. In Missing Gun, the Setup takes about six minutes into 
the film including the credit sequence. It establishes the protagonist’s world and defines 
his purpose: wakened in the morning in the shabby small apartment by his quarrelsome 
wife who scolds him for not disciplining their little son, the protagonist finds his gun 
missing, and he then rushes to his workplace at the police station looking for his gun. The 
set-up culminates in the protagonist reporting his gun missing to the empty chair of his 
supervisor without realizing his supervisor is absent, after he has searched his home and 
office. He then sets out on his journey to look for the missing gun.    
“(I)n proposing two more large-scale parts, Thompson in effect splits up the 
canonical ‘second act,’ the better to track character aims. What she calls the 
‘Complicating Action,’ typically another 20 to 30 minutes in an average-length movie, 
focuses or recasts the film’s central goals. Either the protagonist changes tactics for 
achieving her goal, or she faces an entirely new situation – a sort of ‘countersetup’.”67 
This “Complicating Action” occurs around another 20 minutes into the film when the 
police chief comes to investigate the case of the missing gun and strips the protagonist of 
his uniform. This happens after a dramatic scene in which the protagonist, after a half-day 
futile search, reveals to his supervisor and colleagues that his gun is missing when he is 
awarded with double portion of money for his excellent work. Lu Chuan here inserted a 
new character, the police chief, who exerts pressure on the protagonist: stripping him of 
his uniform, and pointing out the potential danger of the three bullets in the gun, which 
can kill three people or possibly six people if by a professional killer. This new character 
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functions in the narrative to raise the stakes for the protagonist and to set deadlines for 
him to find the gun, which picks up the pace of the story in the film and contributes to a 
tight narrative structure.   
“Thompson calls the third stretch of the film (the second portion of the traditional 
act 2) the Development: ‘By now an extensive set of premises, goals, and obstacles has 
been introduced. This is where the protagonist’s struggle toward his or her goals typically 
occurs, often involving many incidents that create action, suspense, and 
delay …Somewhat surprisingly, as Thompson points out, many Development sections 
show the protagonist making little progress toward the main goals. In these cases the 
Development serves to postpone the main action and to present delays or dwell on 
subplots. Montage sequences, comedy interludes, and other detours fill out this 
portion.”68 The Development lasts another 25 minutes in Missing Gun. The protagonist 
follows several futile clues, for instance, his ex-girlfriend with her name mysteriously 
erased from the wedding guest list, the rich man and his fake wine factory, and a veteran 
thief who is found to have a fake gun, which the protagonist thinks it is his missing gun. 
It is also in this part of the Development that comic characters and incidents are 
introduced, and the subplot of the protagonist’s relationship with his wife develops. The 
wife becomes jealous of his ex-girlfriend and suspicious of her husband. It reaches a 
climax in the bedroom scene when the distraught husband cannot make love, and reveals 
to her that his gun is missing. The Development culminates in the darkest moment around 
52 minutes into the film when the protagonist’s ex-girlfriend is shot dead with a gun 
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similar to his and the protagonist himself is suspected and put in prison. By now “all the 
premises regarding the goals and the lines of action have been introduced.”69 Isolated in 
prison, the protagonist finally figures out that the killer is after the rich man and focuses 
his attention on the rich man. This ends at 60 minutes into the film.      
For the climax, “often following the ‘darkest moment,’ the scene in which a crisis 
forces the protagonist to take action, this section revolves around the question of whether 
or not the goals can be achieved. Typically they will be.”70 The next 22 minutes of the 
film is a continuous climax in which the protagonist works step by step to achieve his 
goal of catching the person who has stolen his gun. This is also a section in which the 
subplot of the relationship between the protagonist and his wife reaches a resolution as 
she apologizes to him for being jealous and he visits her and their son at the school before 
his last mission. The minor plotline of the fake wine factory partially ends with the illegal 
factory being exposed and destroyed by the police. The climax comes about five minutes 
before the end of the film when the killer appears and shoots the rich man who is used as 
bait to draw the killer out. The rich man turns out to be the disguised protagonist. A 
crosscut shot reveals that the police break into the protagonist’s house and find the rich 
man bound to a chair and stripped of his clothing, which the protagonist wears and thus 
disguises himself as the rich man to draw out the killer. Before his death, the protagonist 
cheats the killer of his last bullet, which kills him, using the fake gun, and cuffs the killer 
to himself. Other unresolved issues such as the fake gun and the fake wine factory are 
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concluded at this stage. The fake gun becomes an important tool for the protagonist to get 
his own gun, while the fine wine factory is disclosed as the reason that the killer is 
targeting the rich man.  
“Setup, Complicating Action, Development, and Climax are usually followed,” 
Thompson points out, "by an epilogue that confirms the stability of the situation, while 
setting subplots and tying up motifs.”71 The last two minutes of the film consists of an 
epilogue in which the dying protagonist recalls his last vision of his wife and his son in 
the classroom, followed by his friends and colleagues rushing to the death scene. The 
film ends with the dead protagonist rising from the dead and walking away laughing 
hysterically.  
Though with a short setup, Missing Gun basically follows the rule of a three-act 
narrative structure, which Thompson divides into four large parts in relation to “the ways 
in which goals are defined.” This, together with the logic of cause and effect, makes 
Missing Gun succinct in plot and draws the audiences’ attention. Lu Chuan’s skillful 
application of the rules of classical Hollywood cinema in terms of plot design and 
narrative structure made Missing Gun quite different from his peers’ films and Chinese 
cinema in general, which were weak in structure and storytelling. It thus brought the 
refreshing commercial practices of Hollywood cinema into Chinese film text, for which 
Missing Gun was lauded by film professionals and critics, and embraced by audiences. 
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d. Suspense and Surprise of Detective Genre 
In constructing a tight plot, classical Hollywood cinema works for a careful 
coordination of emotional appeals, for which, Thompson particularly divides the structure 
according to the ways goals are defined as the protagonist’s goals draw in the audience 
emotionally. Missing Gun is not only strong in plot design but also in control and 
distribution of knowledge within the narration, which creates surprise and suspense for 
the detective genre film.   
In Popular Film and Television Comedy, Steve Neale and Frank Krutnik thus 
discuss suspense and surprise:  
Since suspense and surprise are the products of different ways of distributing 
relative narrative knowledge among and between the characters and the audience, 
on the one hand, and of the way events unfold, whether predictably or 
unpredictably, on the other. Basically, suspense involves the giving of knowledge 
and surprise its withholding. In the case of suspense, the knowledge given is 
always partial … in order to produce suspense or surprise, narrative knowledge 
has to be distributed among and between the characters and the spectator in 
certain patterns.72  
The ways in which Missing Gun unfolds and distributes “narrative knowledge among and 
between the characters and the audiences” and events unfold create surprise and 
suspense, which not only contributes to the detective genre of the film but also increases 
the emotional appeal of the film. In both the original novella and the film, narrative 
knowledge is almost equally distributed between the protagonist and the spectator. For 
instance, the spectator is as ignorant as the protagonist about who has stolen his gun and 
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the spectator follows the protagonist in his search for the gun following false clues. 
Therefore, the biggest surprise, which is also the one that holds the whole narration 
together, is the identity of the killer, which is only revealed at the end of the film to the 
protagonist and thus to the spectator. However, in the film, Lu Chuan foreshadows it by 
having the killer appear several times as a noodle-selling street vendor, whom the 
protagonist runs into.  
However, the film also occasionally distributes the knowledge unequally between 
the protagonist and the spectator, which creates surprise. For instance, when the 
protagonist decides on his last action, that is, to draw the killer out, the narration arranges 
it as if the protagonist would use the rich man as bait. It is only after the killer approaches 
and shoots from behind that the spectator is surprised to find that it is actually the 
protagonist who is shot instead of the rich man.   
In the film, much of the suspense built with partial knowledge revealed at the 
beginning is communicated with full knowledge to the protagonist and the spectator at 
the end. But some issues are never resolved. For instance, during the stormy night when 
the protagonist’s ex-girlfriend is shot to death, the lamp near the couple’s bed turns on 
automatically several times after the protagonist repeatedly turns it off. The husband 
wakes in the middle of the night and finds his wife missing from bed. He searches the 
house and finds her washing her face. The dark bluish color scheme, the messy hair of the 
wife, and her staring at herself in the mirror makes the sequence much like one from 
Chinese ghost stories. It also adds to the mystery as both the husband and the wife 
suspect each other as the possible killer of the ex-girlfriend.  
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By withholding information and keeping a good balance between revealing and 
retaining knowledge, Lu Chuan created the excitement of surprise and suspense for 
audiences. Such withholding and partial revealing of knowledge, and the distribution of 
the knowledge among and between the characters and the spectator made the film very 
entertaining. Missing Gun succeeded in having a “tight plot construction and a careful 
coordination of emotional appeals.” This manipulation of knowledge was again skillfully 
applied later on in another young filmmaker’s debut film Crazy Stone, which also became 
phenomenally successful in terms of both box office and critical approval in China.    
II. COMEDY AND THE GENERATION OF LAUGHTER 
 
Lu Chuan also strengthens the comic aspect in the original novella to captivate the 
audience and keep them emotionally attached to the film. Although Missing Gun is a 
serious drama about a policeman of integrity being victimized, and how he redeems 
himself with intelligence and perseverance even to the extent of sacrificing himself, 
screen writer and director Lu Chuan injects this serious drama with various forms of 
comedy, and the film ends with the protagonist rising from death, laughing hysterically. 
This part considers the different forms of comedy in the film that generate laughter 
among the audience, including comic characters, incidents, performances, and 
masculinity in jeopardy with the help of cinematography and editing.  
A. Various Forms of Comedy 
The original novella contains a few comedic elements such as the sexual jokes 
between husband and wife, pranks such as the protagonist catching his brother-in-law 
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relieving himself, and an incident when the bumpkin protagonist gets cheated out of 
thousands of dollars while eating in a western-style restaurant, etc. Director Lu Chuan 
retained some of these in the film, and he also diversified the forms of comedy. Due to 
the visuality of film, cinema has a wide range of comic forms, which include actors’ 
facial expressions and behaviors, camera work and editing in addition to gags, jokes, 
wisecracks, etc.   
Lu Chuan invented plenty of hilarious comic incidents in the film to generate 
laughter not only through the control and distribution of information and knowledge 
between the characters, and between the characters and audiences, but also with other 
means such as comic actors with their funny behavior, dialogue and cinematic means. For 
instance, in the film Lu Chuan created a new sequence in which the protagonist 
accidently runs across a thief stealing a handbag. The protagonist in plainclothes chases 
the thief by racing bicycles with him over a long distance. On the way, the thief begs and 
pleads while the protagonist prods him mockingly. When cornered, the thief brandishes a 
gun, which the protagonist grabs for desperately as he mistakes it for his missing gun. 
The thief fires, the sound of the gun shot is accompanied by a cut to a red blank screen 
like a blood spilling out, which is followed by another cut to a burned hole in the 
protagonist’s t-shirt baring his chest. The protagonist cries out off-screen, “How could it 
be a fake gun?” In this comic sequence, several forms of comedy are used to generate 
laughter. There is comic suspense and surprise due to the distribution of knowledge in the 
narration, camera work and editing, the bicycle race between a policeman and a thief, and 
the casting of a comic actor as the thief with his funny appearance, speech, and behavior.  
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Sometimes laughter is generated by physical pranks and comedic action. For 
instance, the protagonist’s two veteran friends are interesting sidekicks. They try to help 
the protagonist but make him more confused with their tomfoolery. They even torture the 
rich man for a confession by dragging him into a cock-fight arena, making him crawl on 
his hands, and putting him into a small cock fighting pit. Meanwhile, two cocks are 
fighting in the fore ground.   
Sometimes the comedy comes from diverging moods mixed together. While the 
protagonist questions his newly wedded sister and brother-in-law on the details of their 
wedding, looking for clues, the newlywed couple each take turns answering phone calls 
from callers congratulating them. Not only is the serious questioning constantly 
interrupted by the phone calls, but also by the shifting mood of the couple as they happily 
answer the calls and miserably answer the protagonist.    
 These comedic incidents are part of the narration and they function to appeal to 
the emotions of the audience. However, they seldom constitute a spectacle separate from 
the narration. There are a few exceptions when the film dwells on comic moments by 
diverting from the narration. For instance, when the protagonist visits his veteran friend 
the restaurant manager, the fellow is training his employees in a Chinese dance – yangge, 
a popular dance form during the Cultural Revolution. When he threatens the employees 
about hiding possible lost items from the wedding of the previous night, a wall of canned 
food nearby collapses spectacularly. 
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B. Comedy on Sex and Gender 
Besides these forms of comedy, i.e. comic incidents, comic figures, comic 
performances, and intercutting of moods, the film also plays with sexual and gender 
jokes.   
The title subject of losing a gun could mean the emasculization of the protagonist 
after he loses his gun, with his power and authority from being a policeman stripped at 
the workplace and his troubles with his wife at home. This is literally indicated in a scene 
in which the protagonist is stripped of his uniform at the command of the police chief and 
walks away, wearing shorts and a t-shirt.      
The very beginning of the film opens with a sex joke. The wife throws at the 
protagonist an essay written by their little son, while scolding him for not disciplining the 
child who she claims has almost become a small hooligan. The protagonist reads the 
essay aloud and the audience realizes that the boy is writing about his discovery of the 
sexual differences between him and a female classmate after seeing her sexual organ.  
The film comically represents the woman as either a female tiger or a sexualized 
object of desire. The protagonist’s wife is shown always yelling and quarrelling with her 
husband. The beginning of the film shows her face upside down with eyes glaring at the 
sleeping protagonist, a shot supposedly taken from the husband’s perspective. The next 
shot is the husband wakened in a panic from his wife’s yelling. She scolds the protagonist 
for not disciplining their son, but when he runs after the escaping son to check on him, 
she frantically follows and protects the son. In bed, she is always shown on top with her 
messy hair and ghostly appearance. When the veteran friend talks about the affair 
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between the rich man and the protagonist’s ex-girlfriend, the film shows an exaggerated 
close-up shot of the woman’s large rear-end as she gets in the car.  
Besides such gender and sexual jokes about female characters, the film also directs 
jokes at males about their body and masculinity, and in the case of the protagonist, man 
and masculinity in crisis. Around the time Missing Gun appeared, there were also some 
other small- or medium-budget films directed by young filmmakers that centered on 
beleaguered men and masculinity with their loss of employment or other life crisis and 
the rising dominance of women in the household. These films include Cala, My Dog (dir. 
Lu Xuechang, 2002) and One Feet above the Ground (dir. Chen Daming, 2006). This 
depiction of man and traditional masculinity in jeopardy could be a response to the rapid 
economic, social, and cultural transformation in China in the new century and the 
subsequent pressures on individuals, particularly on men with their traditional roles in the 
family and workplace shattered, and the suffering inscribed on their body. Instead of 
dwelling on the melodrama of male suffering, these films make fun of men and their 
suffering.  
Here I employ Teresa de Lauretis’s “narrative image” i.e. “the join of image and 
story, the interlocking of visual and narrative registers effected by the cinematic of the 
look,”73 to examine the representation of men in Missing Gun. Laura Mulvey claims that 
Hollywood films are structured by the unconscious of the patriarchal order and in the 
films man is an active agent and the bearer of the look while women embody passiveness 
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and to-be-looked-at-ness.74 In Missing Gun, though the male protagonist is still the 
driving force of the narrative with his sole goal of retrieving the missing gun and proving 
his innocence, the visual representation of him is not one of patriarchal power, 
particularly in terms of image and look. The loss of the gun and the subsequent loss of 
power and control in a patriarchal society are actually inscribed on his body. 
The film presents the male protagonist as a man suffering, and his emasculation is 
typically represented by the image of his body under the gaze of the female characters 
within the film. The pre-credit sequence is a montage of the protagonist sleeping 
restlessly in bed in different poses with limbs stretched out, and patches of bandages all 
over his back. The film then unfolds with him lying in bed followed by an upside-down 
close-up shot of his wife glaring at him, underlying the visual structure of the whole film 
– a spectacle of the male body suffering as an object of female gaze, and the spectator’s 
gaze is thus mediated through the female characters. The film uses a lot of close-up shots 
of the protagonist’s face and other body parts or long shots of his cowardly body 
movement to indicate his emasculation. When he goes to the police station to report the 
incident, long shots show him staggering and stumbling into the local police courtyard 
with his head down and feet dragging, alternating with extreme close-ups of his forehead 
covered with drops of sweat, hand clutching his uniform hat and shaking. A medium-shot 
of a female colleague watching him places him under the female gaze again. This display 
of male body parts peaks in an extreme close-up of the protagonist’s buttocks from 
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behind, when he bends over searching for his missing gun in the rich man’s car and is 
derided for being poor. This could be a Freudian “tenacious joke.” However, contrary to 
Freud’s original meaning, the target of the joke here is male instead of female. In telling a 
story of socialist heroism, this film visually registers the crisis and the contradictions of 
masculinity in contemporary Chinese society – that is, the image of man suffering and a 
body on display.  
Steve Neale writes in his article “Masculinity as Spectacle,”  
We are offered the spectacle of male bodies, but bodies unmarked as objects of erotic 
display. … They are on display, certainly, but there is no cultural or cinematic 
convention which would allow the male body to be presented in the way that Dietrich 
so often is in Sternberg’s films. We see male bodies stylized and fragmented by 
close-ups, but our look is not direct, it is heavily mediated by the looks of the 
characters involved. And those looks are marked not by desire, but rather by fear, or 
hatred, or aggression.75  
In Missing Gun, male bodies are on display and sometimes stylized and fragmented. 
However, this is not structured in accordance with the economy of either heterosexual or 
homosexual sexual desire. The spectacle of the male body is partly accounted for in the 
narrative, i.e. to show the suffering of men, their cowardice in extreme situations, or to 
revel in a carnivalesque play of the lower body parts of men for comic effect. It is also 
partly deflected visually by the female gaze devoid of any desire. The structuring of the 
viewing position through the female characters in Missing Gun actually makes the 
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spectator easy to identify with and to watch the male body as the “other” in suffering and 
on display even though the display of male bodies puts the patriarchal masculinity here in 
question. This viewing position is actually empowering for the emasculated male 
spectators in China today as they can flatter themselves by sadistically watching other 
men suffering, which may be partly accountable for the popularity of the film among 
young males. Part of the comedy of the film arises from a sadistic pleasure at watching 
men in crisis and the mocking of macho-masculinity. 
Such comedy derived from gender and sexuality can only be achieved through 
understanding the expectations and traditions of femininity and masculinity in China. To 
some extent, Missing Gun is a film on the crisis of masculinity. The central story of a 
missing gun symbolically refers to the test of man when institutionally (family and state) 
endowed power is taken from him. Losing his gun and stripped of his uniform the 
protagonist loses power based on the institutional and symbolic power that he once may 
have enjoyed, which echoes the general situation of unemployed men out of work in 
China today.  
III. STATE’S CENSORSHIP AND SELF-CENSORSHIP IN ADAPTATION 
  
Lu Chuan’s adaptation of the novella is not only guided by the premises of classic 
Hollywood cinema in terms of the logic of cause and effect, narrative structure, genre 
convention and emotional appeals, but is also governed by the state’s politics in terms of 
the state’s censorship on films.  
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Although the state has gradually loosened its institutional monopolization on film 
production, distribution, and exhibition, it still retains its control over cinema through 
script censorship and in particular, censorship of the final film product. Though the state 
has simplified the censorship procedures, it still upholds its standards of censorship on 
certain topics to maintain the positive image of China to the world. This state’s 
censorship, to some extent, created the underground films in the 1990s with their 
representation of socially and culturally marginalized people such as thieves, prostitutes, 
gay people, and immigrant workers to convey social critique. In the original novella there 
are plenty of scandalous, sensational and lurid stories of political corruption, sex, and 
murder. In the film, Lu Chuan erases all such topics by changing the events and/or 
characters to meet the state’s standards on censorship of politics and sex, and thereby 
gain access to the mainstream market with the state’s approval.  
A comparison between the original novella and the film will illustrate Lu Chuan’s 
self-censorship in the adaptation. The original novella is an exposé of contemporary 
Chinese society with its descriptions of political corruption and moral degradation among 
the officials, the police, and the rich. For instance, the rich man collaborates with the sons 
of local officials to set up a fake brand-name cigarette factory, which the local 
government does not care about except for tax revenue. The protagonist’s supervisor 
cares only about collecting honors and awards, and he even lends his gun to the governor 
for self-protection against the potential killer. Even the protagonist is not innocent. His 
brother-in-law is a son of the former local governor, and they live in a big mansion with a 
vicious watchdog. He bribes a doctor to treat his father-in-law and gets cheated out of 
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thousands of dollars at a western-style restaurant in the city. He hides the fact that his gun 
is missing and only reports it after he finds it. To pay back the spent prize money, he 
threatens and bullies the rich man into buying out his friend’s motor-shop. The 
protagonist sees all the crimes and illegal activities around him, but he does nothing to 
challenge authority. There is also moral degradation in the local community, as a local 
beauty engages in an adulterous relationship with several men, including the local 
governor and the rich man. They become targets of a neglected veteran whose penis was 
wounded in the war and who hates lewd people to such an extent that he is driven to kill 
them. 
In the film, all the stories of political corruption and moral degradation involving 
the officials and police are erased and the sex and murder scandals are drastically 
modified. The murdered woman becomes the protagonist’s ex-girlfriend, who is a tragic 
figure in loving and marrying the wrong guy and accidently getting killed. The killer is a 
civilian who only wants to kill the rich man to avenge his family members’ lost lives, but 
ends up instead killing two innocent people.  
On one hand, the topics of political corruption and sex scandals in the original 
novella that could be censored by the state were erased in the film. On the other hand, Lu 
Chuan cleaned up all the officials and policemen of any guilty of wrong-doing. Instead, 
they are upholders of justice and exemplary workers of the state. The protagonist’s 
supervisor is the only official retained in the film. He cares about his inferiors, but he also 
immediately reports the gun missing to his supervisor. Lu Chuan even created a new 
character, the police chief, who is a representative of the state. He comes down to 
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investigate the case immediately, points out the potential danger to human lives and for 
the state, presses for the case to be solved, and as a gesture refuses to eat before they find 
the gun.  
Lu Chuan also makes the protagonist more of an exemplary socialist worker. The 
beginning of the film establishes him as a model worker awarded with honors for his 
distinctive work. The film continues to build up an image of him as an exemplary and 
competent policeman. The reason he brings his gun to his sister’s wedding and loses it 
there is because he is on duty and carries his gun hunting for a fugitive. He finally 
retrieves the gun and captures the person who steals his gun by sacrificing himself to 
protect others, including the morally bad rich man. In the process, he detects a fake 
winery case, captures a veteran thief, identifies the murderer and tracks him down. Even 
his troubled relationship with his wife results from his devotion to work. Even though his 
ex-girlfriend is beautiful and charming while his wife is common and quarrelsome, he 
proves with his actions his love and loyalty to his wife.   
Such story of a hardworking, skillful and sacrificing local policeman would make 
perfect material for a state propaganda or main melody film through which the state 
promotes so-called socialist virtues. However, the way Lu Chuan represented and 
approached this character and told the story made the film different from the state 
propaganda films. First, Lu Chuan designed the character as an individual facing crisis, 
which made it a universal story. The film, therefore, is humanistic rather than ideological. 
Secondly, Lu Chuan presented the story using the good performances of talented actors 
and global cinematic language and techniques, like Hollywood-style storytelling, kinetic 
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MTV-style cinematography and editing, and rock music. Third, Lu Chuan spiced up the 
drama with various forms of entertainment, such as comedy as well as surprise and 
suspense. To some extent, the film is old wine in a new bottle, which wins the praises of 
professionals and critics and attracts young audiences without alienating older audiences.   
 
As the above analysis demonstrates, Lu Chuan’s adaptation of the original presold 
material meets two standards. One is the commercial practice of classical Hollywood 
storytelling with its tight plot construction and coordination of emotional appeals; the 
other is the political requirements of the Chinese state’s censorship on sensitive political 
and scandalous subjects. Such adaptation made the film not only applauded by critics and 
audiences but also pass the state censorship to enter the mainstream. It also won the 
support of the state with its self-censorship and its adoption of world advanced 
technology and culture, which helped China integrate into the international system in the 
age of globalization. 
Although after a decade, more commercial films in the genre, style and form of 
Hollywood cinema have appeared in China, Missing Gun still stands out with its adept 
application of classical Hollywood cinema and its popularity among Chinese audiences 
and critics. Historically, the film introduced the commercial practices and style of 
classical Hollywood cinema into the field of Chinese cinema in telling a typically 
Chinese socialist story. It appealed to Chinese audiences and critics in terms of technique, 
film language and emotion. It was a good example of the glocalization of Chinese and 
global culture and cinema. In seeking a way to direct his film, Lu Chuan established a 
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commercial independent production of package-unit assembly in China by bridging a 
new form of alliance among power, capital, and art, which was to become a dominant 
mode of production in China in the new century.  
Although a commercial Hollywood–style production, Missing Gun also 
demonstrated Lu Chuan’s selective use of international cinematic language such as art 
film language, in addition to that of Hollywood. In the film, Lu Chuan sometimes 
juxtaposes fiction with reality. It also takes after Run Lola Run with the theme of running 
and a similar sequence in which photos of characters flash as if projected from the mind 
of the protagonist. Classical Hollywood cinema usually concludes with a happy ending. 
Even though the original novella does, in this film Lu Chuan had the protagonist die at 
the end. This change of the ending and this voluntary death on the part of the protagonist 
may indicate his dissatisfaction with reality even when all others’ needs are satisfied. The 
last sight of the protagonist rising from death first in anguish and then bursting into 
laughter implies his freedom from the bondage of routine work and an ordinary life. The 
death-defying laughter of the protagonist rising from the dead at the end denies the male 
subjugation and emasculation in China today and proves the life-sustaining power of 
laughter as well as of Bakhtinian joke on sex and gender as throughout the film. 
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Chapter 3 “Art Film” in the Age of Commercial Entertainment and 
Consumerism: Kekexili: Mountain Patrol 
 
The commercial and critical success of his debut film Missing Gun paved the way 
for Lu Chuan to make his second film Kekexili: Mountain Patrol. After Missing Gun, Lu 
Chuan entered Huayi Brothers and became its in-house director. Huayi Brothers 
coproduced Kekexili with Hollywood’s Columbia Pictures, which made the film the first 
Chinese coproduction directly negotiated between a private media company and a foreign 
company. The film was released throughout China in 2004.  
Again, Lu Chuan himself wrote the script, which was based on a newspaper 
report about a Tibetan voluntary mountain patrol team protecting Tibetan antelopes from 
rampant poaching in Kekexili on the world’s highest Tibet-Qinghai plateau, and the 
murder of the two Tibetan captains of the team. Lu Chuan framed the story of a group of 
volunteers led by a Tibetan protecting Kekexili and Tibetan antelopes with a journalist’s 
interview of the team. The journalist accompanies them on a journey into the heart of 
Kekexili to chase poachers. The film thus records what happens to the team on the way, 
their hide-and-seek with the poachers and particularly their struggle with nature in the 
uninhabitable but beautiful high-altitude land of Kekexili. High-altitude sickness, storms 
and a lack of supplies strike down most of the team members except the captain and the 
journalist. The captain finally meets the lead poacher, but he is accidently shot and then 
killed by the poachers. Returned from the journey, the journalist’s report brings a happy 
ending when the government intervenes and an official protection organization is 
instituted, Kekexili and antelopes protected, and the voluntary team disbanded.  
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In the original script, Lu Chuan wrote his story with gunfight, romance, and spies 
like in a commercial film, which was accepted by his producers Huayi Brothers and  
Columbia Pictures. However, the script changed after Lu Chuan led the crew and cast to 
Kekexili to shoot on location, and the subject material took its own shape, resulting in a 
final product made in art-film style. Compared to the tight narrative structure and 
detective genre of classical Hollywood cinema in his debut film Missing Gun, Kekexili 
took a more realistic form as the narration follows the journey of the mountain patrol 
team into Kekexili and records their daily life there. It looks like a documentary and is 
loose in narrative structure. Although Kekeixili was quite different in genre and style 
from Missing Gun, it also became very successful with critics and audiences and stood 
out among the films released in China in 2004.  
In this chapter I first situate Kekexili within the state of the field of Chinese 
cinematic production in 2004 and establish its position among other contemporary films. 
I examine the parties that contribute to the consecration of Kekexili within the field of 
Chinese cinematic production. The second part analyzes the “art film” language of 
Kekexili in terms of documentary and art films, which account for the film’s 
distinctiveness from other films in 2004. Part Three looks at popular culture elements in 
the film which attracted Chinese audiences, such as stunning visual spectacles of 
Kekexili and male homo-social relations. The fourth part concerns the liberal humanist 
(re)writing of the Tibetan culture and minority ethnicity in the age of globalization by 
comparing this film to earlier Chinese films on Tibetan culture.  
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My argument is that in the age of consumerism, even art-film language and style 
is a differential strategy employed by commercial cinema in attracting urban middle-class 
viewers. Like Missing Gun, Kekexili is another post-socialist rewriting of the Chinese 
socialist culture in the age of globalization.  
I. CONSECRATING KEKEXILI IN THE FIELD OF CHINESE CINEMATIC 
PRODUCTION  
 
To fully understand the meaning and significance of Kekexili, it is necessary to 
contextualize it within the state of the field of Chinese cinematic production around 2004 
and examine it relationally with other films within the field. According to Bourdieu, a 
cultural product is understood not only through its material production but also its 
symbolic production – the production of the value of the work – and “to be treated as a 
manifestation of the field as a whole, in which all the powers of the field and all the 
determinisms inherent in its structure and functioning, are concentrated.” 76  The 
following part establishes the position of Kekexili within the state of the field by 
exploring consecrating parties and the belief they hold.  
The year 2004 was a watershed for Chinese cinema. For the first time after the 
state’s introduction of Hollywood blockbuster imports into the Chinese market in 1994, 
the box office revenues from domestic films surpassed those from the imports. In 2004, 
212 films were made in mainland China, breaking a record in Chinese film industry. 
During the preceding decade, sometimes fewer than one hundred films were made in a 
                                                 
76 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, 37 
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year due to the decrease in state funding, institutional restriction on social capital, and the 
diminishing cinema market.77 However, only a handful films stood out: House of Flying 
Daggers (Shimian mai fu), 2046, A World without Thieves (Tianxia wuzei), Kungfu 
Hustle (Gongfu) and Kekexili: Mountain Patrol. 2046 and Kungfu Hustle were films from 
Hong Kong.78 Except for Kekexili, all of these films were big-budget films and directed 
by veteran filmmakers Zhang Yimou and Feng Xiaogang from mainland China, and 
Wong Kar-wai and Stephen Chow from Hong Kong. Kekexili was only the second 
feature of a young director.  
The budget for Kekexili was of medium scale, ￥10 million ($1.6 million), while 
the budget for House of Flying Daggers was ￥290 million ($45.5 million) and The 
World without Thieves ￥30 million ($4.7 million). The production company, the Beijing 
New Picture Film Co., spent ￥20 million ($3.1 million) for the premier ceremony of 
House of Flying Daggers, in which the film was not shown, but the cast attended and the 
band of 12 Girls and the China Philharmonic Orchestra performed. Huayi Brothers was 
not sure at the beginning as to how to promote Kekexili and this indecision led to a slow 
and small-scale promotion. To promote the film, the company organized and co-
sponsored with Canon China Co. Ltd. a digital video competition, for which winners 
could visit Kekexili for free. Kekexili premiered at the popular Chinese film festival, the 
24
th
 Golden Rooster Award ceremony, in 2004, and was released in theaters during one 
                                                 
77 “China Provides Environment Favorable for Filmmakers.” Global News Wire - Asia Africa 
Intelligence Wire. May 18, 2005 
78 Though Hong Kong is part of China, it has a distinctive cinema itself. Therefore, this dissertation 
does not consider the films from Hong Kong, but focuses on mainland Chinese films.  
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of the prime screening seasons - the weeklong National Labor Day Holiday - side by side 
with Kungfu Hustle, 2046, and international blockbusters. In Beijing, the film was only 
known among the intellectuals and the local market was not very enthusiastic. In other 
cities near Tibet like Yinchuan and Chongqing, there was a warmer reception. Acclaimed 
by professionals, critics, and audiences, the market for Kekexili was mainly established 
through the media and word-of-mouth advertising. However, Kekexili did not lose money 
because of Columbia Pictures’ investment and ticket sales abroad. The rights to the 
American theatrical release were bought by National Geographic, which again recovered 
all the costs and made the film profitable for the producers.    
The consecration of Kekexili can be seen from the praises and awards endowed on 
the film. An online article reported that among the fifteen categories listed on the first 
Chinese Motion Picture Billboard (established and sponsored by the Chinese 
Filmmakers’ Association, the Chinese Film Distribution and Exhibition Association, and 
the Chinese Urban Theater Development Association in 2004), three domestic 
blockbusters with over ￥100 million ($15.7 million) box office revenues - House of 
Flying Daggers (￥150 million / $23.5 million), Kungfu Hustle (￥125 million / $19.6 
million), and A World without Thieves (￥101 million / $15.8 million) - took the 
categories that required “hard” box office achievement, while Kekexili with a budget of 
￥10 million ($1.6 million) and box office revenue of ￥7 million ($1.1 million) took six 
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out of the other seven categories that were selected by professionals and audiences.79 In 
2004, a provincial newspaper Chendu Business initiated a nationwide campaign to 
support Kekexili as China’s official submission to the Oscars to contend for best foreign 
feature award. It was followed up in other newspapers and more than ten thousand people 
signed up. 80  However, the government selected Zhang Yimou’s House of Flying 
Daggers as the national entry. In 2005, Chendu Business continued with a signature 
campaign for Kekexili’s entry into the Oscars, which was followed and supported by 
several newspapers in Beijing, Nanjing and Ningbo, and the China internet website Sohu. 
Thirty thousand people signed the petition. This time Kekexili lost to veteran director 
Chen Kaige’s The Promise. Though not selected by the state as China’s official entry into 
the Oscar, the grass-roots campaign for Kekexili's nomination testified to the popularity 
of the film among the Chinese critics and audiences. It also indicated the audiences’ 
unhappiness with empty, big-budget domestic blockbusters even though they were 
financially successful and were supported by the state. In addition to the critics and 
audiences, film professionals also praised Kekexili. Famous director Tian Zhuangzhuang 
said that this was the best film he had watched in the last five years.81 Although Kekexili 
was the second feature by a young director Lu Chuan, its warm reception by Chinese 
                                                 
79 Wuxinshanghai, “Kekexili xiaoyigao renqiwang, yuxiao’ao “zhangying bang” (Kekexili Efficient and 
Popular, on top of Chinese Motion Picture Billboard), April 19, 2005. 
http://my.poco.cn/myBlogDetail.htx&id=230977&userid=67167 
80 Wang Xiao & Song Hong, “wuchengshi wanren qianming, liting Kekexili chongji aosika” (10,000 
people from five cities signing up for Kekexili as Chinese Oscar entry), Chengdu shangbao (Chengdu 
Business), October 10, 2004.  
http://ent.sina.com.cn/2004-10-10/0552527075.html 
81 Zong Shan. Beijing Entertainment Report. “Lu Chuan zhidao de Kekexili, xuanze jinji baihuajieshang 
shouyin” (Lu Chuan’s Kekexili Premiering at the Golden Rooster Awards Ceremony). July 2, 2004.  
http://ent.tom.com/1002/1011/200472-86293.html 
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critics, professionals, and audiences surpassed that for the domestic blockbusters made by 
world-famous veteran directors. 
Kekexili was further consecrated in the field by the awards bestowed on it both in 
China and abroad. In 2005 Kekexili was selected as the Best Feature Film at the 25
th
 
Golden Rooster Awards, which has been the most prestigious and popular film award in 
China. In the same year Lu Chuan was awarded the Best Young Director at the first 
Annual Award Ceremony of Chinese Filmmakers’ Association. In 2004 in the Chinese-
speaking world, Kekexili: Mountain Patrol became the first mainland Chinese film to win 
Best Feature Film at the Taiwan Golden Horse Awards, the Chinese-language Oscars, 
despite strong rivals from Hong Kong and Taiwan, such as the star-studded 2046 directed 
by the art film helmsman Wong Kar-Wai. Kekexili also took Best Cinematography 
awards, and it was nominated for Best Actor, Best Director, and Best Original Screenplay 
for Motion Pictures at the Awards. In the international community, the Tokyo 
International Film Festival granted the Special Jury Prize to Lu Chuan and nominated the 
film for the Tokyo Grand Prix in October 2004. At the Berlin International Film Festival, 
Kekexili was awarded the Don Quixote Award and Honorable Mention in 2005. The 
Sundance Film Festival nominated it for the Grand Jury Prize for the Dramatic Cinema of 
the World.  
Bourdieu summarizes three competing governing principles for legitimacy in the 
field of cultural production. The first is “the recognition granted by the set of producers 
who produce for other producers, their competitors;” the second is “the consecration 
bestowed by the dominant fractions of the dominant class and by private tribunals;” the 
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third is “the consecration bestowed by the choice of ordinary consumers, the ‘mass 
audience’.”82 In the case of Kekexili, all three governing principles for legitimacy work 
together to establish the legitimacy of Kekexili in the field of Chinese cinematic 
production. As explored before, the consecrating parties include film professionals and 
film festival programmers, critics and scholars from academia, and general audiences, but 
not the state. Coproduced by the private and foreign media companies Huayi Brothers 
and Hollywood’s Columbia, Kekexili did not receive the promotion and support from the 
state that Missing Gun had enjoyed due to its coproduction by the state-owned China 
Film Group. The three groups of consecrators helped legitimize Kekexili and establish its 
position in the field of Chinese cinema in 2004.  
Among all of the 212 films made in 2004 in China, why did Kekexili receive such 
attention and stand out? This question has to be answered by examining the film in 
relation to other films within the field, in addition to other factors in the field of power 
and the field of economy in China in the new century.   
II. KEKEXILI AND THE STATE OF THE FIELD OF CHINESE CINEMATIC 
PRODUCTION IN 2004  
 
In 2004, several films were frequently mentioned in the media in addition to 
Kekexili. They were A World without Thieves, House of Flying Daggers, and Hong Kong 
films 2046, Kungfu Hustle, and New Police Story. These were big budget films and their 
                                                 
82 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, 50-51 
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box office revenues surpassed ￥100 million ($15.7 million), which makes the attention 
bestowed on Kekexili, a medium-budget and low box office film, worth exploring.  
House of Flying Daggers belonged to a newly established position in Chinese 
cinematic production, i.e. the Chinese costume drama blockbusters created by Zhang 
Yimou in 2002 with his first martial arts film Hero. This position was established as a 
result of the alliance amongst capital, power, and talent and promoted by the state as a 
brand name for Chinese national cinema in the new century. The distinctive features of 
this position include exorbitant domestic private investment, a cast of transnational 
popular icons, a crew of international talents, visual images of landscapes and beauty, 
martial arts sequences, heterosexual romance, and expensive premieres and promotions. 
Following the international phenomenal success of Ang Lee’s Crouching Tiger, Hidden 
Dragon, the films of this position aim at entering the international popular mainstream 
market beyond the art-house ghetto. If Hero still embodied metaphysical and grandiose 
messages of Chinese national cultural essence and heroism, House of Flying Daggers 
pushed further toward pure entertainment with martial arts, heterosexual romance, and 
visual spectacles. This position was strengthened in the following years by other veteran 
directors, Chen Kai’ge with The Promise (2005), Feng Xiaogang with The Banquet (Ye 
yan, 2006)) and Zhang Yimou’s own Curse of the Golden Flowers (Mancheng jing dai 
huangjin jia, 2006). With stars and exorbitant promotion, these films grossed more than 
￥100 million at the box office and were supported by the government as a brand name 
of Chinese national cinema to compete in the global market, yet they were vehemently 
denounced by Chinese critics, professionals, and audiences for being lack of depth.   
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A World without Thieves was another commercially successful film made by Feng 
Xiaogang. Feng is famous for his New Year Celebration films of urban comedies. These 
films tell popular stories of contemporary concerns such as making money, romance and 
extramarital affairs, international travel and advanced communication technology, which 
resonate with ordinary urban people. Feng cast popular domestic actors such as comic 
actor Ge You, and his films were full of memorable verbal gags, which were often quoted 
by audiences. These films were extremely popular among ordinary audiences and 
phenomenally successful at the box office. However, their market was limited to the 
domestic one, and these films failed to tap into the international film festivals and 
overseas markets. Chinese critics and professionals derided Feng’s films for their lack of 
artistic and technical innovations. To some extent, Feng Xiaogang’s films represent 
Chinese native commercial cinema – popular among audiences and successful at the box 
office, but weak in the cinematic and thematic sophistication that would attract critical 
review and international circulation.  
Continually successful with his New Year Celebration films almost every year, 
which were followed by many copy-cat films, for the first time in 2004 Feng Xiaogang 
avoided the New Year Season and experimented with a slightly dark subject in A World 
without Thieves. This film was substantially influenced by the new blockbusters. In this 
film, Feng experimented with an increasing budget, casting trans-regional popular idols 
from Hong Kong and Taiwan, engaging with gangster themes, and utilizing actions and 
special effects. With a story about gangs competing with each other for the hard-earned 
money of an innocent immigrant worker on a train, the film conveys an uplifting moral 
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and religious message of turning from evil to good. The film ends with the innocent 
worker’s money intact while a repentant gangster who protects him is murdered, and the 
police determine the truth and catch all of the gangsters. Although still lacking in 
cinematic sophistication as in the veteran and young filmmakers’ films, The World 
without Thieves was a break-through for Feng with his experiments in casting, subject 
matter, and filming techniques. The World without Thieves was again commercially 
successful. 
In 2004, in addition to these two positions, i.e. blockbusters represented by Zhang 
Yimou and the native popular cinema by Feng Xiaogang, there were other positions 
within the field of Chinese cinematic production. For instance, there was the position 
traditionally occupied by main melody films, which told the stories of exemplary socialist 
workers, and revolutionary CCP leaders to promote the party-state’s socialist ideology 
and virtues, and were financed and managed by the state through its state-owned 
institutions. The year 2004 was the centennial anniversary of the birth of Deng Xiaoping, 
a former Chinese leader. Several films about him appeared, Hello, Xiaoping (Xiaoping, 
ninhao), My days in France (Wode fanlanxi suiyue), and Deng Xiaoping 1928. There 
were other main melody films like Zhang Side and Zheng Piming focusing on the 
Communist cadres. These propaganda films were usually sponsored by the state and 
directed by directors from the state-owned studios. The state helped promote these films 
through the official press and stipulated that theaters screen such films for a certain 
percentage of their total screening time during the year. For instance, Zhang Side was co-
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produced by the state-owned Beijing Studio affiliated with Chinese Film Group, and 
Beijing Forbidden Film Co. Ltd. The state’s Ministry of Propaganda issued a document 
to provincial and city governments requiring them to organize workers to watch this film, 
to order theaters to set aside screen time, and to prepare enough prints to show this film. 
The box office revenues for Zhang Side was reported above ￥3 million ($470,000). 
However, it was not clear how much the governmental institutions paid for the tickets, as 
it was the usual practice for the governmental branches to buy out the tickets and send 
their workers to watch the films.83 Though stipulated, financed, and distributed by the 
state, these main melody films also had to adapt to the market in the new century by 
being emotionally appealing and visually good-looking. Still, few people would buy 
tickets themselves to watch these films in theaters. 
In 2004, the Chinese state lifted all bans on underground filmmakers and 
simplified procedures for them to make films within the state system. To bring their films 
to the domestic audience, the underground filmmakers cooperated with the state in 
making officially sanctioned films. After Zhang Yuan, the leading underground 
filmmaker Jia Zhangke worked with the state-owned Shanghai Film Group and made his 
first officially approved film The World (Shijie) in 2004. This film tells the story of the 
migrant workers employed by the theme park like the ones in Shengzhen. Although the 
film passed state censorship, the lack of dramatization and the focus on the mundane and 
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aimless grey lives of the marginalized group made the film quite unpopular among the 
ordinary Chinese audience, who may already be burdened with mundane and hopeless 
lives in reality.84 The World also lacked the artistic sophistication in Jia’s previous 
underground films. The subject matter and the way Jia represented it made the film 
unacceptable to audiences even though it was commercially distributed. This failure also 
indicated that the niche market for art films did not yet exist in China. 
Compared to the commercial blockbusters, political propaganda films, and art 
films produced in 2004, Lu Chuan’s Kekexili: Mountain Patrol was different in style and 
language. It crossed over these categories and reached out to a broader audience. The 
consecration of Kekexili by film professionals and film festivals, critics, and audiences 
testifies to the film’s ability to cross over the boundaries between artistic and popular 
tastes. 
III. VALUE OF BELIEF IN LEGITIMIZING KEKEXILI - PRINCIPLE OF REALISM 
IN THE ART FILM 
 
Kekexili was widely praised by the Chinese film professionals, critics, and 
audiences. This film’s appeal to both popular and artistic tastes was achieved through the 
arrangements of form and content by director Lu Chuan. 
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In his directorial debut Missing Gun, Lu Chuan had already demonstrated his 
skills of applying international film language and style, and of the classical Hollywood 
cinema in particular, into Chinese cinema that had been long dominated by melodramatic 
socialist realism and authorial expression. Kekexili further testifies to Lu Chuan’s 
versatility at wielding international film language and style. Instead of the classical 
Hollywood narrative and genre used for his debut film, in Kekexili Lu Chuan took a 
completely different film language and style, which was more in tune with international 
art films. 
  In his article “Art Film as a Mode of Film Practice,” David Bordwell 
distinguishes between classical narrative cinema and art cinema in this way: 
… classical narrative cinema has particular assumption about narrative structure, 
cinematic style, and spectatorial activity. … in the classical cinema, narrative 
form motivates cinematic representation, and cause-effect logic and narrative 
parallelism generates a narrative which projects its action through psychologically 
defined, goal oriented characters. Narrative time and space constructed to 
represent the cause-effect chain. To this end, cinematic representation has 
recourse to fixed figures of cutting (e.g., 180 continuity, crosscutting, ‘montage 
sequences’), mise-en-scene (e.g., three-point lighting, perspective sets), 
cinematography (e.g., a particular range of camera distances and lens lengths), 
and sound (e.g., modulation voice-over narration). More important than these 
devices themselves are their functions in advancing the narrative. The viewer 
makes sense of the classical film through criteria of verisimilitude (is x 
plausible?), of generic appropriateness (is x characteristic of this sort of film?) 
and of compositional unity (does x advance the story?).85  
                                                 
85 David Bordwell, “The Art Cinema as a Mode of Film Practice,” in The European Cinema Reader, ed. 
Catherine Fowler, (London and New York: Routledge, 2002), 95  
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He continues to mark off some salient features of the art film: 
First, the art cinema defines itself explicitly against the classical narrative mode, 
and especially against the cause-effect linkage of events. These linkages become 
looser, more tenuous in the art film. … the art cinema motivates its narratives by 
two principles: realism and authorian expressivity. On one hand, the art cinema 
defines itself as a realistic cinema. It will show us real locations (Neorealism, the 
New Wave) and real problems (contemporary alienation, “lack of 
communication,” etc.) … most important, the art cinema uses: “realistic” – that is, 
psychologically complex characters. … the art cinema is classical in its reliance 
upon psychological causation; characters and their effect on one another remain 
central. But whereas the characters of the classical narrative have clear-cut traits 
and objectives, the characters of the art cinema lack defined desires and goals. … 
the protagonist’s itinerary is not completely random; it has a rough shape: a trip, 
an idyll, a search, even the making of a film. If the classical protagonist struggles, 
the drifting protagonist traces an itinerary, an encyclopedic survey of the film’s 
world. Certain occupations favor a survey form of narrative. … what is essential 
to any such organizational scheme is that it be sufficiently loose in its causation to 
permit characters to express and explain their psychological states. …. A 
conception of realism also affects the film’s spatial and temporal construction, but 
the art cinema’s realism here encompasses a spectrum of possibilities. The options 
range from a documentary factuality to intense psychological subjectivity. … yet 
at the same time, the art cinema foregrounds the author as a structure in the film’s 
system. … given the film’s episodic structure and the minimization of character 
goals, the story will often lack a clear-cut resolution.86  
 
Rosalind Galt and Karl Schoonover use realist and modernist impulses to define art 
cinema. For them, realism in art films indicates: 
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… priority to the downtrodden, the underdog, and the abjected members of human 
communities. They take as a moral prerogative the representation of the 
underrepresented, these films embrace the socially excluded, including working-
class subjects, national subjects, and sexual minorities …87 
 
Meanwhile, modernist impulse in art cinema: 
… explores subjectivity and temporality in ways that frustrate or attenuate 
classical Hollywood narrative. … The art film extends its modernist tendencies in 
its privileging of internal conflict, self-reflexivity, extradiegetic gestures, and 
duration over empiricist models of knowledge and pleasure.88  
 
Rosalind Galt and Karl Schoonover’s definition for art cinema works better for the 
underground art films of Jia Zhangke than for Lu Chuan’s Kekexili. Instead, the salient 
features of art films described by Bordwell explain how Lu Chuan utilizes art film 
language in Kekexili, but this does not make it an “art film.” 
A. Principle of Reality in Form 
As Bordwell points out above, “the art cinema defines itself explicitly against the 
classical narrative mode, and especially against the cause-effect linkage of events. These 
linkages become looser, more tenuous in the art film.” Kekexili disregards the tight 
narrative structure, the logic of cause and effect, and the genre conventions of classical 
Hollywood cinema as in Missing Gun, but instead adopts the principle of realism of art 
cinema. The film is motivated by realism, and the narration follows the journey of a 
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group of men into the heart of a desolate uninhabitable land, Kekexili and represents their 
everyday life throughout the trip. The film takes the loose episodic structure organized by  
Day One, Day Two, etc. of the journey.  
There are moments of dramatization when the mountain patrol team encounters 
the poachers, but generally it records the existential struggles of the team of men against 
nature in a dangerous and mysterious land with storms, quicksand, high altitude sickness, 
and lack of supplies. Although this plot of the journey is propelled by the goal of the 
major protagonist, the Tibetan captain of the team, in search for the veteran lead poacher, 
it ends abruptly when the captain finally meets the lead poacher but is accidently shot and 
finally gunned down by the lead poacher, to lie motionlessly in the dust. 
Shot on location, Kekexili adopts a documentary factuality in recording the daily 
struggle of a group of men in their search for the veteran poaching leader in a virgin land. 
The narration unfolds in linear chronological order with a few crosscutting sequences that 
happen simultaneously at different places, which is still motivated by the principle of 
realism, as the team splits into smaller groups because of sickness or lack of supply. In 
terms of spatial and temporal construction, the film follows the journey in real time and 
space. The light, sound, and mise-en-scene of the film also utilize natural resources. 
Meanwhile, cinematography captures the spectacular landscape and dwarfed human 
beings moving in it with wide-angle lenses and long shots, as the team journeys into the 
heart of the dangerous but beautiful high-altitude land.  
In terms of film form and narrative structure, Kekexili differs from classical 
Hollywood cinema by breaking the strict cause-and-effect chain and adopts the principle 
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of realism of the art film. The film follows the journey of a group of people in real time 
and space and is organized into an episodic narrative structure.   
B. Documentary Style   
Kekexili also takes the format of investigative reporting shows, which began to be 
popular in Chinese television news programs in the late 1990s and was influenced by the 
New Documentary Movement arising in China in the early 1990s, simultaneously with 
the rise of underground filmmaking.  
Kekexili is set in Tibet and tells the story of a voluntary mountain patrol team led 
by a Tibetan captain as they search for poachers into the heart of the desert land Kekexili. 
This story is presented from the perspective of a journalist, an outsider who comes from 
the power center of Beijing to interview them and investigate for truth by staying with 
them throughout the journey for a newspaper report. The film starts with the journalist’s 
arrival in the Tibetan town, continues with his stay with the team during their journey to 
the heart of Kekexili and ends with his report after returning to Beijing. The narration of 
the film sometimes takes his point of view in representing the mountain patrol team, and 
sometimes takes the stance of an omnipresent narrator in telling the stories of the team 
and the journalist. In both ways, the film takes the form of a documentary in objectively 
recording what happens to the team in Kekexili, and sometimes it follows the format of 
investigative shows as the journalist observes and poses questions to the captain on the 
mission and the behavior of the team. The journalist occasionally poses moral and legal 
questions on the behavior of the team, which are usually counteracted by existential 
realities. For instance, when the team members beat a poacher to collect information, the 
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journalist rushes to intervene but is stopped by the captain as the poacher confesses and 
reveals the secret places where large amounts of pelts and wools of Tibetan antelopes and 
guns are hidden. The journalist questions the captain on the legal status of the team 
selling confiscated pelts, while the film cuts to a sequence in which a group member is 
selling pelts to pay for the medical bills of another member of the group and for supplies 
because the government does not provide much financial support for their operation.  
Therefore, this narrative strategy of alternating perspectives between a journalist 
and an omnipresent narrator presents a seemingly objective documentary-style recording 
of what unfolds before the eyes of viewers and an objective investigation of the volunteer 
work of the team from the angle of a modern legal view as represented by the journalist. 
Thus the narration of the film presents a detached objective view on the team’s volunteer 
work and the struggle between the anti-poachers and the poachers in Kekexili. The  
journalist also provides a moral anchor for the modern day cosmopolitan Chinese 
viewers. This helps the film avoid ethnic objectification, exoticization, and moral 
judgment of the Tibetan people and their mission in protecting Kekexili but presents 
them with the realistic complexity and grey morality of everyday life.  
Lu Chuan’s adoption of the investigative report format and observational 
documentary-style was influenced by the New Documentary Movement. According to 
the Chinese scholar Lu Xinyu, the New Documentary Movement rose in China in the 
early 1990s, at the same time as the emergence of underground filmmaking.89 This 
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movement was deeply influenced by the international Direct Cinema and Cinema Verité. 
Both the documentaries of the New Documentary Movement and underground feature 
films shared a common practice: xianchang or location shooting, which is closely 
associated with the new realist aesthetics of jishi zhuyi (on-the-spot or documentary 
realism).90 Both searched for new representations of reality in China and committed to 
recording contemporary life in China outside any direct control of the state.91 With their 
observational approach, and humanistic concern with marginalized social groups, they 
became a kind of social political commentary and critique. In Kekexili, director Lu Chuan 
used this documentary method of location shooting with its inspirations drawn from the 
Chinese New Documentary Movement. However, Kekexili did not engage in social 
critique like the New Documentary Movement and underground feature films did. Lu 
Chuan focused on a particular group of people, the environmental protection volunteers, 
but he did not dwell on the social origin of this phenomena. Even though he touches upon 
some social issues such as poachers slaughtering antelopes for survival as their 
pastureland has turned into desert, these issues are never questioned or solved.   
C. Realism in Form and Documentary Style as Differential Strategies for 
Commercial Films  
The principle of realism in form and the documentary style make Kekexili distinctive 
from other entertainment films such as Zhang Yimou’s House of Flying Daggers and 
                                                                                                                                                 
Movement: For the Public Record, eds. Christ Berry, Lu Xinyu, and Lisa Rofel (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press), 15-48 
90 See Luke Robinson, “From ‘Public’ to ‘Private’: Chinese Documentary and the Logic of Xianchang,” 
from The Chinese Documentary Film Movement, 180. 
91 Lu Xinyu, “Rethinking China’s New Documentary Movement: Engagement with the Social,” translated 
by Tan Jia and Lisa Rofel, ed. by Lisa Rofel and Chris Berry, from The New Chinese Documentary Film 
Movement, 15-48 
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Feng Xiaogang’s A World without Thieves in the field of Chinese cinema in 2004. 
However, they alone do not make Kekexili an art film. Unlike modernist art film with “its 
privileging of internal conflict, self-reflexivity, extradiegetic gestures, and duration over 
empiricist models of knowledge and pleasure,” or an “organizational scheme” in 
“permitting characters to express and explain their psychological states,”92 Kekexili does 
not follow the realistic principle of art cinema in psychological causation with 
psychologically complex characters. Neither is it governed by another principle of art 
cinema, i.e. “authorian expressivity,” which foregrounds “the author as a structure” as 
noted by Bordwell. Unlike the minimalization of character goals in art cinema, the 
journey plot of Kekexili is driven by a goal-oriented protagonist, i.e. the Tibetan captain, 
who leads the mountain patrol team into the heart of the uninhabitable land with a goal of 
capturing the veteran poaching leader despite all the obstacles: merciless nature, lack of 
supplies, and team members’ illnesses. In this sense, Kekexili is an action and adventure 
film, rather than an art film focusing on psychological subjectivity or “authorian 
expressivity.”    
However, this goal-oriented search led by the captain is framed from the 
perspective of a journalist who accompanies the team along the journey and objectively 
observes the team, which places the film in documentary style. This creates an ambiguity 
in terms of a clear-cut categorization of the film as an art film or an entertainment action 
and adventure film. This ambiguity is further manifested in the film’s ending. Art films 
usually end ambiguously with no clear-cut resolution. However, this film has two 
                                                 
92 See David Bordwell, “The Art Cinema as a Mode of Film Practice,” in The European Cinema Reader, 
95-99 
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endings. The search ends with the team almost achieving their goal of finding the veteran 
poaching leader. While all of the other team members have been struck down by death, 
physical exhaustion, or storm, the captain, accompanied by the journalist, persists and 
finally meets the veteran poacher and his accomplice. A poacher misfires and accidently 
shoots the captain. The lead poacher finishes his life with more bullets, leaving the 
stunned journalist staring at the dead body of the captain lying in the dust. This conforms 
to the ambiguous ending of the art film. However, the film does not end here. The film is 
wrapped up in an epilogue, in which the remaining team members gather around the 
captain's body for a Tibetan sky burial. The film then ends with a subtitle stating the 
result of the journalist’s report: the report calls the attention of the state to the problem, 
the state intervenes by formalizing the protection of Kekexili, the number of Tibetan 
antelopes increases thereafter, and the volunteer team disbanded. This pro-state ending 
provides a clear-cut resolution to the problem. Though this works with the realistic 
principle, it manifests a high-handed resolution by the official ideology, which is contrary 
to the principles of art cinema.  
This interweaving of art film’s characteristics of realism and ambiguity with 
classical Hollywood characteristics of action movies with a plot driven by goal-oriented 
characters makes the film appealing to the different tastes of the consecrating parties, 
such as critics, academia, and audiences. To some extent, Lu Chuan’s application of art 
film principles like realism and the investigative documentary format in Kekexili are 
nothing but narrative strategies, which differentiate the film from other contemporary 
Chinese films of socialist realism or costume drama blockbusters. It attracts film 
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professionals and critics with their taste in international art cinema. In the rest of the 
chapter, I will explore how the film engages the general audience with its entertainment 
values.  
IV. VALUE OF BELIEF IN LEGITIMIZING KEKEXILI - THE POPULAR CLAIM TO 
AUTHENTICITY 
 
The principle of realism in art films also implies the real in a material sense, 
which also makes Kekexili a popular attraction to general audiences. Here I concentrate 
on the content of the belief held by these different parties, particularly mass audiences, on 
the authenticity or "the reality" of the film. 
A. Authenticity in Real story, Real Place and Real People 
One of the points that was emphasized in the promotion of the film was the value 
of “being real” or authentic. This can be observed in the location, events and characters 
of the film, which are quite different from the world ordinary audiences inhabit as well as 
from the fictional world of the Chinese costume drama blockbusters.   
Director Lu Chuan based the script on real people and events as reported in a 
newspaper Southern Weekly in 1996. It was about a volunteer mountain patrol team that 
tries to protect Kekexili and the Tibetan antelopes from poachers.93 This is confirmed 
with the statement at the end of the film that reads, “This film is based on a true story of 
the Tibetan Mountain Patrol Team (1993-1996).” The newspaper report immediately 
                                                 
93 Lu Chuan recalled in an interview, “I was shocked by the news reports about the volunteer Tibetan 
Mountain Patrol Team in a Guangzhou newspaper in the late 1990s” from “Director’s Cut Appeals to 
the Heart,” Global News Wire - Asia Africa Intelligence Wire, China Daily, October 28, 2004 
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caught domestic and international attention for Kekexili – China’s largest and the world’s 
third largest uninhabited area between the Tanggula and Kunlun mountains in the 
northwestern part of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau – and the rampant poaching of antelopes 
for the profitable overseas trade in shahtoosh. Many young people from around the 
country volunteered to protect Kekexili. After the report, the government awarded the 
martyred team captain Suonan Dajie the “Environmental Protector” title in 1996 and 
official organizations were gradually instituted along with volunteer groups to protect 
Kekexili. In making a film on Kekexili and the anti-poaching team, Lu Chuan capitalized 
on real events and catered to an already-existing niche market of those who had been 
concerned with Kekexili and Tibetan antelopes. 
The film also has its claim to authenticity for being shot on location in Kekexili, a 
land of extreme danger and beauty. The press reported that director Lu Chuan and the 
crew shot the film in the high altitude area for over four months, and described the 
hardships the crew suffered at more than 4,700 meters (15,420 feet) altitude. The 
accidental death of the production manager from Columbia Pictures, Alex Graf, while 
driving back from the filming site was often cited to show the difficulties and danger of 
shooting film in Kekexili. In the film, the dangers of travelling in the uninhabitable 
Kekexili are also represented by cars sinking into the river, heavy storms swallowing 
team members and poachers, quick sand sucking in a team member, high-altitude 
sickness, etc.   
This shooting location also contributes to the commercial attraction of the film. In 
recent years, Kekexili with its high-altitude, unusual and beautiful landscape has become 
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a high-end tourist destination. Many young people from the urban cities such as Beijing 
and Guangzhou travel to Kekexili despite the dangers of this uninhabitable territory. With 
location shooting, Kekexili records and displays the spectacular scenery in Kekexili, for 
instance, snow-covered mountains, glaciers, lakes, pure blue sky, storms, etc. which pulls 
in young people.   
The characters in the film also take after people in real life, and were played by 
mostly non-professional actors who live on the land. The daughter of the captain 
portrayed in the film is played by the daughter of one of the murdered captains. 
A real story and real people in an extremely dangerous and beautiful land creates 
a realistic feel to Kekexili, which distinguishes it from the fake fictional world of costume 
drama domestic blockbusters with special effects. It also enhances its appeal among 
critics and audiences, particularly those in their twenties and thirties, who admire the 
bravery of the young director and his crew for shooting the film in such a dangerous 
place. The film brings them into a spectacular world quite different from their routine 
everyday life but full of ordinary characters that they can identify with. 
B. A Different but Similar World – Representations on Tibetan People and 
Culture 
One of the attractions of Kekexili is its representation of a different world, 
Kekexili. Kekexili is on the northwestern part of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, and is an 
important part of the Tibetan geography and culture. In the film, Kekexili is portrayed as 
one of the major obstacles for the captain and his team in their goal of capturing the 
veteran poaching leader, which makes the representation of the Tibetan people and 
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culture in Kekexili different from the previous mainland films on Tibet. It is significant to 
trace the cinematic representations of Tibet to see how far Kekexili has gone in 
representing this non-Han culture in the new century. 
Since the 1980s, at least two mainland Chinese films have drawn upon Tibet and 
its culture: Horse Thief and Red River Valley (Honghe gu, 1997). Horse Thief is one of 
the representative works of the Fifth Generation. It was a feature film directed by Tian 
Zhuangzhuang in 1984, shot at the same time with Chen Kai’ge’s Yellow Earth. The film 
is set in the early twentieth century and tells the life of Duo’erbu, a Tibetan. Duo’erbu 
lives with his wife and small child in a tribe. Because of poverty, Duo’erbu resorts to 
stealing horses and is castigated by the tribe and exiled into the wildness. Duo’erbu 
repents when his son falls ill, which he believes is caused by his sin against his god. 
Nevertheless, the child dies. When he has another child, an animal plague sweeps the 
grassland. To survive, Duo’erbu has to resort to stealing horses again and is shot to death. 
The narration of the story is minimalist with very little dialogue and narrative exposition. 
If told in a socialist realist style as in the official mainstream cinema, the film would 
accuse the old society of poverty and the suppression of people with religion. However, 
as part of the Chinese New Wave, Horse Thief represents the Tibetan story in an artful 
cinematic language, such as well-composed visual images, the restrained performance by 
the local Tibetan people with their silent emotionless facial expressions and the 
spectacular Tibetan landscapes. As the film is about an individual’s struggle with extreme 
poverty and religion in Tibet, there are a lot of scenes representing Tibetan religious 
activities and rituals, such as different forms of prayers, pilgrimages, sky burials, 
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purification and blessings, and ghost-driven mask dances. According to director Tian 
Zhuangzhuang, the film originally included an important sequence of Tibetan sky burial, 
in which the whole process of dismembering corpses was recorded. However, the state 
censors required that the sky burial sequence be cut, which may further contribute to the 
inaccessibility of the film to an ordinary Chinese audience. Director Tian Zhuangzhuang 
intended the film to be an allegory for the contemporary Han culture as part of the high-
culture fever in China during the 1980s. With a focus on Tibetan religious rituals, life, 
and grandeur landscapes, Horse Thief fetishizes and exoticizes the Tibetan people and 
culture. 
The state-owned Xi’an Film Studio produced Horse Thief. However, as director 
Tian Zhuangzhuang said in the 1980s that his films were made for the twenty-first 
century, Horse Thief’s concern with visual images, meta-narrative, and its disposal of 
narrative and exposition made the film arcane for ordinary audiences. Though it was a 
film with great camera work, editing, and diagetic music and sound effects, it was a box 
office flop just like the other early
 
Fifth Generation films such as Yellow Earth, but they 
did become famous abroad.  
 In 1997 another feature film on Tibet, Red River Valley, was made. Feng Xiaoning, 
a director from the state-owned Shanghai Film Studio, directed it. Feng is famous for 
making commercially-oriented main melody films, and Red River Valley is a typical 
example. Again set in Tibet in the early
 
twentieth century, the film tells of the romance 
among three young people of different ethnicities and social status within the historical 
context of the British invasion of Tibet. Paying tribute to the official ideology of national 
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unity, the film represents the unification of different Chinese nationalities in fighting 
against the British invaders (which corresponded with returning Hong Kong to China in 
1997). The film also attracts audiences with its romance and war epic, as well as the 
setting in Tibet with its spectacular landscapes and exotic religious culture. The film is 
again full of daily religious activities and rituals, such as Tibetan people worshiping in 
temples, debates among monks, various forms of prayers as well as Tibetan hunting, 
shooting, and drinking. Therefore, the film also capitalizes on Tibetan Buddhist culture 
and the landscape to tell popular stories of romance and war.  
In Red River Valley, young Han popular icons play the main Tibetan characters. 
As a main melody film, it was supported by the government with the participation of the 
People’s Liberation Army in the battle scenes and the funding from the Shanghai 
Municipal’s Special Cultural Development Funding. Combining history with folk 
legends, romance with war, religious rituals and a spectacular landscape, national history 
and individual personal life, official ideology with popular imagination, the main melody 
film Red River Valley became very popular.  
Compared to the exotic and fetishized representation of Tibetan people and 
culture in Horse Thief and Red River Valley, Kekexili is more neutral in its representation 
of this non-Han culture. Although it is still about Tibetan people and their land, Kekexili 
renders the story in a more modern way. In Kekexili, the original religious reason for the 
Tibetans protecting Kekexili and the animals from non-Tibetan poachers, i.e. religious 
belief in the sacredness of nature and animals, is never mentioned. Lu Chuan treats it as a 
contemporary issue of environmental protection and volunteer work thus bypassing the 
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issue of religion and ethnicity and moving away from the tradition of representing Tibet 
exotically or mysteriously. By setting the major story in the desolate Kekexili, the film 
avoids representation of the Tibetans in their daily religious life and cultural milieu. 
However, the film still tries to capitalize on the Tibetan culture such as the cliché sky 
burial at the beginning and the end of the film. Other Tibetan cultural elements such as 
dancing and singing, and rituals about dead animals and dead people also allude to the 
Tibetan religious tradition. However, they are closely related to the narrative rather than 
being the fetishized obsession in Horse Thief or in Red River Valley. Instead of 
fetishizing Tibetan Buddhist rituals, culture, and people, Kekexili fetishizes the 
spectacular high-altitude landscape in Kekexili, which is stripped of its unique Buddhist 
cultural meaning for the Tibetans.  
Kekexili succeeds in avoiding exoticizing the Tibetan people with its rendition of 
the Tibetan story as environmental protection between poacher and anti-poachers and as 
human beings struggling in an extreme environment. However, it is undeniable that 
Kekexili capitalizes on Tibet and its landscape as a high-end tourist destination for Han 
people. This touristic interest in Tibet and its culture is also visible in another film made 
in the same year, Feng Xiaogang’s The World without Thieves, in which the Tibetan 
temple in Qinghai appears as a venue where the major characters meet, a building the 
young migrant worker helps repair and a temple where one of the gangster members 
repents of her past of cheating and stealing. The Tibetan temple does not have a 
significant narrative function but is used as an attraction for the film.   
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V. POPULAR ATTRACTIONS --- POPULAR GENDER POLITICS AND MALE 
HOMO-SOCIALITY  
 
Another popular attraction of Kekexili, particularly among the young audiences, is 
the popular representation of gender and sexuality. Heterosexual love stories are the 
major subject matter of Chinese blockbusters like Hero, House of Flying Daggers, and 
2046, in which men chase after and fight for beautiful women. In these films, men are 
sentimental and feminine. In contrast, Kekexili represents a masculine world of idealism 
and vision, of existential struggle with nature, and homo-social relations among men.  
Compared to the entertainment films around that time, Kekexili strikes audiences 
with an idealism embodied by a group of men who leave behind their family, vocations, 
and women to voluntarily protect Kekexili and its wildlife. Their fight for a vision and 
value is quite different from the modern world of increasing consumerism and 
profiteering in China. This attraction of idealism could also be seen in the promotion of 
the film, in which director Lu Chuan and his cast and crew were praised for making a 
film in such a dangerous and far-away place in Kekexili.   
In Kekexili a strong male bonding occurs among the team members. The all-male 
patrol team is united by the same goal of protecting Kekexili even under the threat of 
death. They support and help each other on the journey. Unlike men from the dominant 
Han culture, they express their feelings towards each other through touch and embrace. 
This close male bonding is represented from the visual perspective of the outsider 
journalist as he observes distantly. However, the male bonding finally draws the outsider 
in. In one sequence, a team member leaves to escort a sick member back to the city. The 
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rest of the team including Captain Ritai embraces him. When it is the journalist’s turn, he 
extends his hand to shake, but the member gently pats it away and the two men embrace. 
This male bonding emphasizes united action, connection, and body contact, which is 
alien to the journalist from the outside urban world. However, the setting of the film in 
the far-away dangerous west and among the ethnic minority groups makes it exotic but 
also attractive to the urban youth who are increasingly alienated and hermitic in modern 
cities. When the market is filled with intrigues of heterosexual romance as in 
blockbusters, such affectionate bonding among men in Kekexili definitely brings a 
refreshing air, which may partly explain its success among Chinese young male 
audiences.  
The world of men is also portrayed with a paradigm of traditional patriarchal 
masculinity as represented in the film by Captain Ritai, a Tibetan. He is reticent, 
protective, determined, and authoritarian as he leads the group of volunteers pursuing the 
poachers in the wildness despite the difficulties of finance, supplies, and nature. 
However, the film also plays with this traditional masculinity, as it is challenged by 
nature as well as by the ethnic gaze of the journalist. The first image of Ritai is a focused 
close-up headshot of him from the perspective of the journalist. He almost becomes a 
fetishisized object of the gaze, before he interrupts the journalist’s by looking back at 
him, the surrogate of the spectator. In chasing the poachers, Ritai and his team are 
constantly challenged by nature, which becomes the occasion for their heroism as well as 
an opportunity for the spectacular display of male bodies. For instance, as the men have 
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to run bare-legged in extremely icy water, the camera lingers on their bare legs in the 
water, including Ritai’s.  
In moments of rest along the tough journey this group of Tibetan men sing and 
dance to amuse themselves. The camera lingers and fragments the male bodies. These 
images are usually presented from the visual perspective of the journalist as he watches 
and takes photos for his news report. Even in death’s throes, the men are subject to the 
gaze. The camera freezes on one team member as he hopelessly struggles in the 
quicksand and is finally sucked into it. It does the same with Captain Ritai as he lies dead 
on the ground with dust blowing over his head after the poachers gun him down. In the 
film male bodies are constantly on display, sometimes in close-ups of body parts, 
sometimes glamorized as pure visual spectacles. This visual display of male body parts 
and the representation of the male bonding challenge the paradigm of traditional 
masculinity and make Kekexili a world of male homo-sociality that draws in male 
audiences in China today. 
Kekexili is also a male genre film, a Chinese western, in which men act and fight to 
protect the beautiful land Kekexili and its wildlife. There is no psychological reflection 
on the part of the characters, they just move ahead and meet their deaths by merciless 
nature or by the gun of murderous poachers. Women appear in the film but are left 
behind in the city. Though the representation and the spectacle of men and their body 
parts are hard to decode in terms of heterosexual cultural or cinematic conventions, the 
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representation of females in Kekexili is shaped by the dominant patriarchal heterosexual 
gender politics.  
In Kekexili, director Lu Chuan takes different strategies and makes visual 
distinctions between women as wives or daughters and women as lovers. In the film, a 
team member’s lover works in a nightclub. The image of her is sexualized with close-ups 
of her legs in black stockings, a half bared breast, etc. She is visually represented as 
beautified, glamorized, sexualized, and eroticized. In Kekexili, there is another minor 
female character, the captain’s daughter. She is shown to be a demure beautiful girl, with 
images of her in medium shots. The camera in beautified, stylized, and fetishized images 
lovingly captures her, but she is not particularly sexualized with isolated images of 
fragmented body parts as she acts and moves in domestic surroundings. Her 
representation is of a beautiful maiden and a helping hand for her father.  
On one hand, the structure of representation and look in Kekexili is in line with 
the dominant heterosexual patriarchal order which subjects woman to be a visual 
spectacle to the erotic gaze and desire of male. On the other, Kekexili problematizes the 
representation of traditional masculinity by visually displaying male body parts and 
homo-social affectionate relations among men. The film thus caters to male fantasies 
rather than challenging dominant heterosexual gender politics.  
 
As the above exploration shows, this chapter applies Bourdieu’s concepts of the 
state of the field of cultural production and consecration to analyze the success of Lu 
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Chuan’s second feature Kekexili: Mountain Patrol. By examining it relationally with 
other films from 2004 and those drawing on Tibetan culture and people and the 
consecrating parties, I put forward the distinctiveness of Kekexili and lay out the values 
of belief that the consecrating parties claim. The film crosses the boundaries between art 
films and commercial entertainment cinema by incorporating both principles of art 
cinema and popular cultural attractions, and it thus appeals to people of different tastes, 
such as critics, professionals, and audiences. The film attracts general audiences with 
popular attractions of being real and different, male homo-sociality, and spectacular 
landscapes, while the art film principle of realism and documentary style draws the 
attention of critics and professionals. Together this made the film stand out among the 
two hundred films of that year. I argue that the application of art film principles is 
nothing but differential strategies utilized by the director to distinguish his film in the age 
of commercialization and entertainment.  
Although Kekexili was embraced by film professionals, critics, and audiences, it 
was not as favored with the state as Lu Chuan’s debut and third films, Missing Gun and 
City of Life and Death. The absence of China Film Group in its production may partly 
explain the reason. In the next chapter, I will explore the further alliance among power, 
capital and art in Lu Chuan’s third film City of Life and Death in terms of commercial 
practices, film form and content, and the social and cultural implications of such an 
alliance.   
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Chapter 4 City of Life and Death:  
Alliance among Capital, Politics, and Art 
 
Building on his increasing symbolic capital, after a four-year hiatus, Lu Chuan 
directed his biggest budget film, City of Life and Death for ￥80 million ($12.5 million) 
in 2009. As with all his films, he wrote the script, which gave him autonomy over the 
film. His old partner, Huayi Brothers, rejected the project because of the big budget. Lu 
Chuan left the company and sought out the investment of another leading private media 
corporation, Stellar Mega Media Group. Stellar Mega Media was founded in 2001 and 
started the film business first in exhibition with theaters and theater chains. By producing 
Lu Chuan’s film, the company strengthened its new film production sector. China Film 
Group joined production when the funding ran out. The private and state-owned 
production companies joined to promote the film nationwide. The premiere for the film 
was broadcast during primetime on CCTV (China Central Television – the state 
propaganda organ), 1200 copies of the film were released, and the film was screened one 
week before the Labor Day holiday. With the alliance among the state, the private 
economic sector and individual talent, City of Life and Death grossed more than ￥160 
million ($25 million) at the national box office and became a blockbuster.  
City of Life and Death was distinctive from its peer blockbusters with its black 
and white aesthetics and dark historical subject of the national trauma of the Nanjing 
Massacre. The Nanjing Massacre is ingrained in Chinese collective memory as the peak 
of China’s Century of Humiliation (1840-1940s) under the oppression of Western and 
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Japanese imperialist powers. The massacre started on December 13, 1937 when the 
Japanese military captured China’s capital city Nanjing and committed atrocities of 
arson, looting, murder, and rape in and around the city for about six weeks. Chinese 
official records state that more than three hundred thousand Chinese including civilians, 
unarmed soldiers, and children were killed and twenty thousand women including the old 
and the under-aged were raped. After its release, City of Life and Death sparked extreme 
reactions and drew a nationwide heated debate over its representation of the national past. 
In the age of entertainment and consumerism, the emergence and the success of City of 
Life and Death with its heavy and dark historical subject is worth exploring.  
In the article “A Matter of Life and Death: Lu Chuan and Post-zhuxuanlü 
Cinema” in Cinema Scope, Shelly Kraicer argues that City of Life and Death is modified 
state propaganda and helps establish what he calls a “nascent post-zhuxuanlü cinema.” 
Examining the genre and narrative strategies of the film, Kraicer demonstrates how Lu 
Chuan changes the zhuxuanlü (or main melody) formula with a “hybrid style” of the 
Spielberg-style Hollywood and combat cinema, “the most modern, up-to-date cinematic 
skin,” and “liberal-humanism” but retains the “never again ideology” and “totalitarian 
film language.”94 He thus condemns the film and Lu Chuan for pretending to be 
something other than zhuxuanlü. Kraicer’s criticism was rebutted by Tony Rayns in a 
“Letter to the Editor” of the following issue of Cinema Scope. Rayns argues that the film 
does not kowtow to the state zhuxuanlü. He lists specific facts, for instance, the difficult 
                                                 
94 Kraicer, Shelly. “A Matter of Life and Death: Lu Chuan and Post-zhuxuanlü Cinema” Cinema Scope 41 
http://cinema-scope.com/wordpress/web-archive-2/issue-41/features-a-matter-of-life-and-death-lu-chuan-
and-post- zhuxuanlü -cinema-by-shelly-kraicer/ (accessed July 20, 2012) 
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production history of the film with the state, the director’s refusal to bow to the trendy 
neo-nationalist tide, the Japanese protagonist being too weak to be the audiences’ object 
of identification, the adoption of Soviet montage rather than Hollywood style, and the 
cinematic tradition of Chinese war films in the film.95 I agree that Rayns’s argument 
points to an important fact about Kraicer’s criticism, that is, with his criteria of 
international art film and oppositional politics, Kraicer fails to see the film within the 
Chinese social, economic, political, and cultural contexts and therefore, misses the 
significance of the film for Chinese cinema and society. In the field of contemporary 
Chinese cinematic production, City of Life and Death is atypical among Chinese 
blockbusters with its sober historical subject and black and white aesthetics, and its 
success and reception testifies to the heterogeneity of current Chinese cinema and the 
various forms of engagement that cinema has with Chinese culture, politics and society. 
Instead of denigrating the film as “zhuxuanlü” or “nascent zhuxuanlü” according to the 
criteria of art films and/or oppositional politics, it is more fruitful to examine the film 
within the field of contemporary Chinese cinema and the present Chinese society, and 
treat it and its accompanying discourses as a popular cultural phenomenon where 
different domestic and international social, economic, political, and cultural forces 
converge and negotiate with each other.  
In this chapter, I consider City of Life and Death and its engagement with Chinese 
national history, politics, and culture in the age of globalization. The film not only 
                                                 
95 Rayns, Tony, “Letter to the Editor” Cinema Scope, March 12, 2010.  
http://cinema-scope.com/wordpress/web-archive-2/issue-42/columns-letter-to-the-editor/ (accessed July 20, 
2012). 
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participates in the global postmodern trend of commercialization of the past, but it is also 
a product of the Chinese nation’s search for identity through dealing with past trauma 
with the rise of China’s economy and new position in the world in the twenty-first 
century. This chapter answers the following questions: How does Chinese cinema engage 
with the Nanjing Massacre and national history? What is the cinema’s relationship to 
history and society? How does City of Life and Death grapple with the national trauma 
and to what extent does it rewrite the Nanjing Massacre? 
This chapter is divided into four parts. Part 1 explores the various writings and 
discourses on the Nanjing Massacre, which establishes the historical context for the 
discussion of the engagement of Chinese cinema with history and the society. Part 2 is 
concerned with City of Life and Death’s participation in the discourse of nationalism. 
This is situated within the Chinese cinematic tradition on the Nanjing Massacre. It 
examines how politics influences the films about the Nanjing Massacre during different 
historical period and how City of Life and Death interprets this national history in the 
new century. In the third part, I study how Chinese cinema deals with the Nanjing 
Massacre as a national trauma in terms of genre, style and form with theoretical input 
from traumatic cinema studies. The last part discusses the “realistic” rendition of 
historical events and the past in City of Life and Death in the age of globalization and 
postmodernism. I draw upon the post-modernist theory on historiography to shed light on 
the current Chinese popular culture’s obsession with the past and the “truth.”  
I argue that Lu Chuan, in attempting to realistically represent the national history, 
actually cites and engages with different discourses, such as various Chinese nationalisms 
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and the “universal” liberal humanism of global capitalism. The new interpretation of the 
national past in City of Life and Death works in line with the state’s new nationalism, i.e. 
techno-nationalism, which focuses on economic development and adaptation of 
international advanced science and technology to facilitate China’s greater integration 
into the global capitalist system. However, such a cinematic reinterpretation of national 
history is not without its controversy, as indicated by the reception of the film among the 
society. 
I. THE NANJING MASSACRE – GLOBAL AND LOCAL (RE)WRITINGS AND 
DISCOURSES  
 
City of Life and Death appeared in the midst of a global surge of interest in the 
Nanjing Massacre. In the new century, several documentaries and feature films on the 
Nanjing Massacre were made throughout the world. For instance, the documentaries 
Nanking directed by Bill Guttentag and Dan Sturman and Iris Chang: The Rape of 
Nanjing directed by Anne Pick and William Spahic in 2007, feature films like Purple 
Mountain directed by Simon West and Children of Huangshi by Roger Spottiswoode in 
2008, and a German-China coproduction John Rabe in 2009. In China, some film 
projects were also based on the Nanjing Massacre, such as Hong Kong director Tang 
Jili’s Diary, and veteran Zhang Yimou’s adaptation of a novel written by an American-
Chinese writer Yan Geling. Because Lu Chuan’s City of Life and Death won the 
investment and support of China Film Group, these projects were shelved or delayed. 
Zhang Yimou released his film on the Nanjing Massacre, The Flowers of War (Jinling 
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shisan chai) in 2011. There are some other domestic films related to the Nanjing 
Massacre such as Xixia Temple (Xixia si, 2005), which was produced by the monks in 
the temple to memorialize the heroic fight of their predecessors against the Japanese 
invaders during the massacre.  
This international interest in the Nanjing Massacre partly arises from the global 
commemoration of the sixtieth anniversary of the end of the Second World War and the 
seventieth anniversary of the massacre, and partly comes out of the attraction of the large 
Chinese market. This popular attention to the Nanjing Massacre in the west can also be 
credited to a 1997 New York Times nonfiction bestseller The Rape of Nanking: The 
Forgotten Holocaust of World War written by the Chinese-American journalist, Iris 
Chang. Based on research of historical archives and interviews with the survivors, The 
Rape of Nanking presents the historical event from three perspectives, the Chinese, the 
Japanese, and the westerners in China during the Nanjing Massacre. The book became an 
instant bestseller and popularized the Nanjing Massacre in the west as a neglected 
Holocaust in Asia during the Second World War, which prompted another round of 
Japanese right-wing extremists’ denial of the existence of the massacre. During her 
research on the massacre, Iris Chang helped discover several important historical 
personal documents, such as the diary of John Rabe (a German businessman and Nazi 
member who led an international committee of western professionals and missionaries to 
organize the Nanking Safety Zone during the Nanjing Massacre), and the letters of 
Minnie Vautrin, another important member of the committee. John Rabe’s diary The 
Good Man of Nanking was published in 1997 in Germany. These books and documents 
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became important sources and inspiration for the international documentaries and feature 
films on the Nanjing Massacre, for instance, the German-China coproduction John Rabe 
was based on John Rabe’s diary, and the American-Chinese coproduction Purple 
Mountain drew on the life of Minnie Vautrin.  
This global cinematic interest in the Nanjing Massacre expresses not only the 
filmmakers’ humanitarian concerns with the historical event as a human disaster, but also 
exhibits a postmodern obsession with the past and its accompanying commodification of 
history in the age of global capitalism. City of Life and Death participates in this global 
trend and is deeply influenced by Iris Chang’s book, The Rape of Nanking, with its 
investigative and objective method of narrating the historical event. The film also adopts 
the anti-war sentiments of the films of Hollywood, such as Spielberg’s Saving Private 
Ryan (1997) and Clint Eastwood’s Letters from Iwo Jima (2006). However, City of Life 
and Death is also a product of the local conditions and a result of the negotiation between 
various forces in China today. Although part of the popular culture, the film participates 
in the on-going (re-)writing of national history in the new century. This re-writing can 
only be elucidated by examining the previous and existing discourses on the Nanjing 
Massacre. 
A. The Nanjing Massacre in History  
As a historical event, the Nanjing Massacre refers to the atrocities such as looting, 
arson, rape, and mass murder committed by the Japanese military in and around Nanjing, 
the capital city of the Republic of China, when they invaded China and captured the city 
on December 13, 1937. It lasted for about six weeks. The Chinese side claimed that more 
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than three hundred thousand Chinese were killed and more than twenty thousand women 
raped during the massacre. These figures are controversial and have been particularly 
contested by Japanese right-wing extremists who deny the existence of the Nanjing 
Massacre. While it was happening, the Nanjing Massacre was reported internationally by 
the journalists of New York Times and Chicago Daily present in Nanjing at the very 
beginning of the massacre. Immediately after the war, the International Military Tribunal 
for the Far East in Tokyo and the local Military Tribunal in Nanjing collected written and 
visual evidence, and testimonies of the witnesses and survivors of the massacre to 
persecute the Japanese war criminals involved.  
In China, the Nanjing Massacre disappeared from the public eye as the country 
was plunged into a civil war between the Nationalists and the Communists immediately 
after WWII. After the Nationalist government of the Republic of China was defeated and 
retreated to Taiwan and the CCP (Chinese Communist Party) founded the PRC in 1949, 
both the PRC and the Republic of China prioritized friendship with Japan to win support 
in the international arena during the Cold War. In mainland China, the PRC maintained 
the policy of friendship with Japan at the civilians’ level, and the Japanese prisoners of 
war were well-treated and completely repatriated to Japan by 1963. In 1972, the PRC 
established formal diplomatic relations with Japan, and the government officially 
renounced the right of war compensation from Japan and upheld the friendship between 
the two nations. Due to international and domestic political reasons, the Nanjing 
Massacre disappeared from the public eye, but it was locally remembered. In the 1960s 
the students and the faculty from the History Department of the local Nanjing University 
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conducted research and interviewed the survivors of the Nanjing Massacre. The local 
community has continued playing an important part in keeping the memory alive with the 
survivors and the official institutions preserving the historical evidence with 
commemorations in museums and anniversaries.  
In 1982, the history textbook incident made the news, i.e. that the Japanese 
government rewrote the history of WWII in its middle-school history textbooks in order 
to exonerate their war responsibilities, including minimizing the Nanjing Massacre. This 
shocked the world, and particularly the East and South Asian countries that were invaded 
by Japan. The Chinese were outraged by the double injustice that Japan inflicted on the 
Chinese by invading China and committing atrocities and then distorting the past to 
exonerate their wartime responsibilities. A painful realization of the danger of forgetting 
history arose. The Nanjing Massacre resurfaced in public discourse. A series of 
commemorations of the Nanjing Massacre were underway. For instance, in 1982 the state 
propaganda organ CCTV produced an official documentary on the Nanjing Massacre to 
educate people about the history and denounce the Japanese government’s 
irresponsibility toward history. The Nanjing Massacre Memorial Museum was opened in 
1985, and soon the cinema industry also joined the memorization. At least two feature 
films specifically on the Nanjing Massacre were made in mainland China before City of 
Life and Death.  
B. The Nanjing Massacre and the State’s Nationalist Narratives  
According to Peter Hays Gries, the CCP single-party regime has employed two 
consecutive nationalist narratives to tell the story of the past between China, and the West 
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and Japan. “(U)nder Mao, official narratives of the ‘War of Resistance’ sought to utilize 
China’s ‘victory’ both to legitimize the Communist Party and to build a ‘New China.’ … 
In the 1990s, however, a new ‘victimization narrative’ emerged to challenge the heroism 
thesis.”96  
At the very beginning of the PRC, the CCP regime employed a nationalist 
narrative of China’s victory over the West and Japan to legitimize its rule. This narrative 
was credible at that time when the CCP defeated the western imperialist powers and won 
the independence for the Chinese nation. However, various political movements led by 
the CCP with its Marxist ideology of class struggle, such as the Anti-right movement in 
the late 1950s, the Great Leap Forward in the early 1960s, and the Cultural Revolution in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s, brought great suffering to the people, and eroded the 
credibility and legitimacy of the CCP. Thus, in the late 1970s after the Cultural 
Revolution, the party-state shifted its focus from class and political struggle to economic 
development through reform and open-door policies. The open-door policy ended 
China’s isolation from the outside world, particularly from the West, but Western 
influence in terms of ideology, lifestyle, and thoughts then inundated Chinese society. 
The monopoly of the party-state on historiography and the official narrative of the CCP’s 
victory was indirectly challenged in the modernist and root-search cultural movement in 
literature, film, and television programs in the 1980s, for instance, in the film Yellow 
Earth and the television series River Elegy (He Shang). Under such circumstances, the 
                                                 
96 Peter Hays Gries, China’s New Nationalism: Pride, Politics, and Diplomacy (Berkeley, Los Angeles, 
and London: University of California Press, 2004), 85 
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CCP initiated political and cultural campaigns such as “anti-capitalist freedom” and 
“anti-capitalist spiritual pollution” to fend off western political and cultural influence. 
The 1980s ended with the CCP regime’s bloody suppression of the democracy movement 
led by students and joined by people of various walks of life in 1989, recorded in history 
as the Tian’anmen Square Incident. After the Tian’anmen Square Incident, to legitimate 
its rule, the Chinese Communist Party-State consolidated its ideological control by 
appealing to nationalism through “patriotic education” and trumpeting another nationalist 
narrative, i.e. the narrative of China’s victimization by the western imperialist powers and 
Japan in modern times, particularly during China’s Century of Humiliation (1840-1940s), 
and their interference in Chinese domestic affairs. The Nanjing Massacre was a key 
component to this official narrative.   
 This patriotic education was aimed at reminding the Chinese of the CCP’s role 
in liberating the Chinese people from western and Japanese imperialist powers and 
establishing a new nation while blaming the west and Japan for China’s past humiliation 
and present backwardness. It called on the Chinese people to build up a strong nation that 
would never suffer at the hands of the western powers again. This patriotic education 
made the west and Japan an outside enemy to divert the domestic attention away from the 
failures of the CCP regime. However, this state patriotic education with the narrative of 
China’s victimization helped inspire a rising popular antagonistic nationalism against the 
United States and Japan, which in the late 1990s took the shape of massive street protests 
and demonstrations over a series of Sino-Japan and Sino-American incidents, such as the 
U.S. bombing of the Chinese Embassy at Belgrade in 1999, and Japan occupying Diaoyu 
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Island, etc. Popular nationalist books like “China Can Say No” also appeared. Outsider 
critics proclaimed that such popular demonstrations against Japan and the U.S. was a top-
down movement supporting the government. However, the popular nationalist 
demonstration was more of grass-roots movement resulting from the state ideological 
inculcation of the patriotic education on the victimization of China by the West and 
Japan. The massive street demonstrations not only had the potential for being out of 
control but also endangered the regime’s current policy on maintaining peaceful 
relationships with these countries for economic development. The popular antagonistic 
nationalism thus became a double-edged sword for the CCP. In the new century, the 
party-state again turned away from the nationalist narrative of victimization to a 
discourse on social harmony and promoting China’s soft power in the world. 
Gries states that it was “(D)uring and after the fiftieth-anniversary 
commemorations of WWII in 1995 and the sixtieth-anniversary commemorations of the 
‘Rape of Nanking’ in 1997, Chinese paid new attention to their World War II 
sufferings.”
97
 However, as a key component of the state’s nationalist narrative of China’s 
victimization and the peak of China’s Century of Humiliation in which China was 
invaded, the capital city taken, and people were slaughtered, the Nanjing Massacre had 
already resurfaced in the early 1980s because of the Japanese textbook incident. In fact, 
the two official nationalist natives on China’s past with the west and Japan coexisted, and 
they are but two sides of the same coin, with which the CCP party-state decided to play 
                                                 
97 Ibid.  
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according to different international and domestic situations during a specific historical 
period to consolidate and maintain its legitimacy of rule. 
Although the Nanjing Massacre embodies the essence of China’s victimization by 
the West and Japan, historical literature on the massacre has evolved with the state’s 
nationalist narratives and is always transforming. Films, being popular culture, also 
reflect this transformation. In China, before Lu Chuan’s City of Life and Death, there 
were already two feature films on the Nanjing Massacre. Produced respectively in the 
1980s, 1990s, and the new century, these three films not only reflect the changes in the 
(re-)writing of this historical event, but also signal the different contending forces that 
shape the writings during specific historical periods and under different social, political, 
cultural conditions in China. In the following part, I explore Chinese cinematic 
representations of the Nanjing Massacre during different decades.  
II. CINEMATIC REPRESENTATIONS OF THE NANJING MASSACRE AND THE 
NATIONALIST NARRATIVES  
 
Lu Chuan’s City of Life and Death drew extreme reactions among critics and 
audiences in China. Some audiences and critics were enthusiastic about the film while 
others condemned it. Part of this results from Lu Chuan’s (re-)writing on the national 
past, particularly in terms of nationalism. This can be expounded by tracing the 
representations of the Nanjing Massacre in two previous films Bloody Evidence (Tucheng 
xuezheng) and Don’t cry, Nanjing (Nanjing 1937). 
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A. Denunciation and Evidential Proof in the 1980s– Nationalist Narratives of 
China’s Victimization and Resistance 
The first feature film on the Nanjing Massacre, Bloody Evidence was made in 
1987, a few years after the Japanese Textbook Incident. The film was part of the first 
wave of Chinese postwar protest against Japan’s attitude toward their war 
responsibilities. During this period, the general reaction in China was to denounce 
Japan’s irresponsibility toward history and expose their deception in denying the truth. 
Primary historical documents were collected and publicized, including research on the 
massacre, interviews with survivors, discovery of sites of mass murder, museums, and 
commemorations. The feature film Bloody Evidence came out around this time.   
As the English title Bloody Evidence indicates, the film aims at proving the 
existence of the Nanjing Massacre by producing bloody evidence. The film tells the story 
of a western-educated Chinese doctor who wakes up from the Japanese deception and 
stands up to preserve evidence to expose the Japanese atrocities in the city during the 
massacre. At the very beginning, the doctor stays behind in the city to help the wounded 
after the Japanese invaded the city. He naively believes that the Japanese occupiers would 
observe international law in protecting POWs (Prisoners of War) and civilians. He even 
persuades the wounded and hiding soldiers to throw away their weapons, and to obey the 
Japanese military for their own protection, The Japanese military break into the Safety 
Zone, killing the wounded and raping women, including the protagonist’s beloved one. 
The disarmed soldiers are led away and slaughtered without any means of resistance. The 
brutal reality of the Japanese atrocities awakens the doctor. He, together with other 
Chinese, strives to preserve an album of photos taken by a Japanese officer but hidden by 
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a Chinese photo-shop owner, which record the Japanese atrocities against the Chinese 
and which the Japanese military seek to destroy. This fictional event comes from a 
historical fact. Historically, a Chinese photo-shop clerk saved such an album of photos, it 
has since become an important piece of evidence for the atrocities the Japanese 
committed against the Chinese people during the Nanjing Massacre. In the film, the 
doctor finally delivers the album to a western friend so that the atrocities the Japanese 
committed in the city can be exposed to the international world. The film ends with the 
protagonist striking a bell in a besieged burning building, symbolically warning the 
Chinese of the danger of forgetting history. 
Visually, the film displays the extreme atrocities the Japanese soldiers committed 
against the Chinese. Thematically, the film exposes the Japanese military’s lies about 
protecting civilians and the POWs and their attempts at erasing all of the evidence of the 
atrocities they committed against the Chinese during the Massacre. In the film, various 
Chinese characters are represented. Some collaborate with the Japanese; some 
submissively and silently succumb to their fate of being slaughtered; some, like the 
doctor, after witnessing the Japanese deception and atrocities, resist the Japanese by 
preserving the photos, i.e. the evidence. However, it is a limited and powerless resistance. 
Although the album of photos is preserved, the Japanese kill all of the major Chinese 
characters in the film including the protagonist. In the film, the Japanese are typically 
depicted as faceless, bestial, sadistic, bloodthirsty perverts, and evil incarnate with their 
atrocities of looting, murder and rape. Even a young Japanese man who has studied and 
has a Chinese girlfriend in China before the war commits murders.  
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Bloody Evidence embodies the state’s nationalist narrative of China’s 
victimization by the Japanese and the Chinese people’s limited resistance. The only hope 
of justice lies with the West to expose the Japanese atrocities to the international world. It 
reflects a tendency of the Chinese at both the time of the Nanjing Massacre and in the 
1980s to expect the international world, particularly the West, to exact justice and 
condemn the Japanese.     
The film was made within the state studio system in the planned economy. As the 
state controlled cinema for state propaganda, education and mass entertainment, it 
covered the cost of production and arranged national distribution and exhibition. Director 
Lu Guanqun from the local provincial studio Jiangsu Film Studio directed the film. The 
state promoted the film throughout the country and utilized it to educate the masses on 
the Nanjing Massacre. The film had a great impact on society by publicizing the 
historical event and sparking nationalistic fervor. The film even reached the countryside 
where I lived. I still remember my elder siblings going to see the movie and returned 
home haunted by the horror of the massacre while I was saved from the horrifying 
images because I was too young to watch the film. Bloody Evidence made a political 
statement as well as being a popular film. 
In representing the Japanese atrocities during the Nanjing Massacre and exposing 
their schemes in covering their crimes, the first feature film on the massacre, Bloody 
Evidence, conveys an ideological message of “never forget history,” and calls on the 
Chinese to awaken and avoid suffering and injustice inflicted by the Japanese. The film 
reflects the popular outrage and the state politics in condemning Japan for denying the 
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existence of the Nanjing Massacre and erasing the memory of the past atrocities in the 
1980s.   
B. State Discourse of Friendship with Japan and Unification among all Chinese 
Peoples and Popular Imagination in the 1990s 
After almost a decade, this strong nationalist response to the Nanjing Massacre 
seemed to die out in China. In 1995, with the worldwide commemoration of the sixtieth 
anniversary of the end of the Second World War and the end of the Anti-Japanese War in 
China, another feature film on the Nanjing Massacre, Don’t Cry, Nanjing, was made in 
mainland China. The political situation at this time was just after the 1989 Tian’anmen 
Square Incident, and China was sanctioned and isolated by the West. Internationally, the 
Chinese party-state needed the support of Japan. Domestically, the party-state regime 
called for a reunification of all Chinese people, including those from Taiwan, and 
reinstated its policy on economic development. The reform deepened with wholesale 
marketization in 1992. These political and economic imperatives were also ingrained in 
this film on the Nanjing Massacre.  
Don’t Cry, Nanjing was directed by a famous fourth-generation director Wu Ziniu 
and coproduced by the state-owned China International Film Co-production Company 
and a Taiwanese commercial company Long Shong International Co. Ltd. The film cast 
actors from Japan, Taiwan, and mainland Chinese with Japanese and Taiwanese popular 
actors playing the leading characters. Unlike the previous film Bloody Evidence, Don’t 
Cry, Nanjing include people of different nationalities and ethnicities, for instance, 
Japanese civilians and Taiwanese draftee serving in the Japanese army. Thus this film 
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responded to the state’s political slogans of “international peace” and unification among 
all Chinese, in terms of production, cast, and character design. 
 Instead of dwelling on the atrocities the Japanese committed against the Chinese 
during the Massacre as in the previous film, Don’t Cry, Nanjing shifts the focus to the 
vicissitude of a special family during the massacre. This special family consists of a 
Chinese husband, his pregnant Japanese wife, the husband’s Chinese son from his 
previous marriage, and the wife’s Japanese daughter from hers. Though of different 
nationalities, the family is full of respect and love. As all the Chinese families did at this 
time, they suffer from the war. However, the special identity of the Japanese wife and 
daughter also makes this family different. While the Japanese wife and her daughter can 
enjoy a certain freedom under the reign of the Japanese military, her Chinese husband 
and stepson have to hide. The Japanese take the husband away. He only escapes with the 
help of a Taiwanese draftee in the Japanese army, for which the Taiwanese is killed. 
While he is absent, the wife and two children have to seek refuge in the Safety Zone, but 
the Chinese harass her for being Japanese. Finally, the family reunites in the Safety Zone, 
but once again they are separated. The Japanese soldiers and officers break into the 
Safety Zone and rape and kill. The husband is almost beaten to death, and the Japanese 
daughter is almost raped before her mother stops her countrymen by telling them that she 
is Japanese. In the midst of killing and torture, the wife is kicked by her countrymen and 
gives premature birth to a baby. The film ends with the children, including the newborn 
baby, being sneaked out of the city in the darkness, a symbol of hope and future for 
China as the children are saved. Meanwhile, the survival of the newborn baby from the 
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Chinese-Japanese marriage also symbolizes the continuation of the Chinese-Japanese 
blood connection.  
Besides this story of the special family, Don’t Cry, Nanjing also tells the love 
story of the son’s teacher and her fiancé, a Nationalist officer. They are separated after 
the city falls. The nationalist officer stays in the city and disguises himself, and he finally 
reunites with his girlfriend who is dying after being raped by the Japanese. Together they 
sneak out of the city with the children. The film thus somewhat mitigates the massacre 
with popular culture staples of heterosexual romance and family melodrama.  
In focusing on the vicissitudes of a Chinese-Japanese family, the film not only 
tells of the suffering of the Chinese but also the Japanese civilians who suffer together 
with Chinese, and who are also mistreated by the Chinese in the Safety Zone. The film 
thus makes a political statement in separating the evil sadistic and murderous Japanese 
military personnel from the good and affectionate Japanese civilians who suffer together 
with the Chinese. This was in line with the Chinese party-state’s politics in exonerating 
the Japanese people of their war responsibilities while placing the blame solely on the 
Japanese military for the war and atrocities, which justifies the party-state’s foreign 
policy in maintaining a good relationship with Japan for the sake of international politics 
and economic development.   
 Although a fictional film, the film touches upon the historical facts of the 
Taiwanese serving in the Japanese military and the existence of the Nationalist army – 
the archrival of the CCP. The sacrifice of the Taiwanese soldier in risking his life to free 
a Chinese man corresponds to the state’s policy of reunification among all Chinese, 
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including Taiwanese. In telling the stories of the Taiwanese soldier and the Nationalist 
officer, the film confirms the party-state’s policy and patriotic calling for reunification 
among all Chinese.  
In both subject matter and film production, Don’t Cry, Nanjing acknowledges the 
official state discourse of friendship and blood connections between the two neighboring 
nations like in the love story between the Chinese man and Japanese woman and the 
harmonious coexistence and love among their children of different nationalities. It 
corresponded to the political movement in exonerating the Japanese civilians from their 
war responsibilities. Thus, the film was in line with the Chinese party-state regime’s 
policies under the domestic and international situation in the mid-1990s. In doing so, the 
film was complicit with the state in whitewashing the history with comforting stories of 
romance and cross-culture marriage, while failing to face the reality of the massacre and 
the atrocities that the Japanese committed against the Chinese.  
The film could not be released in Japan. This negative response of the film in 
Japan belies the one-sidedness of the Chinese nation in trying to forgive and forget the 
history and the past while the Japanese would rather not face their responsibilities and 
apologize as Germany did to the Jews.      
C. Nationalism and Liberal Humanism in the Age of Globalization 
As the new century approached, the Nanjing Massacre was again in the limelight. 
Around the time of the seventieth anniversary of the Nanjing Massacre in 2007, several 
international documentaries and feature films were made. In the midst of this, Lu Chuan 
directed City of Life and Death in 2009, with an aim to express his as well as a new view 
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on this national historical event. This film was coproduced by the state carrier China Film 
Group, which promoted it as representing the young Chinese generation’s perspective on 
national history. To some extent, the film was both an individual and a national rewriting 
of this national historical event in the age of globalization.  
a. Nationalist Narrative of Resistance 
In promoting the film, Lu Chuan proclaimed that his film was the Chinese version 
of the Nanjing Massacre, and it depicted Chinese people’s resistance against the 
Japanese.98 This statement underscores two existing discourses on the Nanjing Massacre. 
One is the popular discourse of westerners saving Chinese people during the Nanjing 
Massacre, particularly those who formed the International Committee for Nanking Safety 
Zone, such as German businessman and Nazi member John Rabe and American 
missionary Minnie Vautrin. This discourse is typically embodied in Western films on the 
Nanjing Massacre such as the Sino-German coproduction John Rabe, Hollywood’s The 
Children of Huang Shi, etc. In City of Life and Death, Lu Chuan still retains the historical 
figures of the westerners, such as the International Committee members, but he 
downplays their significance by focusing on the Chinese and the Japanese. In the film, Lu 
Chuan even made John Rabe kneel down before the Chinese he protects when he leaves 
the city. For this, Lu Chuan was censured by critics like Cui Weiping for being ungrateful 
to the westerners who helped the Chinese people during the Massacre while being 
sympathetic to the Chinese enemy: the Japanese invaders.   
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The other underlying discourse that is less obvious but prevalent in China, is the 
CCP party-state’s nationalist narrative of China’s victimization by the western powers 
and Japan, for which the Nanjing Massacre is a key component. This narrative of Chinese 
victimization used to be the state’s patriotic education materials until it backfired in the 
late 1990s, when the antagonistic popular nationalism used it as an excuse to bash Japan 
and the U.S. for past and present provocations. This endangered China’s foreign policy of 
maintaining a friendly relationship with Japan for international geopolitics and economic 
trade.  
In City of Life and Death, Lu Chuan proclaims to be putting forward another 
narrative for the Nanjing Massacre, i.e. Chinese people’s resistance against the Japanese. 
This resonates with another nationalist narrative of the state, i.e. the narrative of China’s 
victory over the West and Japan, which has not been commonly applied to the Nanjing 
Massacre. In the official history of the PRC, the massacre has been traditionally written 
in the nationalist narrative of China’s victimization, and the Chinese have collectively 
remembered it as the peak of China’s victimization by the West and Japan, in which the 
Japanese military captured China’s capital city, slaughtered Chinese civilians and POW, 
and raped Chinese women. However, as mentioned before, in the first feature film on the 
Nanjing Massacre, Bloody Evidence, Chinese people are shown to resist the Japanese as 
the Chinese doctor and other Chinese resisted the Japanese by preserving the evidential 
photos to expose their atrocities against the Chinese to the international world.  
In the film, Lu Chuan’s narrative of Chinese resistance during the Nanjing 
Massacre takes two forms. One is the Chinese soldiers’ direct resistance against the 
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Japanese, as in the combat sequence at the beginning of the film, in which part of the 
Chinese nationalist army, a band of soldiers, including a child soldier, led by a handsome 
officer, directly fight against the invading Japanese in a guerrilla street war. The 
Nationalist band wins temporarily by inflicting casualties and almost destroying all of the 
Japanese, but they are soon cornered by massive reinforcements of Japanese troops that 
come to help the original troop. By the end of the battle most of the nationalist soldiers 
are killed and the rest, including the officer and the child soldier, are captured and led to 
the slaughter site.  
At the moment of his death, the officer defies the Japanese by walking up to 
embrace death instead of cravenly evading it, and he thus wins a spiritual war against the 
Japanese. This constitutes the second form of Chinese resistance in City of Life and 
Death. This form of spiritual or moral resistance can only be inferred in an individual 
civilian’s defying death by choosing to die to save others. For instance, a prostitute who 
wants to resume her profession after the war volunteers to serve the Japanese to trade for 
provisions for the Chinese in the safety zone, a former traitor who betrays the soldiers 
hiding in the safety zone to save his own family chooses to die to give another Chinese a 
chance to live. All of these people die at the hands of the Japanese. It is therefore a 
spiritual resistance and maybe a victory, which, the film seems to indicate, leaves the 
Japanese perpetrators in wonder and awe. In representing the Chinese people’s resistance, 
the film thus reframes the historical trauma as a nationalist narrative of resistance and 
Chinese people’s heroic agency in the larger picture of victimization.   
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Lu Chuan’s rewriting of the Nanjing Massacre with the narrative of resistance 
strikes a chord with Chinese audiences with nationalistic feelings. However, the film also 
embodies another narrative or discourse, which challenges and antagonizes Chinese 
audiences, particularly the nationalists.  
b. Liberal Humanism of International Anti-War Films 
In City of Life and Death, Lu Chuan also takes a bold step in going beyond Chinese 
nationalism by incorporating the perspective of the Japanese perpetrators of the Nanjing 
Massacre and addressing the suffering of the Chinese enemy. As the examination of the 
previous films on the Nanjing Massacre indicates, the Japanese military personnel are 
generally represented as evil, stereotyped as faceless bestial perverts. In City of Life and 
Death, Lu Chuan places a young Japanese soldier as the major protagonist and gives a 
large chunk of narrative space to the Japanese invaders. The narration of the film follows 
the itinerary of the Japanese soldier and sees things as from his eyes. This narrative 
strategy not only links the individual stories of the Chinese, but also performs an unusual 
practice in depicting the everyday life of the Japanese military personnel as they chat and 
play with each other during the interval of war. In representing the everyday life of the 
Japanese perpetrators, Lu Chuan’s City of Life and Death breaks down the faceless 
bestial stereotype of the Japanese military shown in previous Chinese films on the 
Nanjing Massacre. In the second feature on the Nanjing Massacre, Don’t Cry, Nanjing, 
the Japanese are ideologically divided into kind Japanese civilians and sadistic faceless 
murderers. City of Life and Death goes further by entering the Japanese military circle 
and depicting their non-combat everyday life with town fellowship, chatting, and playing 
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among themselves. The film thus humanizes the national enemy of the Chinese. This 
seemly objective representation of the Japanese invaders peaks in a spectacular drum 
sequence, in which the Japanese perpetrators dance on the ruins of the Chinese nation in 
celebration of their victory and to commemorate their dead in the war. Lu Chuan 
explained that this sequence was intended to demonstrate metaphorically the victory of 
one nation over the ruins of another. Though well choreographed and aesthetically 
beautiful, the drum sequence as well as the unprecedented humanistic treatment of the 
national enemy nevertheless drew the Chinese nationalists’ vehement denunciations of 
the film and the director for betraying the Chinese. 
In additional to humanizing the Japanese, the film also depicts the horrors of the 
war through the eyes of a perpetrator, the Japanese soldier: his own mistake in accidently 
killing Chinese out of fear, the Chinese soldiers shooting and killing his peers, the 
severed Chinese heads hanging on a wire, and mass killings. Instead of being initiated 
into adulthood or becoming a hero in the war, the protagonist falls apart as he witnesses 
more and more innocent deaths. He finally commits suicide after freeing a cowardly 
middle-aged Chinese soldier and the child soldier, which seems to indicate the 
psychological burdens of war on the perpetrators. However, the protagonist seems to be 
the only person among the Japanese who is conscience-stricken and reflects on the horror 
of war. This may result from his background of studying in a Christian school in Japan, 
which is mentioned several times in the film. In setting the protagonist as a wide-eyed 
inexperienced naïve young man dazzled by the war and the carnage, City of Life and 
Death joins the ranks of the international liberal humanist anti-war films, such as two 
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Hollywood movies: Clint Eastwood’s Letters from Iwo Jima and Steven Spielberg’s 
Saving Private Ryan. It goes beyond nationalism and nationalistic rhetoric and 
condemning war as insane and brutal, and destroying the lives of both victims and 
perpetrators. In this sense, City of Life and Death shifts the focus from the nationalist 
antagonism between the two nations, China and Japan, and the two peoples, to a 
universal condemnation of war with its horror, insanity and destruction of lives on all 
sides instead of dwelling on the specificities of the Nanjing Massacre.   
The cinematic rewriting of the national history in City of Life and Death is also 
present in its focus on an ensemble of ordinary individuals instead of national heroes for 
mega-history of the Chinese nation. The film tells personal stories of ordinary people. In 
doing so, City of Life and Death goes beyond the CCP’s party doctrine to include Chinese 
of different backgrounds and of various political and moral allegiances. For instance, the 
CCP’s archrival, the Nationalist army with an officer and the soldiers heroically fighting 
against the Japanese invaders, and the morally ambiguous Chinese such as prostitutes and 
traitor in their moral resistance against the Japanese.  
Therefore, the film encompasses a more objective approach toward the Chinese 
past that is enabled by post-socialist historical research and historiography that goes 
beyond the CCP’s party-line doctrine. It also benefits from the newly recovered non-
official historical materials and documents, for instance, personal diaries, letters, 
memoirs, and testimonies from Chinese civilians and military survivors, the Japanese 
perpetrators, and the western professionals and missionaries in Nanjing during the 
massacre. This film with its humanistic concerns, therefore, corresponds with the trend in 
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history and historiography to turn to the personal and the trivial from the mega-history of 
nations.  
After its release, City of Life and Death caused a nationwide heated debate. Some 
critics and audiences condemned Lu Chuan for being sympathetic to the enemy, the 
Japanese. Others praised the film for going beyond the traditional narrow nationalism by 
incorporating multiple perspectives on the historical event and embracing a universal 
humanitarian attitude toward the war. This polar reaction results from Lu Chuan’s 
citation of different and conflicting discourses such as nationalism and “universal” liberal 
humanism in the film. The depiction of the resistance of the Chinese nationalist army and 
the ordinary Chinese against the Japanese invaders implies a Chinese nationalism that is 
built on the antagonism between the two nations. Meanwhile, the adoption of the 
international standard of historical research with more objective multi-national 
perspectives and anti-war sentiments bespeaks of a “universal” liberal humanism, i.e. the 
ideology of global capitalism, in removing national obstacles, including nationalism, for 
the free flow of commodities, which facilitates the film to go abroad and China to enter 
the world. To some extent, this liberal humanism embodies a new Chinese state 
nationalism, i.e. techno-nationalism, which tries to transcend the traditional emotion-
laden nationalism to embrace advanced world technology and culture in the age of 
globalization. 
Although at the very beginning, the film had some difficulty with the state in 
obtaining a shooting permit because the historical subject matter of the film was a 
sensitive issue and related to popular antagonistic nationalism, the state endorsed the film 
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after its production. The state supported and promoted the film as representing the 
Chinese young generation’s view on Chinese modern history, and praised it for attracting 
young people into theaters to learn about Chinese history. With the varying reactions and 
heated discussion on City of Life and Death among audiences and critics after its release, 
the state indirectly withdrew its support of the film, and the film received no official state 
reward. These events thus indicate the complexity of nationalism and the relationship 
between politics and cultural production in China in the age of globalization. 
City of Life and Death also joins a new search for the Chinese national identity 
with the rise of the Chinese economy in the world. This is obvious in both the Chinese 
party-state’s shifting domestic and international policies and the popular cultural forms. 
Discussing the proliferation of television historical dramas on the national past in China 
since the late 1990s, Kong Shuyu argues that, “the revisionist reframing of the past in 
historical TV drama reflects a new nationalist historical consciousness and cultural 
identity borne out of China’s rapid rise and aspirations to become an economic and 
political superpower.”99 In rewriting the Nanjing Massacre in the new century, City of 
Life and Death participates this “new nationalist historical consciousness” and this search 
for China’s new identity in the world. In making an attempt to go beyond narrow 
nationalism to embrace the liberal humanism of global capitalism, the film reflects the 
CCP party-state’s ambition of “going global” by incorporating multi-national 
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perspectives, the advanced technology and culture for China’s greater integration into 
international system. In this sense, Lu Chuan becomes a new type of “organic 
intellectual” through whom the party-state realizes its new strategies of rule by co-opting 
leading social forces in promoting new state ideologies and politics.  
Lu Chuan’s rewriting of the Nanjing Massacre was also made possible by the 
expanded public sphere as a result of the negotiation among different forces in China. 
When Lu Chuan’s City of Life and Death appeared in 2009, the popular antagonistic 
nationalism from the late 1990s had already made issues related to Japan sensitive and 
even volatile for the government. It was reported that the Nanjing Massacre Museum was 
closed, using the excuse of being under construction. The difficult production history of 
the film testified to this situation. However, Lu Chuan’s success in obtaining clearance 
from all government branches via personal connections with high officials and their 
endorsement denotes a limited public space available in the new century for individuals, 
particularly the elites and the entrepreneurs, as they maneuver within the official system. 
This is also made possible by capital and corporate power in the new century. In this 
sense, City of Life and Death is a result of the negotiation and alliance among power, 
capital, and talent in China in the new century.  
While exploring the shifting discourses on nationalism, City of Life and Death 
also embodies Chinese nation’s continuous struggle in dealing with the national historical 
trauma of the Nanjing Massacre. In City of Life and Death, the iconic traumatic images of 
various Japanese atrocities against the Chinese still emerge in this story of ordinary 
people. In Ruth Leys’ words, the trauma, “fixed or frozen in time, refuses to be 
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represented as past, but is perpetually re-experienced in a painful, dissociated, traumatic 
present.”100  
III. CINEMATIC REPRESENTATIONS OF THE NANJING MASSACRE AND 
TRAUMA  
 
Though the silence and reemergence of the Nanjing Massacre in public discourse 
can be attributed to international or domestic political reasons, it is also because of the 
nature of the massacre as a national trauma. The three-decade silence on the Nanjing 
Massacre after it happened and the recurrent cinematic representations of the Nanjing 
Massacre since the 1980s implies a trauma that haunts the present with “deferred 
actions,” and a continuous effort on the part of the Chinese to master this national trauma. 
This part examines the cinematic representations of this trauma in China during different 
historical periods. To quote Joshua Hirsch on Freud’s theory of deferred action, “the 
trauma must be understood in relation to the subject’s belated and repeated restructurings 
of the memory of the event as time passes and circumstances change.”101 
Chinese critics like Cui Weiping censure City of Life and Death for its form, such 
as its fragmented storytelling and confusing perspectives.102  These critics take the 
standards of Classical Hollywood Cinema in terms of three-act narrative structure, unity 
and coherence, and thus find the film lacking in form. However, Lu Chuan did apply this 
narrative form in his debut film Missing Gun. No critics and scholars have related this 
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form issue to the subject matter of the film and the traumatic nature of the Nanjing 
Massacre. According to Hayden White’s concept of “the content of the form,”103 the film 
form is part of the content in conveying the meaning or ideology of the film. The 
criticism of the form of City of Life and Death should be addressed in relation to the 
subject matter of the Nanjing Massacre as a Chinese national trauma with theories drawn 
from trauma studies. Joshua Hirsch thus summarizes trauma studies, 
trauma originally referred to a physical phenomenon: a violent disruption of the 
body’s integrity. In the late nineteenth century, the concept began to be applied to 
psychological phenomena by pioneers like Sigmund Freud and Pierre Janet in 
their work on hysteria. Psychological trauma was defined as an experience that 
overwhelmed a person’s normal means of mentally processing stimuli … From 
the beginning, there were two strands of thinking about trauma. Initially, the 
emphasis was on exogenous trauma – trauma caused by external events … Freud 
later began to emphasize endogenous over exogenous trauma – trauma caused by 
psychic events such as fantasies and instinctual excitations, with no external 
counterpart … During the 1990s, the psychiatric discourse on trauma began to be 
applied to the study of culture in a systematic fashion. The intellectual historian 
Dominick LaCapra has analyzed a series of historical and theoretical texts – 
primarily texts dealing with the Holocaust – in terms of a group of categories 
derived from Freud’s work: texts that deny trauma, texts that act out or 
unconsciously repeat trauma, and texts that work through trauma. The 
poststructualist literary critic Cathy Caruth has focused not on texts that explicitly 
treat historical trauma, but on the ways in which the traumas of twentieth-century 
European experience, including the Holocaust, are implicitly or symptomatically 
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inscribed as forms and figures of language in a series of theoretical and literary 
texts. Theories of cultural trauma have also begun to be applied to film.104  
 
In his book Afterimage Joshua Hirsch demonstrates,  
… the application of trauma theory to culture may offer at least one method of 
bridging the apparent gaps between a historical approach to culture and a textual 
approach; between a focus on the past signified by a historical text and a focus on 
the text’s work of signification in the present; … cultural trauma theory has its 
own dilemmas … conflicts between exceptional and universal models … between 
a model that emphasizes the traumatic event itself and one that emphasizes its 
“deferred action.”105 
 
Trauma theories will help elucidate the Nanjing Massacre as a Chinese national trauma  
and combine textual and historical approaches in examining cinematic representations of 
the national trauma.  
Unlike the Holocaust in the West, the (un-)representability of the Nanjing 
Massacre has never been an issue in China, just as the forms for representing the 
Massacre have never been a concern. This stems from the moral imperatives on the 
Chinese’s part with the Japanese government’s revision of their history to exonerate their 
war responsibilities and their right-wing extremists’ continual denial of the existence of 
the Nanjing Massacre. Thus to keep silent about the Massacre is equal to being complicit 
with the Japanese in denying the existence of the Nanjing Massacre and erasing its 
history and memory. However, the difficulty in recounting the Nanjing Massacre is 
demonstrated by the long public silence between the 1950s and early 1980s in China 
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(although the political turmoil of the Cultural Revolution 1966-1976 also partly accounts 
for this silence) and the subsequent recurrent representations of the massacre after the 
Japanese Textbook Incident. In the following part, trauma theories are applied to discuss 
the representation of the Nanjing Massacre as a trauma in Chinese films in relation to 
film form and genre. I particularly draw upon E. Ann Kaplan’s conception of “four main 
positions for viewers of trauma films, according to film types and aesthetics,” 
 In melodrama, the spectator is introduced to trauma through a film’s themes and 
techniques, but the film ends with a comforting closure or “cure.”  
 The spectator is vicariously traumatized.  
 The spectator is positioned as a voyeur.  
 The spectator is addressed as a ‘witness’, arguably the most politically useful 
position.106   
A. Vicarious Trauma and the Genre of Horror 
The theme of the first feature film on the Nanjing Massacre, Bloody Evidence, is 
to expose the Japanese deception during and after the Nanjing Massacre in erasing traces 
of their atrocities and prove the existence of the massacre with a plot of the Chinese 
preserving the visual evidence of the Japanese committing atrocities against the Chinese. 
Therefore, the film displays visual images of the atrocities, for instance, aircraft bombing 
the city with houses destroyed and burning, people wounded and dying, civilians 
randomly killed, unarmed soldiers and male civilians dragged away and massacred, and 
women raped. Basically, the film becomes a relay of traumatic images of the atrocities 
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the Japanese committed. These atrocities are presented as mostly seen and experienced 
by the protagonist, a western-educated Chinese doctor, who is awakened from the 
Japanese deception of protecting civilians and POWs after witnessing and experiencing 
the Japanese atrocities. This traumatic experience is typified in one scene in which the 
protagonist is held back by several Japanese soldiers to watch his beloved one being gang 
raped before his very eyes. In addition to witnessing the Japanese atrocities against the 
people around him, the film also transmits the horror in the latter part of the film as the 
protagonist becomes the target of the Japanese military and is followed, chased, and 
cornered. In this sense, Bloody Evidence is a body-horror film in which victims are 
followed and killed or raped.  
Bloody Evidence corresponds with Kaplan’s second position of the spectator, that 
is, “being vicariously traumatized.” The film is designed in such a way that the 
protagonist becomes the object of identification for the spectator, and thus, the spectator 
vicariously witnesses and experiences the atrocities, is chased by the Japanese and 
becomes a prey of the atrocities. This makes Bloody Evidence a film of horror not only 
with the images of violence but also with the plotline of the protagonist being followed 
and chased.  
 As Kaplan explains, “(T)he effect may be negative if the impact is so great that 
the viewer turns away, runs from the images, instead of learning through them. On the 
other hand, a degree of vicarious or secondary trauma may shock a viewer into wanting 
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to know more and perhaps do something about what he/she has seen.”107 The depiction 
of horrifying traumatic images of Japanese atrocities had a great impact on Chinese 
audiences who were haunted by the horrors of the film after leaving the theater. However, 
the film also uses the protagonist, a young Chinese doctor, to inspire audiences to act as 
he - after witnessing the Japanese atrocities - wakes up from his naivety and the Japanese 
deception to resist the Japanese invaders and succeeds in preserving the visual evidence 
for the Nanjing Massacre. In doing so, the film inspires the Chinese audience to “never 
forget history” and take action.    
Bloody Evidence belongs to Dominick LaCapra’s category of “texts that act out or 
unconsciously repeat trauma,” as a symptom of the trauma. In this early film, the Nanjing 
Massacre reemerges in the form of nightmarish horror, a relay of traumatic images of the 
atrocities committed by the Japanese military personnel. Meanwhile, the Japanese in the 
film are represented as evil incarnate. The film repeats the trauma of the Nanjing 
Massacre in visual images, and the trauma had yet to be processed and mastered by the 
Chinese at this point.  
B. Melodrama and Trauma 
Almost a decade later, the intense nationalistic emotions generated about the 
Nanjing Massacre in Bloody Evidence seem diluted. Instead, a seemingly more 
rationalized and even romanticized version of the Nanjing Massacre appeared in Don’t 
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Cry, Nanjing in 1995, a result of both the new political situation and the historical 
evolution of the national trauma in the Chinese collective memory in China in the 1990s.    
As with all films on the Nanjing Massacre, Don’t Cry, Nanjing retains the iconic 
traumatic images of the Japanese atrocities such as murder, rape and torture, committed 
against the Chinese during the massacre. However, this film attempts to shift away from 
the trauma and violence by centering on the melodramatic vicissitudes of families during 
the massacre and the national disaster as experienced by families. The film mainly tells 
the story of a particular family made up of both Chinese and Japanese members. In this 
film, the Nanjing Massacre becomes a large social background against which the story of 
a family unfolds. During the Nanjing Massacre, the family suffers from various hardships 
and separation, while complicated by the different nationalities of the family members. 
To some extent, the film uses the vicissitudes of the family as a microcosm to symbolize 
the suffering of the Chinese nation, but it also extends to the suffering of the Japanese 
civilians who suffer together with the Chinese. In addition to this family melodrama, 
Don’t Cry, Nanjing also tells of a heterosexual romance between a female Chinese 
teacher and her fiancé, a Nationalist army officer. The fall of the city separates them, but 
they finally reunite in the Safety Zone. However, the reunion happens after she is dying 
from being raped by the Japanese. 
 The film is hence a melodrama of the vicissitudes of families suffering during the 
Nanjing Massacre. It also uses cross-culture Chinese-Japanese marriage and heterosexual 
romance to water down the trauma of the massacre. Don’t Cry, Nanjing corresponds to 
Kaplan’s first position of viewer for trauma films, “the position of being introduced to 
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trauma through a film’s themes and techniques, but where the film ends with a 
comforting ‘cure.’ Usually mainstream melodramas, such works posit trauma (against its 
reality) as a discrete past event, locatable, representable and curable while representing 
them in an oblique form.”108 In Don’t Cry, Nanjing, an attempt is made to avoid the 
trauma by focusing on the melodramatic experience of members of individual family, and 
a comforting cure for the trauma is provided at the end with a glimpse of hope as the 
children are sneaked out of the city, and the blood connection between the Japanese and 
Chinese nations is preserved as in the baby born out of the Chinese-Japanese marriage.  
However, the protest of the Japanese right-wing extremists against the film being 
shown in Japan underlies the one-sided goodwill and self-deception on the Chinese part 
to forget the massacre and trauma and wish for a bloody connection as in the newly-born 
child of the Chinese-Japanese marriage. Don’t Cry, Nanjing thus represents a new 
interpretation of the Nanjing Massacre and the forgetting of the trauma in the historical 
and political context of the mid-1990s. After the regime’s suppression of social and 
democratic movements in the late 1980s, the film also reflects the national tendency to 
turn away from politics and trauma after the 1989 Tian’anmen Square Incident to the 
market, i.e. commercialization and commodification of national history. To some extent, 
the film avoids the trauma by focusing on cross-cultural marriage and heterosexual 
romance.  
Meanwhile, diasporic Chinese also brought international attention to the Nanjing 
Massacre. Besides Iris Chang’s book The Rape of Nanking published in 1997, in 1995 
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Hong Kong director Mou Tun Fei also directed a film on the massacre, Man behind the 
Sun: Nanjing Massacre. According to Mou, his film was shot in mainland China with an 
official permit, but he failed to obtain the official distribution permit after he rejected the 
officials’ request to change the title to avoid direct competition with Wu Ziniu’s Don’t 
Cry, Nanjing as both films used the same Chinese title Nanjing Massacre. The film was 
never officially distributed in mainland China. As in his other films, Mou’s Man behind 
the Sun is full of sensational content like gore, perversity, and violence. The film centers 
on a three-generation family in Nanjing after the fall of the city. The Japanese invaders 
slaughter the men of the household and rape the women including the grandmother, while 
a small girl and her younger brother become wanderers hiding in the streets. Finally, the 
little children return home and two Japanese soldiers come and try to rape the little girl. 
The grandmother sets the house on fire, killing herself, the little girl, and the Japanese. 
The film ends with the only survivor of the family, the little boy, wandering alone in the 
dark, eerie, deserted and dangerous city, and crisscrossing with other children of the same 
fate. This film matches another position of the viewer of trauma films categorized by 
Kaplan, i.e. the position of voyeur with images of obscenity and violence representing the 
trauma. With its gore and violence, Man behind the Sun represents the Nanjing Massacre 
from a different perspective, which makes the film completely different from the 
mainland Chinese productions.  
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C. Psychological Burden of the Nanjing Massacre and the Post-traumatic 
Cinema   
City of Life and Death represents another stage in the Chinese’s attempt at 
grappling with the Nanjing Massacre as a national trauma in the age of globalization 
within a context of postmodern obsession with the past and a commodification of history 
in popular culture.  
Instead of dramatization and/or romanticization as in the two previous Chinese 
Nanjing Massacre films, City of Life and Death aims for an objective representation of 
the Nanjing Massacre as a historical event with the support of post-socialist historical 
research and newly found multi-perspective and international literature on the massacre. 
In doing so, Lu Chuan concentrates on a “realistic” representation of war and ordinary 
people in their everyday lives during the massacre. It is not that Lu Chuan did not want to 
make a film of romance and dramatization. Instead, in the script he originally set a 
romance between the Nationalist officer and the Christian Chinese teacher who helps 
organize the Safety Zone. However, while filming, he realized that such a romance was 
unrealistic in the general dark context of the Massacre. In the end, the historical materials 
took on their own life, and the final film was without any romance and dramatization. In 
attempting to represent the Nanjing Massacre realistically, City of Life and Death had to 
deal with the nature of the Nanjing Massacre as a trauma and to represent it in 
corresponding cinematic form.  
City of Life and Death still relays the iconic traumatic images of atrocities of the 
Nanjing Massacre, such as the Japanese’s massive slaughter of Chinese civilians and 
unarmed soldiers by burying them alive, gunning them down, burning them, severed 
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heads and dead bodies hanging on poles or naked female bodies lying on the ground. In 
this film, these iconic signs of the Nanjing Massacre are retained in a montage sequence. 
In addition to these atrocities committed by the Japanese against the Chinese, the film 
also represents the horror of war in general. For instance, the deaths of Japanese soldiers 
and the terror of war as the Japanese military are ambushed by a band of Chinese army, 
the Chinese crowd trampling each other at the narrow city gate as two groups of Chinese 
soldiers clash over retreating or not retreating. These horrifying traumatic images of 
violence and death are mostly presented as experienced and witnessed by the protagonist, 
a Japanese perpetrator, who acts as a conscientious narrator looking at the carnage 
created by the war. Such a reflective perspective provides a critical distance for the 
viewer to deal with the traumatic scenes of horror, variously experiencing the horror but 
also engaging with it in a rational way, which is unprecedented in Chinese cinematic 
representations of the Nanjing Massacre as a trauma, which have been entangled with 
Chinese nationalist feelings.    
Instead of a strong goal-oriented protagonist whose action propels the movement 
of the plot to climax and dénouement as in classic Hollywood films, in City of Life and 
Death Lu Chuan sets up the major protagonist as a dazzled youth who is shocked and 
traumatized by the war. Instead of action, he is dragged on passively by the war and the 
events happening around him. He finally collapses and kills himself, which indicates the 
psychological burdens the trauma inflicted on the witnesses and perpetrators. The design 
of this weak and reflective protagonist who experiences the war in shock and disbelief 
constitutes a new cinematic representation of trauma in form. This experiment with the 
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form in representing trauma is a big move forward for Chinese cinema on the Nanjing 
Massacre.  
In studying the Holocaust films, Joshua Hirsch makes a distinction between 
vicarious trauma cinema and posttraumatic cinema. According to him, film as vicarious 
trauma is of traumatic relay – with endless reproduction and dissemination of trauma – to 
the public through photographic imagery, while posttraumatic cinema is  
“less by a particular image content (a documentary image of an atrocity, a 
fictional image, or the absence of an image), than an attempt to discover a form 
for presenting that content that mimics some aspects of posttraumatic 
consciousness itself, the attempt to formally reproduce for the spectator an 
experience of suddenly seeing the unthinkable.”109  
 
Among the three feature films on the Nanjing Massacre, City of Life and Death is closest 
to this posttraumatic cinema. Bloody Evidence is a typical vicarious trauma film with its 
relentless traumatic relay of the images of atrocities. Don’t Cry, Nanjing still relays the 
visual images of atrocities. However, it moves away from the trauma and tries to avoid it 
by focusing on the melodramas of cross-culture marriage and heterosexual romance. City 
of Life and Death also relays the traumatic images of war. However, it is more 
posttraumatic cinema with its attempt at “a form for presenting that content that mimics 
some aspects of posttraumatic consciousness itself, the attempt to formally reproduce for 
the spectator an experience of suddenly seeing the unthinkable” as in the traumatized 
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protagonist and the ‘realistic’ representation of the massacre and the war through his eyes 
and mind. The form of this film imitates the witnessing of the unfolding traumatic event 
and the consequent psychological impact.  
The viewer of City of Life and Death takes the fourth position of witness as 
proposed by Kaplan. According to Kaplan, this is  
“arguably the most politically useful position of the four …  This position of 
‘witness’ may open up a space for transformation of the viewer through empathic 
identification without vicarious traumatization – an identification which allows 
the spectator to enter into the victim’s experience through a work’s narration. It is 
the unusual, anti-narrative process of the narration that is itself transformative in 
inviting the viewer to at once be there emotionally (and often powerfully moved), 
but also to keep a cognitive distance and awareness denied to the victim by the 
traumatic process. … it is this triangular structure – i.e. the structure of the horror, 
the victim and the listener/viewer – that witnessing involves and which may 
promote inter-cultural compassion and understanding.”110  
 
This witness position provided by the Japanese protagonist enables the viewer to identify 
with the protagonist to “be there emotionally” and to look with horror at the atrocities and 
destruction of war on innocent people, while keeping “a cognitive distance and awareness 
denied to the victim,” which makes City of Life and Death more of an anti-war film than 
anti-Japanese nationalistic film. 
Compared to the international modernist Holocaust documentaries like Night and 
Fog or WWII features like Hiroshima, Mon amour, City of Life and Death’s exploration 
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of form for the Nanjing Massacre as a trauma is still limited. It is more of a text that 
“walks through” the trauma in the form of realistic cinema. In the rest of this chapter, I 
explore the postmodern and popular obsession with ‘the real’ and the effect of ‘the real’ 
in City of Life and Death, which, together with the traumatic nature of the Nanjing 
Massacre, makes the film fragmented not only in content but also in form and the 
ideological message conveyed.   
IV. OBSESSION WITH THE REAL, AND THE CLAIM FOR HISTORICAL TRUTH 
 
In addition to the controversy over its rewriting of the Nanjing Massacre in terms 
of nationalism and the form of the film, City of Life and Death is also criticized by critics 
for its historical accuracy. I relate this issue to the obsession with “the real” in historical 
writing and in popular culture.  
City of Life and Death reflects the present popular obsession with and 
commercialization of the past and a postmodern “passion for the real” in the age of 
globalization. To many Chinese who are familiar with or interested in Chinese history, 
City of life and Death has an appeal in its claim of being “real” and objective to the 
history. Lu Chuan claimed that his film represented a new and true version of the history 
of the Nanjing Massacre. In interviews and promotions, it was often mentioned that Lu 
Chuan had done a lot of research on the historical event. City of Life and Death benefits 
from the new historical research and findings on the Nanjing Massacre with its 
international multi-perspectives of not only the Chinese side, but also the Japanese and 
the neutral stance of western professionals and missionaries. It is also influenced by the 
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newly discovered personal documents such as letters, diaries, memoirs, testimonies of the 
survivors, the witnesses, and the military participants from Japan and China. Compared 
to the previous films on the Nanjing Massacre, City of Life and Death is corroborated by 
these historical research and personal accounts of international scope, which helps it 
transcend the nationalistic or the CCP party-state doctrine. In the film, the director 
attempts to provide a panoramic picture with historical details to explain what happened 
during the Nanjing Massacre rather than fictionalize it through romance or melodrama, 
however, the result is ideologically fragmented and messy.   
A. The Real Constituted by Sheer Accumulation of Material Objects and 
Historical Figures  
There are a lot of historical anecdotes, figures, locations, and material objects in 
the film to buttress the film’s claim of historical authenticity and reality. For instance, the 
beginning of the film consists of a sequence of people including soldiers and civilians 
running to the city gate to escape, but they are blocked by the guarding army “Song 
Xilian” Battalion, which results in the overcrowding of the gateway and many people are 
trampled to death. The recent memoirs of the Nationalist officer Song Xilian supports this 
and the new historical findings prove that the Nationalist Army General of the National 
Army Tang Sengzhi failed to neatly organize the retreat of the Nationalist army from the 
city, which led to the deaths of Chinese soldiers in the city. Even incidents like the 
prostitutes standing up to save other Chinese women, the female teacher claiming men as 
her husband to save them, the Japanese soldiers happily finding something to drink when 
entering the city, etc. also have their basis in the diaries and memories of the witnesses 
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and the participants of the war. Most of the story in the film takes place in the Nanking 
Safety Zone, a true historical site set up by western missionaries and professionals. 
Historical figures appear in the film with their original names such as John Rabe, Minnie 
Vautrin, etc. According to Lu Chuan, other characters are also based on or synthesized 
according to historical figures such as the Christian female teacher, prostitutes, and the 
Japanese soldier, and even the extras were cast to fit historical photographs of the people 
in the Nanjing Massacre.  
Props and costumes in the film either used real historical objects loaned from 
museums or were made according to real historical materials from the period. For 
instance, some of the props were borrowed from a private collector Fang Jianchuan 
whose private Sino-Japanese War museum collects objects from the Sino-Japanese war 
period. The Chinese postcards shown in the credit sequence were hand-written by Minnie 
Vautrin in English and stamp sealed by post offices. Lu Chuan and the producers also 
spent ￥15 million ($2.3 million) constructing the locations according to the historical 
records of Nanjing City during that time. Such meticulous attention to material reality 
implies the popular and postmodern obsession with the “truth” of the past.   
B. “The Real” Consisting of Intertexual “Historical Signs”  
In addition to such historical anecdotes and material details to make the film 
“real,” or “true” to history, City of Life and Death also utilizes “historical signs” and 
“iconic images,” gathered in various media forms and originating from historical 
photographs, amateur films, and other visual archives and that have since circulated in 
documentaries, films, and television programs on the Nanjing Massacre, to create “an 
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effect of reality.” These accumulated “historical signs” and “iconic images” have 
constituted an important part of the Chinese people’s public memory. In retaining such 
intertextual signs and images, the film confirms the Chinese public memory and 
demonstrates its adherence to the historical “truth.” In the film there is a compilation of 
the intertexual signs of the Nanjing Massacre, which circulated in former films and 
literature. Thus what is real is “reality as constructed by historical communities of 
viewers.” 111 The past must be reconstructed, reconstituted, and represented based on 
what already exists, in order to break out from the recycling of images.  
These historical anecdotes and details, and historical signs anchor the film in 
historical realities and give the viewers an impression of historical truth or objectivity, 
which is different from the previous fictionalized massacre films. However, like the 
previous films, City of Life and Death is also a mixture of fact and fiction and 
emplotment. The historical facts and signs in the film constitute “an effect of reality” 
(Roland Barthes) or a fetishization of “accuracy in antiques” which equates the “real” 
with props, setting, lighting, and costumes, etc. 
C. Hyperreality and Technology 
City of Life and Death also looks “real” because of its “sheer accumulation of 
contemporary signs of the real” and “according to what presented before and what 
constitutes ‘the real’ in present representation strategies.” 112 This works with the battle 
scenes, particularly the street guerilla war sequence at the beginning of the film, which 
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was praised by the critics and audiences for being “real.” However, “the real” is 
according to the present standard of representations of war in film and television rather 
than historically “real,” as Spielberg’s representation of the D-Day landing in Europe in 
Saving Private Ryan is hailed for being “real” – psychologically real or of “real 
effect.”113  
Lu Chuan, himself graduated from a military college, Foreign Language Institute 
of People’s Liberation Army, invited army experts to help with the fighting scenes. 
Whether it is true to the real historical war, the scene has the real feel of war. The real is 
judged here by the standards of the present technology and representational mode as in 
the news, documentaries, combat war films, etc.114 The film is also praised for its made-
in-China technology and special effects in representing the war, instead of hiring a 
foreign technical special effect team as Feng Xiaogang did in his film The Assembly (Jijie 
hao, 2007). 
This “real effect” corresponds to Baudrillard’s concept of “hyperreality.” 
According to him, hyperreality is  
… a step in the historical process whereby images have become unshackled from 
the real.” He observes “(F)our successive phases in societal apprehensions of the 
image: 1. it is reflection of a basic reality. 2. It masks and perverts a basic reality. 
3. It marks the absence of a basic reality. 4. It bears no relation to reality 
whatever: it is its own pure simulacrum.” And the last is the hyperreal – visions of 
a world that appears more legitimate, more believable, and more valuable than the 
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real.” “Visual hyperrealist advanced through the use of detailed props and sets 
with the help of digital technologies and special effect.115   
 
In this sense, the battle scene in City of Life and Death is an example of Baudrillard’s 
hyperreality, a reality that “bears no relation to reality whatever: it is its own pure 
simulacrum” rather than “historical reality” with the present representational strategies.  
D. “The Real” in Affect 
City of Life and Death is a present interpretation of the Nanjing Massacre, a 
historical event, and it tries to strike a chord with audiences in the twenty-first century. 
As the global historical writings shift from macro-history or meta-history of the nation-
state to micro-histories, history in China also becomes more and more informed by the 
personal, the trivial, and the emotional, as the “xishuo” history in the Chinese TV 
historical dramas and feature films of costume drama manifests.  
In City of Life and Death, the Nanjing Massacre becomes a historical event where 
individual lives are intertwined. These individuals are ordinary people with moral 
ambiguities, and they are full-flesh human beings with their foibles and moments of 
heroism, which make them easy to identify with for the contemporary audience. Instead 
of showing the faceless Chinese masses that were helplessly, hopelessly, and silently 
dragged to the slaughter as told in the official nationalist narrative of victimization, the 
film presents close-ups of the faces of the individuals with their emotions and reactions 
towards death. Some of Nationalist soldiers even shout slogans like “China will never 
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die,” which echoes the patriotic nationalistic feelings of the Chinese audiences that have 
been inculcated by the CCP party-state’s patriotic propaganda education.  
The humanity of the ordinary people is also manifested in their foibles including 
cowardice, self-protection, and selfishness. In the film, a middle-aged Nationalist soldier 
frantically runs away from the battle scene while throwing away his uniform; when 
captured, he screams out “Help! Help!” toward a child soldier and a female. Ironically, he 
becomes one of the few survivors. The prostitute Xiaojiang quarrels with the Safety Zone 
coworkers for cutting her hair. She tells them that she relies on her hair for her profession 
after the war. To save other Chinese in the zone, she later chooses to sacrifice herself. Mr. 
Tang, the clerk working for the German John Rabe, betrays the Chinese soldiers hiding in 
the Safety Zone to save his small family. However, after the Japanese killed his daughter 
and took away his sister-in-law, when he is safe to leave Nanjing, he decides to give his 
own life for another Chinese.  
Lu Chuan also represents the fear and terror of the young Japanese soldier at war, 
his interactions with other Japanese, and his love for a Japanese “comfort woman” who 
pines away serving her own countrymen while longing for her far-away home and 
country. The other Japanese perpetrators are also portrayed as real human beings with 
their cowardice, cunning, greed and sometimes beastliness.  
In giving attention to this humanistic side of these common people, City of Life 
and Death appeals to the emotions of ordinary audiences. In representing the common 
Chinese denying death by giving chances for life to other Chinese, the film extols the 
agency and heroism of ordinary people within the general pictures of victimization.  
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E. “The Passion for the Real” and Violence of War 
In Welcome to the Desert of the Real, Slavoj Zizek states that the “passion for the 
real” is like going to the extremes and lay hold of the ‘real’ through pain like the 
cutters.116 In this age, people go to extremes to find their proof for being real, and 
popular culture meets such demands for “being real” through depictions of violence, 
especially violence against the body. In choosing war as the subject matter, City of Life 
and Death conveniently makes spectacular displays of the violence of death, to meet the 
desire of ‘being real” for audiences today. In the beginning part of the film, violence 
proliferates in various extreme forms: violence of war in bombing and gunfire, people 
trampling each other, and the gunfight between human beings. It is also exhibited by the 
violence done to human bodies, for instance, severed heads and naked bodies scattered 
around in the street as well as in the massive slaughter sites. The film also makes a 
display of the violence done to the female bodies in scenes of rape. Except for the sexual 
violence against women, the film generally leaves out the sadistic actions done by the 
Japanese toward individual Chinese as is common in previous films on the Nanjing 
Massacre, such as removing a fetus from a mother’s womb. However, the violence in 
either death or sex results in the fetishized spectacles that sometimes block the smooth 
narration of the film. With the excuse of genre conventions and realistic principle in 
being true to history, such violence thus makes its way into the mainstream despite 
Chinese state’s censorship on violence and sexuality.   
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F. “Effect of Reality” in Film Form 
Aside from these “effect of reality” through the fetishization of historical antiquities 
and signs, emotional and moral ambiguity, and spectacles of extreme violence – a 
seemingly realistic and mimetic rendering of history according to the present taste - City 
of Life and Death also tries to convey the historical reality through its form and narrative 
structure. In classical Hollywood cinema, plots are propelled by the agency and action of 
goal-oriented protagonist; the traditional socialist war films usually focus on strong 
exemplary leaders and the triumph of the heroic masses and a happy ending. Both cinema  
forms indicate a mastery over the world and the triumph of human beings. City of Life 
and Death takes more from the international art cinema with the principle of reality, in 
which fragmented events befall the almost aimless wandering protagonist without 
permitting him to influence their occurrence or their sequence. This protagonist enters the 
war inexperienced and is dazzled by the horrors of war. Instead of acting and doing 
things, he is passively dragged into the chaotic world of war and aimlessly driven by the 
things around him and unable to offer coherent explanations. The film follows the 
itinerary of the protagonist, chronicles his precarious and fragmented experience during 
the Nanjing Massacre and links the stories of others he runs across. The Nanjing 
Massacre is therefore represented as a personal and cultural moment of crisis for the 
protagonist. Instead of going through this rite of passage triumphantly, he ends in 
disillusion and finally commits suicide.117 Here, the idealistic agent of history is reduced 
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to a helpless victim of forces outside his control which leads to mental and physical 
disorientation. 
City of Life and Death does not provide an illusion of thematic continuity and a 
gradual building up of tension in the plot. Neither does it compensate for the contingency 
of the war experience with a love interest or impose a linear plot and culmination to 
account for the significance of the events. The itinerary of the protagonist chronicles his 
wartime experience and links the episodic structure of individual stories, which, to some 
extent, mimics the chaos of war and the incoherence of everyday life. 
Traditional Chinese war films usually demonstrate a unified and fixed view of 
history so as to secure what is commonly thought to be the only foundation for the 
formation of national identity and community. They are master-narratives of the nation. 
City of Life and Death seems to be different in providing unmediated access to reality by 
invoking the concept of objectivity and expressing the desire to recover “things as they 
really were” in the form of individual personal stories, a collage of photographic material 
and “real effect” that passively registers the random chaos of existence.118  
As mentioned before, such a form is not only related to art films, but also to the 
traumatic nature of the Nanjing Massacre. The form in City of Life and Death makes the 
film an example of posttraumatic cinema in the process of Chinese people and nation 
dealing with a national trauma. However, as in his second feature Kekexili where the art 
film principle is employed as a differential strategy for commercial films, City of Life and 
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Death also utilizes such strategies to differentiate itself from other blockbusters, as the 
pro-state and pro-nationalist ideology of the film is implied through the ending. The film 
ends with the suicide of the perpetrator and the survival of the child soldier who, to quote 
the film, “still lives,” which symbolizes a happy ending where the enemy dies and the 
Chinese people survive.  
 
Summarizing the postmodernist theory of history, Perez Zagorin states that it 
“comprises two principle theses… The first thesis is that of anti-realism, which maintains 
that the past cannot be the object of historical knowledge or, more specifically, that the 
past is not and cannot be the referent of historical statements and representations. Such 
representations are therefore construed as referring not to the past but solely to other and 
always present historical statements, discourses, and texts,”119 thus a collage of always 
present historical statements, discourses and texts. In China, historiography is seldom 
influenced by such postmodernist theory, and for the Nanjing Massacre, the ethical 
imperative makes it impossible to follow it. For City of Life and Death, the director, 
officials, critics, and audiences still uphold the importance of “true to history.” Lu Chuan 
claimed that his film was different from previous films about the Nanjing Massacre with 
its depiction of the Chinese people’s resistance instead of the Western rescue and the 
Chinese helpless and hopeless victimization by the Japanese invaders. Lu Chuan also 
insisted that his film was more true to history with “historical facts” gleaned from the 
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new post-socialist and international historical research and multi-national private 
personal documents. Lu Chuan thus indirectly indicates that the history of the Nanjing 
Massacre is not the official one of victimization, thus challenging the CCP party-state 
regime’s traditional official narratives. This post-socialist rejection of the official socialist 
historiography is partly made possible in China in the twenty-first century with 
marketization and commercialization as well as the negotiation and alliance among 
power, capital, and elites.    
The rewriting of history in City of Life and Death and the different cinematic 
representations of the Nanjing Massacre in Chinese cinema also echo Hayden White’s 
statement in Metahistory that historiography is about arranging and telling stories, not 
about delivering objective truth. Vivian Sobchack thus summaries White on “The 
Modernist Event,” “(A)ccording to him,…. historical matter, particularly in its status as 
significant or discrete ‘event’, has ‘dissolved as an object of a respectably scientific 
knowledge,’ and there are now ‘no limits’ on what can ‘be legitimately said about it.’ … 
the loss of ‘secured and borders and value between ‘significant’ and trivial’ event, 
between fact and fiction, between past and present, between experience and its 
representation – conflation of personal and historical, trivial and significant.’”120 City of 
Life and Death is an attempt at such dissolution and blurring between the significant and 
the trivial, the historical and the personal, and fact and fiction.  
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In terms of film style and language, City of Life and Death is therefore 
emphatically different from the traditional mainstream socialist realist war films with 
their revolutionary heroism. It adopts the international art cinema of “being realistic” and 
popular culture’s fascination with spectacles and the unusual. It thus partakes in the 
global postmodern obsession with the past and the commodification of history in popular 
culture, which is in line with universal liberal humanism, i.e. the ideology of global 
capital. 
To some extent, City of Life and Death walks in line with the CCP party-state’s 
priority in developing and reforming Chinese national cinema according to the market 
mechanism and entering the global market. In City of Life and Death, Lu Chuan adopted 
and experimented with the popular international cinematic language, individual stories of 
ordinary people, global antiwar cinema, high production values and commercial appeal, 
black and white aesthetics, and realistic representation of history. Such adoption denotes 
a cinematic modernity that is in line with the post-socialist state techno-nationalism, 
which emphasizes harmony, development, and adoption of international advanced 
science, technology, and culture to enable China to integrate and stand out in the 
international systems of global capitalism. 
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Conclusion  
 
 In this dissertation, I have analyzed Lu Chuan’s films for their meaning and social 
significance and also used Lu Chuan’s filmmaking career and his films as a case study to 
explore the transformation of Chinese cinema and society in the first decade of the 
twenty-first century. Applying Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of the field of cultural 
production, I relate my examination of an individual director and his films to other 
filmmakers and their works within the field of contemporary Chinese cinematic 
production and to the larger field of power and field of economy. I hence delineate the 
forces in these fields that have contributed to the structural changes in Chinese cinema, 
which have shaped Lu Chuan’s filmmaking career and the content, form, and style of his 
films. As my analysis demonstrates, although the field of cinematic production has a 
certain degree of autonomy, the forces in the field of power and the field of economy - 
particularly the state and the market - hold an increasing sway in Chinese cinema. In 
China, the state-initiated reform and opening-up policy, which aim at China’s economic 
development and greater integration into the international system of global capitalism, 
have opened the door for non-state players to emerge and have provided a platform for 
individuals like Lu Chuan to rise. Meanwhile, it is also the agency of individuals in 
maneuvering within this state system and pushing the limits from within that contributes 
to the transformation and booming of Chinese cinema in the new century. It thus forms a 
new form of alliance among power, capital, and talent in Chinese cinema.  
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As my examination implies, Lu Chuan’s directorial debut film, Missing Gun 
became a forerunner in forging such an alliance and succeeded in combining emerging 
leading forces to create a film with both critical acclaim and popular embrace, and 
introducing innovative commercial practices into Chinese cinema. Missing Gun became a 
film of ordinary people, which respected the Chinese audience with high production 
values and brought back the fun of film watching with entertainment attractions. It 
initiated a new form of popular cinema and brought a glimpse of hope for Chinese 
national cinema at the turn of the century when it was still struggling for survival.  
This alliance among power, capital, and talent reached a new level in Lu Chuan’s 
third film City of Life and Death, with its direct engagement with Chinese politics. With 
the support of private capital and the state, Lu Chuan presented a new version of the 
cinematic interpretation of the Nanjing Massacre, in which he catered to but also 
challenged Chinese official discourse and collective memory by going beyond 
nationalism and introducing anti-war sentiments of “universal” liberal humanism. He 
represented the Chinese national enemy, the Japanese military personnel, in a humanistic 
way and dwelled on the damage of war on all human beings, including both victims and 
perpetrators. However, such rewriting of national history was not without controversy, 
which was demonstrated by the heated debate among critics and audiences, and the 
state’s initial endorsement and final withdrawal of support for the film. It reflects a 
continuing struggle in Chinese politics, as between the Leftists and the Liberalists. 
Although being controversial, the film nevertheless created a space for discussion and 
exploration of national history and politics in the new century. In this sense, Lu Chuan 
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pushed the limits from within the state system by creating a relatively safe public space in 
popular culture for people to engage in politics, national history, and collective memory.  
Such an alliance among power, capital, and talent proved to benefit all three 
players. Individuals like Lu Chuan found opportunities to direct films and express their 
views by showing them to domestic audiences and engaging with the society. Private 
companies like Huaiyi Brothers and Stellar Megamedia expanded and strengthened their 
film production business and became China’s top media corporations. Meanwhile, the 
state carrier China Film Group not only strengthened its film business but also fulfilled its 
state role in co-opting leading social forces such as private corporations and cultural 
entrepreneurs to develop Chinese national cinema. The alliance thus strengthens the 
development of Chinese cinema and contributes to the shifting ruling strategies of the 
CCP party-state from dominance to hegemony in the age of globalization.   
This alliance among power, capital, and talent is also visible in the film texts. Lu 
Chuan’s films typically attract two typical kinds of consecrators, film professionals and 
critics, and mass audiences, which means that the films are both commercially viable and 
critically acclaimed. Meanwhile, the state also supports Lu Chuan as a representative of 
the young generation of filmmakers and cultivates him as new “organic intellectual.” 
This results from both Lu Chuan’s cosmopolitan familiarity and skillful application of 
international cinematic languages and styles of both art films and popular Hollywood 
cinema, and his adoption of “universal” liberal humanism and use of popular 
entertainment elements in rendering Chinese people’s collective experiences and popular 
concerns. All of his films Missing Gun, Kekexili, and City of Life and Death engage with 
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topics Chinese people are familiar with, such as stories of exemplary socialist workers, 
ordinary heroes and modern historical event. However, Lu Chuan represents them by 
moving away from socialist realism and the CCP party-state ideology. With humanistic 
concerns of the universal liberal humanism, the films focus on individuals with their 
struggles in extreme situations, which resonates with ordinary audiences. However, all 
these practices are nothing but pushing the limits from within, which is exemplified in the 
way the films end. Lu Chuan usually wraps up his films with pro-state solutions. For 
instance, in Kekexili, he ends the film with the state’s intervention and the consequent 
better results for environmental protection; in City of Life and Death, he has the Japanese 
protagonist kill himself before he frees a Chinese child soldier and a middle-aged 
cowardly soldier, which implies a hope for the Chinese as symbolized by the survival of a 
child. This alliance among power, capital and art in Lu Chuan’s films speaks to the 
converging and contending discourses in the post-socialist China, such as socialist 
cultural and ideological heritage, nationalism, and the liberal humanism of global 
capitalism. Lu Chuan succeeds by citing these different discourses in his films, which 
contributes to his distinctive authorship and the establishment of his position within the 
field of Chinese cinema in the new century.  
The rise of Lu Chuan in Chinese cinema also indicates a new trend in Chinese 
cultural production, going abroad by “glocalization,” or integration of Chinese and 
international cinemas and cultures. Lu Chuan’s films were all sold to the United States 
and distributed for theatrical release. Although the reception was far from being 
enthusiastic, it shows the potential for Chinese national cinema to go abroad. Chinese 
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films were already sold to the market in the US as in the case of the films of the Fifth- 
and Sixth-Generation directors. However, these films were either exotic and mysterious 
representations of an ancient China or about marginal social groups in thematic and 
institutional rebellion against the state, Lu Chuan’s films were more mainstream and 
rooted in contemporary Chinese society than the films of these two groups of filmmakers. 
With Chinese native topics and the adoption of international cinematic style and 
language, Lu Chuan’s films lack the distinctions that define international art films.  
However, domestically Lu Chuan’s films are acclaimed by both critics and 
audiences, and his films constitute a new popular entertainment cineama in China in the 
new century. Lu Chuan’s cosmopolitan taste in films also works with the state’s policy in 
adopting advanced science, technology, management to enter the global world. However, 
as the distribution and reception of Lu Chuan’s films shows, the main market for his 
films was still domestic, which bespeaks the difficulty of the integration of Chinese 
culture into the international system of global capitalism.  
In addition to the analysis of the alliance among politics, capital and talent, I also 
explore Lu Chuan’s application of international commercial and art cinematic languages 
in representing Chinese stories in his films, such as the art film’s principle of realism and 
classical Hollywood storytelling, which differentiate his films and contribute to the 
popularity of his films among Chinese critics and audiences. The popular gender politics 
in Lu Chuan’s films is exemplified through his comic representation of masculinity in 
crisis and his more conservative way of representing women. Trauma studies become a 
useful tool in examining Chinese people’s continuing effort in dealing with the national 
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trauma and Lu Chuan’s tackling of the issue in both content and form in City of Life and 
Death. Such analysis contributes to the research on Chinese cinema.  
Through this examination in the dissertation, I argue that Lu Chuan’s filmmaking 
career and films indicate a new political regime and a new popular imagination in China 
in the first decade of the new century with the rise of the Chinese economy in the world 
and its greater integration into international global capitalism. This research is 
interdisciplinary with theories drawn from cultural studies, political economy, 
historiography, and film studies, and presents a picture of the transitional Chinese society 
and cinema in the first decade of the twenty-first century. It is an inward-turning research 
on Chinese cinema with a focus on domestic popular films within Chinese social, 
political and cultural contexts rather than on transitional well-known Chinese cinema, and 
thus serves to shed light on the contemporary Chinese society. 
 
Starting with directing a small budget film, Lu Chuan’s film budget has increased, 
beginning with Missing Gun's ￥2 million ($310,000) budget, then Kekexili's ￥10 
million ($1.6 million) budget, the City of Life and Death's ￥ 80 million ($13 million) 
budget, and his latest film The Last Supper (Wang de shengyan) having a ￥90 million 
($14 million) budget. This reflects a general trend in Chinese cinema, i.e. big-budget 
films with social capital pouring into the Chinese film industry. However, the Chinese 
cinema again sinks in the second decade of the new century. Since 2011, box office 
revenues from domestic films have been surpassed again by those of imported 
Hollywood blockbusters. With their skillful storytelling and advanced technology such as 
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3D and special effects, Hollywood imports again exert great pressure on domestic films. 
In 2012, the state increased the importation of Hollywood blockbusters by fourteen more 
films for each year to meet the requirements of the WTO. In addition to the pressure of 
Hollywood imports, Chinese cinema is plagued by censorship, monopoly, and piracy. 
Scheduled to be released in theaters this July, Lu Chuan’s latest film, The Last Supper, 
has been delayed because of state censorship, which is unusual for Lu Chuan. The film is 
a historical drama about real historical events and figures in ancient China, usually a safe 
genre and topic that can easily pass the state censorship. However, because of Lu 
Chuan’s persistence in faithfully representing history including politics, the film has been 
waylaid. According to the producer, individual officials in the Film Bureau support the 
film, but the system does not allow such films to be distributed and exhibited.121 
Therefore, in the second decade of the new century, politics still holds sway in Chinese 
cinema and poses obstacles for the autonomous development of Chinese cinema. Having 
been tiptoeing on the official line, Lu Chuan now faces the same problems as other 
filmmakers with state censorship and institutional restrains, which testifies to the fragile 
nature of the alliance among power, capital and art and the limited space to push within 
the state system in China even in the age of globalization. The film could become another 
round of contention and negotiation between power, capital, and art in the new decade.  
  
                                                 
121 “Wangde shengyan tuichu shuqidang Lu Chuan jidu gengye” (The Last Supper was Put off from 
Summer Release, Lu Chuan Almost Cried), Xinlang June 19, 2012. http://ent.sina.com.cn/m/c/2012-06-
19/03263661842.shtml 
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